THE TEMPLEESTATESOF DELOS, RHENEIA,
AND MYKONOS
(PLATES

NIM

89-90)

ANY templesin ancientGreecederivedrevenuesfrom investmentsand loans,

but the Temple of Apollo at Delos is the only one whose records are preserved
in sufficient quantity to enable us to follow its financial career in considerable detail
for'several centuries. This good fortune has come about not only because the site
of Delos has remained virtually deserted throughout the Christian era.' but also
because temple officials at Delios appear to nave iept tneir accounts ana permancin
records with more care than was exercised by many of their contemporaries. Approxi-'
mately one fifth of the inscriptions of Delos contain fragmentary or complete accounts
of the treasurers of the Temple of Apollo. The earliest specimen of which we have
any knowledge antedates the Peloponnesian War, and was a comparatively brief
record: it consisted merely of a list of various sources of revenue and the total amount
of money received from each source.2 Although methods of bookkeeping appear to
have varied sonmewhatwith different treasurers, the accounts tended to become more
detailed as time went on, and towards the end of the Amphictyonic Period (454314 B.C.) it was customary to include in the permanent records itemized expenditures
and lists of individual rent-payers and debtors as well as a summarized financial statement. During the Period of Independence (314-166 B.C.) the accounts were rendered
still mor'efully by the Hieropoioi, who were annual officials in charge of the Temple's
finances. The Hieropoioi were accuistomedto keep their daily records on papyrus and
to post a wooden notice board every month, and were obliged to make a monthly
financial report to the Delian Boule.3 At the end of their term of office the Hieropoioi
'For a convenient summary of the history of Delos during the Christian Era, see A. C.
Orlandos, B.C.H., LX, 1936, pp. 68-71.
2 I.G., 12, 377; Tod, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions, P, No. 54.
For the references and a discussion of prices of papyrus rolls, see J. A. 0. Larsen, Ron
Greece (Economic Survey of Ancient Rome, IV), pp. 396-397. The papyrus appears to have been
used for bookkeeping as well as for business documents (T. Homolle, Les archives d;elintendance
sacree a' Delos, pp. 12-13).
There were two types of records on wooden tablets.. At the close of each year there was made
a wooden duplicate (8EXros)of a part, if not all, ofi the text of the annual stele (I.G., XI, 2; 148,
line 70; 154, A, line 46; and especially 287, A, line 197): this tablet was probably stored in the
temple archives, as its wood was the durable cypress (Inscr. de Delos; 372, A, line 116; 440, A,
line 47). Wood was also used to make notice boards (ir6Tcvpa and eVKW/XaTL) on which were posted
monthly reports (rTU Ao'yWC
KaTa p.jva: I.G., XI, 2; 145, line 44; 161, A, line 89; Inscr. de Delos;
372, A, line 116; 461, Ab, line 26), records of business contracts (ovyypa0acs:
Inscr. de Delos;
372, A, line 116; 461, Ab, line 22), lists of guarantors and possibly contracts with them (et's&yHesperia,XVII, 4
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included in their annual report an inventory of sacred objects under their jurisdiction
as well as a fully itemized record of all monies received and expended, and it was
their custom to publish this report by engraving it on stone and to set up their inscription in the temple precinct, where the public might inspect-and doubtless audittheir records. This custom was continued by the successors of the Hieropoioi during
MYKolos
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Fig. 1. DelosandVicinity
the Athenian Colonial Period (post 166 B.C.) until shortly after 140 B.C., at which
time it seems to have been abandoned,possibly in order to avoid unnecessary expense.4
Rentals from estates that wAereowned and.leased by the Temple of Apollo seem
to have been among the earliest of the various sources of temple revenue, though
I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 43; Inscr. de Delos; 461, Ab, line 26; 503, line 9), and inventories
7rapa8o'o-Eat: Inscr. de De'los; 372, A, 116; 442, A, line 204). The difference
between a vrevpov and a AEviIKwJJawas probably one of construction; both types were whitened
(I.G., XI, 2; 203, A, line 34; 287, A, line 81). Cf. Homolle, op. cit., p. 13; W. A. Laidlaw,
A History of Delos, pp. 139-140.
For the monthly reports to the Boule, see pages 274, 279, and 281.
4 The latest dated temple account is from the year 140-39 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, No. 1450).
yVrEls:
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it is not known precisely when the practice of leasing farm estates to tenants was
first introduced. Thucydides relates that in 523 B.C. the island of Rheneia was captured by Polycrates, the tyrant of Samos, and.was presented by him..to the Delian
Apollo: this gift probably marks the earliest of the various holdings in real estate
to which the Temple of Apollo held title. It is uncertain how soon after 523 B.C. the
part of the island that was retained by the temple was converted into estates, but
presumably the interval would not have been long, so that it well may be that the
earliest leases issued for estates on Rheneia dated from the late sixth century B.C.
It is, however, clear that the temple authorities did not assume direct control of the
entire island. They appear to -have shepherdedthe Rheneians into the northwest area
of Rheneia, west of the hills that are known today as Loutra and Pyrgos, where they
permitted them to fotunda small town and to continue to live in an independent city
state.6 At the same time a narrow strip of land in the southeast half of the island,
bordering on the strait that separates Delos from Rheneia, seems to have been set
aside as a cemetery area.7 The remainder of the island, consisting of most of the
5 Thucydides i, 13, 6; iii, 104, 2. For the date and circumstances of Polycrates' action, see H. W.
Parke, Class. Quart., XL, 1946, pp. 105-08. Cf. also F. Courby, Explor. archeol. de Delos, XII,
pp. 207-218; P. N. Ure, The Origin of Greek Tyranny, p. 71; Laidlaw, op. cit., pp. 57-58; C.A.H.,
IV, p. 102. Glotz-Cohen, Histoire grecquie,I, p. 283.
The existence of this state in the fifth century B.C. is attested bv the Athenian tribute lists
(Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, The Athetnian T7ributeLists, I, pp. 392-93), and its continuance
during the Hellenistic Age is attested in many Delian inscriptions (e. g., I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 11;
287, A, lines 159-160; cf. P. Roussel, De'os colonie athe'nienne,p. 16). The excavations conducted at
the site of the town by Stavropoullos (cf. IIpaKKTLKa, 1900, pp. 67-69) and Pippas (cf. B.C.H.;
XLVII, 1923, p. 529; XLVIII, 1924, p. 484) are for the most part unpublished: the excavators'
notes, together with Stavropoullos' records of his excavation of the great cemetery, were in 1939
in the Museum of Mykonos, where they were being studied by K. A. Rhomaios (one article has
appeared to date: AEXn'ov,XII, 1929, pp. 181-224)-, but due to their age and bulk the work was
proceeding slowly. The chief discovery in the town of Rheneia is a rectangular structure ca. 30 m.
by 12 m. which seems to be a Mithraeum: it has a paved forecourt to the west and a large blue
marble bench at the east (rear) end of the interior room, behind which is a small apse containing
a Hellenistic dolphin mosaic (cf. P1. '89, No. 1). There seems little doubt that the territory of the
city-state embraced the whole northwest part of the island, which is a theatre-shaped geographical
unit. The town's chief export seems to have been gneiss flagstones (cf. L. Cayeux, Explor. arche'ol.
de Delos, IV, pp. 22-24). The acropolis of the state was situated on the summit of the hill of
Pyrgos; its ruins, also unpublished, include a high wall ca. 100 m. in length and foundations of two
ancient towers, each ca. 8 m. square. Extensive walls of mediaeval date suggest that this was the
site of the fourteenth century castle of the Knights of Saint john (cf. J. 'Cantacuzenus,Historiarun,
II, 29 [Corpus Script. Hist. By-antin., XX]; M. Buchon, Revue de Paris, 1843, XVI, p. 339;
R. C. Jebb, J.H.S., I, 1880, p. 38; W. Miller, The Latins in the Levant, p. 585). Cf. Fig. 2 and
P1. 89, No. 2.
7 The cemetery area extends from almost the north end of the strait between Rheneia and'Delos
to a spot opposite the Bay of Phourni, and south of the area the Rheneian shore consists of the
steep hills of Phylladi Martiou and Marmarokopio (cf. A. Bellot, Explor. archeol. de Delos, I, P1. I;
this splendid map is reproduced in Cayeux, op. cit., P1. I); it is thus apparent that none of the
temple estates bordered tupon the strait. An amazing abtundanceof ancient remains have been
uncovered in the cemetery (cf. P1. 89, No. 3), among them numerous potsherds which seem to
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southern half and the eastern side of the northern half, was turned into farms. From
the fourth century until 166 B.C. the number of estates on Rheneia was ten, and the
rentals from Rheneia in 432 B.C. are large enough to show that the area rented in
the fifth century B.C. was approximately the same as in the fourth. It therefore seems
probable that when the temple administrators accepted Polycrates' gift, they divided
the area that was assigned to farms into ten estates, and that the area and the number
of the Rheneian estates remainedunchanged from the sixth century B.C. until the end
of the Period of Independence.
The identification and location of the individual estates on Rheneia was undertaken in 1890 by T. Homolle, who was able from Amphictyonic accounts to distinguish
the names of the ten Rheneian estates from the estates on Delos. He also pointed out
that several names have geographical significance, and demonstrated that in listing
these names the Delian accountants sometimes followed a definite geographical order.'
When the evidence of inscriptions discovered since Homolle wrote is added to his
conclusions, it is possible to infer that the estates of Porthmos, Pyrgoi, and Chareteia
lay at one end of the accountants' itinerary, and that Limnai, Rhamnoi, and Nikou
Choros lay at the other.9 A comparison of the surface remains on the island with the
indicate that the earliest burials antedate the fifth century B.C.; however, until the excavations are
published, conclusive proof that the area was used before 426 B.C. is lacking.
8B.C.H., XIV, 1890, pp. 421-433.
9 In many inscriptions it is clear that no geographical order was observed at all, since the Delian
and Rheneian estates are not kept separate; in other accounts, however, the Rheneian estates are
given in one group. Of the latter, the lists in I.G., I12, 1638 and I.G., XI, 2, 199 are incomplete, the
list in Inscr. de De'los, 442 groups the names according to renewals and non-renewals of leases
(cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 243, note 2), and the order of the names in the accounts of I.G., XI, 2;
135, 144, 149, and 161 is badly confused (Porthmos, however, heads the list in I.G., II2, 1638 and
in I.G., XI, 2; 144, 161, and 199). This leaves the single lists contained in I.G., XI, 2, 158 and in
Inscr. de De'los, 290 and 399, and the two lists oi I.G., XI, 2, 287, A (lines 25-34; 143-179). It is
clear that, with the exception of Porthmos in the first list of I.G., XI, 2, 287 and in the list of
Inscr. de Delos, 290, the two lists of I.G., XI, 2, 287 and the list of Inscr. de Delos, 290 are given
in reverse order from the lists of I.G., XI, 2, 158 and Inscr. de Delos, 399. When Porthmos is put
in its proper place and the lists that are given backwards are reversed, the order of the estates is
as follows:
I.G., XI, 2:
Inscr. de Delos
158
287, I
287, II
290
399
Porthmos .....
.
1
1
...
1
1
1
Pyrgoi ..................
2
2
2
2
2
Chareteia ................
3
3
3
3
3
I
Panormos...........
.....
4
4
4
4
5
Skitoneia ................
5
6
6
6
6
Charoneia................
6
5
5
5
7
7
Dionysion ................
7
7
7
8
Lirnnai...................
8
9
8
8
9
Rhamnoi .......9
10
........
10
9
10
Nikou Choros............
10
8
9
10
4
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descriptions that are contained in the inventories of the Hieropoioi has furnished
additional evidence for the location of some of the estates.10
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Fig. 3. The Temple Estates on Rheneia
10 This
Homolle failed to do, being misled by his hypothesis -that only one-tenth of Rheneia
was taken over by the Temple of Apollo (B.C.H., XIV, 1890, p. 425, note 4); the total area he
suggests for the Rheneian estates is much too small (ibid., pp. 424-27). I examined the surface
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Porthmos may be located with considerable confidence in the vicinity of an
ancient quay in northern Rheneia that marks the spot at which ferry traffic from
Delos to the town of Rheneia disembarked, and the estate probably included all the
northeast area of the island that lies north of the quay and east of the hill of Loutra."
It thus becomes apparent that the Delian accountants began their geographical lists
with the northernmost estate, and that the estate of Pyrgoi should lie directly south
of Porthmos; this in turn is confirmed by the fact that in this area today both the
plain and the hill to the west of the plain are called " Pyrgos." 12 The name of Chareteia offers no clue to its location, but since it comes directly after Pyrgoi in the lists,
it was evidently situated south of Pyrgoi. It is probable that this estate extended
across the isthmus of the island and included a large tract of land south of the isthmus
along the west coast (cf. P1. 89, no. 4), for not only were the rentals of Chareteia
the largest of all the temple estates, which implies that Chareteia was considerably
larger in area than either Porthmos or Pyrgoi, but the rentals of the decennium 259remains on Rheneia in a preliminary wcavin July, 1939, and again in February, 1940, but my plan
of returning in the summer of 1940 for an accurate architectural study was frustrated by the
spread of war. Consequently, while enough was discovered to help in locating several of the Rheneian
estates, it seems best to indicate in this article merely the general nature of some of the finds, and
to postpone any detailed publication of the surface remains until they can be examined thoroughly.
'1 The word 7ropGFw'is defined by ILiddell-Scott-Jonesas "a ferry, or place crossed by a ferry,
a strait, a narrow sea." As a place name, however, Porthmos must have applied either to a locality
beside a strait or to a vicinity where there was a ferry terminal (cf. J. H. Young, Hesperia, X, 1941,
p. 166). It is probable that the latter alternative is the reason for the namieof the estate Porthmos.
Homolle (B.C.H., VII, 1882, pp. 66, 68), who is followed by A. M. Andreades (A History of
Greek Public Finance, Vol. I, 1933, p. 148, note 5) and by Young (loc. cit.), assumed that TroEts
'P7veLav7ropGudovof the Delian accounts referred to a ferry which crossed the narrow strait between
Delos and Rheneia to a terminus somewhere in the area of the great cemetery. While the strait may
have been called, very properly, a 7rop6p1?, this does not imply that the ferry operated only in the
strait; rT 7rOpG/1EOV TO CtdSMVKOVOV (I.G., XI, 2; 138, B, lines 9-10; 199, B, line 97; 287, A, line 39;
Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 41 ) obviously did not. Furthermore, the income from the ferry to Rheneia
varied so greatly that it argues against a ferry service to the cemetery area, which presumably would
show no startling changes from year to year in the volume of its business or in its rates. In 269 B.C.
the revenue received by the temple from the ferry amounted to 200 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 30) ;
about the year 256 B.C. it was 440 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 274, line 13); in 250 B.C. it had fallen to 340 dr.
(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 40); and by 179 B.C.it had shrunk to 120 dr. (Inscr. de Delos, 442, A,
line 153).
It seems more probable, therefore, that To CtP'PTvetav 7ropOpUdovwas a ferry that operated between
Delos and the town of Rheneia. The sunken quay on the northeast shore of Rheneia is in direct line
with the town of Delos and the saddle of the hills Loutra and Pyrgos which affords the only easy
approach to the town of Rheneia from the east. The quay has been published by P. Negris (Ath.
Mitt., XXIX, 1904, pp. 344-347), who terms it " Roman "; K. Lehmann-Hartleben, however, considers it much earlier (Klio, Beiheft XIV, 1923, p. 279). In conclusion, it may be noted that the
estate of Porthmos cannot have taken its name from a ferry to the cemetery area, since no estates
bordered upon the strait between Delos and Rheneia (above, note 7).
12 The area seems to take its name from the south tower of the acropolis
of the town of Rheneia
(cf. note 6 and p. 246), which is today preserved to a height of ca. 3 m.
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50 B.C.'3 show that it consisted of two equally valuable halves, which can best be
accounted for by supposing that these parts lay north and south of the isthmus, and
that the dividing line was at the narrowest part of the'isthmus where the Holkos
was located."4
The middle group of names in the geographical lists consists of the estates of
Charoneia, Panormos, Dionysion, and Skitoneia. Of these four, Charoneia can be
located with certainty. Not only does the name suggest a neighborhood close to the
great cemetery,"5but the inventories show that Charoneia was a double estate, having
13 The experiment of splitting the estate of Chareteia into two halves
during the decennium
259-50 B.C. caused trouble not only for the hieropoioi but also for modern auditors of their accounts.
The original lessees for the decennium were Teleson and Ekephylos; they went bankrupt in 258 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 226, A, lines 29-31). The amount of rent they actually paid in 258 B.C. is given on
the stone as 1200 dr., but since these figures come at the end of line 30, and the beginning of line 31
is not preserved, they may have paid more. It is clear that their contracts called for more than
1200 dr. from the small additional payments mentioned in line 31 and from the fact that in 250 B.C.
Ekephylos still owed the hieropoioi one obol (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 196).
The successors of Teleson and Ekephylos were Diogenes and Mnesimachos (cf. I.G., XI 2,
226, A, line 33), who kept up their annual payments until 251 B.C., when it became Mnesimachos'
turn to default. In I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 139-142 we read that " the part of Chareteia which
had been rented to Mnesimachos was leased for 281 dr. to Xenokrates, son of Hierombrotos, because
Mnesimachos did not furnish guarantors. Mnesimachos, son of Autokrates, thus owes the balance
that is left after the amount brought in by the re-rented land is deducted; viz., 419 dr. 3 ob. His
guarantors, Hierokles, Phrasias son of Ammonios, and Phanos son of Diodotos, are also responsible
for this amount, Phanos being guarantor of half of it, and Hierokles and Phrasias the other half.
In addition to this, thev owe the hem'iolionof 209 dr. 4% ob." It is clear from this statement that
Mnesimachos should have paid for his half of Chareteia 419 dr. 3 ob. plus the 281 dr. that was paid
by the new lessee Xenokrates; in other words, his lease called for a rental of 700 dr. 3 ob. The rental'
paid by his associate Diogenes for the other half of the estate was an even 700 dr. (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A, line 30) ; thus the whole estate was leased for a rental of 1400 dr. 3 ob. (These are the only
rental figures for Chareteia during the decennium 259-50 B.C. that are not open to question).
14 Cf. J. Treheux, B.C.H., LXX, 1946, p. 568. At the narrowest point of the isthmus (ca. 90 m.
in width) is a shallow depression that indicates an ancient holkos. (The word oAXKo' seems to have
been applied to a track and other apparatus used for hatling ships across an isthmus [Herodotus,
ii, 159 (the holkoi were evidently substitutes for unfinished canals); Thucydides, 'iii, 15, 1]; the
word 8OXKO'A
referred to the place where the hauling was done [Strabo, viii, 6, 4]. Homolle [B.C.H.,
VI, 1882, p. 67] states that OKXO't were small harbors, even though he described the true meaning
of OXKo's in a footnote; this erroneous interpretation has been followed by Andreades [op. cit., p. 147]
and by J. H. Thiel [Klio, XX, 1925, p. 66].) The Delian accounts mention two KAKot, one of which
was located on Mykonos (cf. Inscr. (le De'los; 353, A, lines 29-30;' 354, lines 29-30) while the other
is described as O OXKof E'vN'awt (I.G., XI, 2; 203, A, 30; 287, A, 40; Inscr. de Delas; 353. A, 30;
354, line 28; 399, A, lines 89-90;- 442, A, line 154). Since there is no other place near Delos
where a holkos would be either helpful or profitable, this second holkos surely refers to the holkos
on the isthmus of Rheneia. Why it is called EvNTro-tand not Ev 'P-Rvela is not clear. "H Nvaog in the
Delian inscriptions sometimes, but apparently not always (cf. B.C.H., LXX, 1946, pp. 566-571),
refers to Greater Rhevmatiari (cf. commentary on I.G., XI, 2, 145, line 8). But since this islet is
only 600 m. long, is not flat, has no isthmus, and offers no serious obstacle to shipping, any attempt
to place a holkos on it seems preposterous. Homolle (loc. cit.) hesitantly identifies v N-aos with
Delos: Svoronos (B.C.H., XVII. 1893, p. 487) puts both holkoi on Mykonos!
15
Homolle, B.C.H., XIV, 1890, p. 425, note 3. The name apparently means," Charon's ground."
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two farmhouses and other farm buildings in duplicate, and at times two lessees. It
also possessed a farm tower."6 On the top of the hill today called Palia Vardhia, not
far from the cemetery area, are clearly defined wall foundations of a rectangulat
enclosure approximately 80 m. by 32 tn. divided by a cross-wall into two courtyards,
the western ca. 30 m. by 32 m., the eastern 50 m. by 32 m. The latter area contains
the remains of a house which was built with a cistern beneath it in the manner of
many Delian town houses, and it is significant that Charoneia is the only temple estate
for which an oIK'a is inventoried. The identification of the site is corroborated by the
presence of a collapsed tower in the southwest corner of the larger courtyard.17The
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estate of Panormos would appear from the lists to lie between Chareteiaand Charoneia,
and its name indicates that it bordered on a bay; this bay was probably the deep inlet
on the southern shore of Rheneia. In the Athenian Colonial Period Panormos seems
to have been enlarged to include parts of Charoneia.18The location of Dionysion and
Skitoneia are more conjectural: Homolle noted that the name of the former should
I.G., XI, 2, 287, A. lines 164-169.
Enough of the lower courses remain in place to show that the tower was ca. 12 m. square,
and the great number of fallen stones shows that it once rose to a considerable height. The tower
was still standing in the fifteenth century, when it was noted by C. Buondelmonte, whose map, while
curiously leaving out the northern section of Rheneia, places the tower in approximately its correct
position in the southern half of the island (L. Gallois, Explor. archeol. de De'los, III, pp. 10-11, 84).
It appears also in several sixteenth century maps, but was not seen by Spon and Wheler in 1675
nor by Tournefort in 1717 (Gallois, op. cit., figs. 13, 18, 24, 44-46, 55).
18 In the-Athenian Colonial Period Panormos contained a tower (Inscr. de Delos, 1417, B, II,
lines 90-94; cf. Roussel, Del. col. ath., p. 157); this is probably the same tower that belonged to
Charoneia before 166 B.C. Homolle (op. cit., p. 425) identified the bay from which the estate took
its name with the broad gulf that lies east of the isthmus, but this is scarcely " a place always fit
16

17
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indicate that the estate was near a temple of Dionysos, but he was -not able to find
traces of any such temple on the island. There are, however, numerous unpublished
fragments of a small Doric temple just below the summit of the hill of Khomasovouni,
and it is possible that this temple marks-the site which Homolle desired to find.9 To
locate Dionysion in, this area tallies well with the accountants' lists, since they show
that Dionysion probably bordered on Charoneia, and since the lists also show that
Skitoneia bordered on Dionysion, Charoneia, and Panormos, Skitoneia in turn may
be located along the northern shore of southern Rheneia.
The name of Limnai seems sufficient to place this estate in the neighborhood of
Lake Halyki; 20 when this is done, the only part of Rheneia left for Rhamnoi and
Nikou Choros is the southwest peninsula, which consists of a small fertile coastal
plain on the west and the large rugged hill of Khoulak-as. The inventories show that
Nikou Choros producedgrain but Rhamnoi did not; 21 thus it seems plausible to assign
Nikou Choros to the plain and Rhamnoi (" the Brambles ") to the rest of the
peninsula.22
It is more difficult to place the estates that were situated on the island of Delos,
for not a single inventory has survived from some.of the estates, and in addition
several names were derived from the names of former owners of the land and thus
offer no clue as to their location. Furthermore, parts, if not all, of some estates seem
to have been built up with houses and shops during the expansion of the city during
the Athenian Colonial Period, so that. the original farm land is now unrecognizable.
for mooring in" (ravopbw'o), as it is comipletelyexposed to the north and northeast winds. On the
other hand, the bay in southern Rheneia is deep and protected by hills from all winds except those
from dead south.
19 The fragments include a cornice block, an anta capital, several fragments of Doric column
drums, and a Doric capital, all of Parian marble. There is also a considerable number of rectangular
blocks of bluish marble. An excavation of the summit of the hill should produce good results at
small expense.
20 The word Xt4wvn
means " a pool of standing water, marshy lake" as distinguished both from
an ordinary lake and a marshy meadow. Lake Halyki conforms perfectly to this definition, being
a large shallow pond of brackish water which has no outlet (the only one on- Rheneia).
21 On at least two occasions Rhamnoi and Nikou Choros had the same lessees
(I.G., XI, 2, 135,
lines 14-15, 312 B.c.; Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 25; 372 A, lines 10-13, 206-200 B.C.); this seems
to indicate that they were adjacent. Rhamnoi probably consisted largely of the hill of Khoulakas:
the inventory (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 153-155) shows that the estate produced no grain (no
c vp v is listed), but did have extensive vineyards: these probably were located on the ancient
terraces on the south slope of the hill. Rhamnoi also possessed 91 fig trees: this orchard may have
been on the small plateau that forms the southwest promontory of the peninsula. Present day
farmers in the Cyclades declare that fig trees should be planted from 25 m. to 30 m. apart to produce
best results: this means that an orchard of a hundred fig trees will occupy from 70,000 to 90,000
sq. m., which is the approximate area of the plateau. The inventory of Nikou Choros (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A., lines 155-157) included a 1,vAVwand an axvpwv,thus indicating that the estate produced grain.
22 This location for Nikou Choros is
partly supported by the order in which the estate is listed
in Inscr. de Delos, 399, A (line 79): the accountant has evidently followed the line of estates south
(Porthmos, Pyrgoi, Chareteia) down the west shore of southern Rheneia to Nikou Choros before
turning east to Panormos (cf. Fig. 3).
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Nor does Homolle's method of studying the order of the names of estates in the rental
lists produce as convincing results as on Rheneia.2"In addition, not all the properties
on Delos were true;farms, but some were includedunder the heading " estates " simply
because there was no other category in which the temple accountants could conveniently
classify them. The clearest example of this is the Sacred Lake; the income from the
fishing therein was sometimes listed under estates and sometimes under " income from
the sale of sacred objects "! 24 The " estate " Kerameion was a potter's establishment;
Phytalia may have been merely a large orchard.25
23

The lists tabulated below seem to be the only ones that repay inspection:
I. G., XI, 2
Inscr. de Delos
158, A
161, A
199, A
287, A
287, A
290
399, A
442, A
lines
lines
lines
lines
lines
lines
lines
lines
11-14
11-15
143-180
5-7
31-34
14-17
74-77
145-150

I-lippodromos
Leimon

Phoinikes

1
2

1
2

1
2

7
6

1
4

8
2

5
1

5
6

3

6

5

1

6

7

9

1

Akra Delos
Epistheneia
Soloe-Korakiai
Lykoneion
Kerameion
Sosimacheia
Phytalia

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5
7
4
9
3
10
8

4
6
3
7
8

3
5
4
9
8
2
11

7
10
5
11
2
8
9

1
5
6
9
10
3
4

2
4
3
6
7
10
8

2
3
4
9
10
8
7

Sacred Lake

..

11

10

3

..

11

11

..

9
..

It at once becomes apparent that these lists do not have any clear-cut geographical order as
had the lists of the Rheneian estates. Nevertheless, the estates do seem to fall into clearly marked
groups of two. Hippodromos and Leimon are listed together five times out of eight, as are also
Epistheneia and Soloe-Korakiai, Phoinikes and Akra Delos. Lykoneion and Kerameion are coupled
six times out of eight. These groupings seem too frequent to be fortuitous, and imply that the two
estates of each pair were either adjacent or at least closer to one another than to any third estate.
24 Cf. Homolle, B.C.H., XIV, 1890, pp. 454-55; Andreades, Hist. Gk. Pub. Finance, I, p. 147.
The Sacred Lake is listed with estates in I.G., XI, 2; 287, A, lines 34 and 147; Inscr. de Delos;
399, A, line 82; 442, A, lines 151-52, and under other headings in I.G., XI, 2; 155, b, line 3; 161,
A, line 36; 162, A, line 41; Inscr. de De6los; 353, A, lines 35-36; 354, line 30; 356 bis, A, line 23;
368, line 28.
25 The name Kerameion means a place where articles are manufactured from clay (pottery,
lamps, roof-tiles, or even bricks): the product of the "estate " Kerameion is not known. The
inventory (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 145-147) is noticeably different from other inventories, though
it is clear that farm terminology has been 'used as far as possible. The establishment consisted of a
group of buildings to which was attached a plot of land containing five fruit trees. It is tempting
to see in the expression berv&va aAWjpovEV K?7'rrOta reference to kilns, and in yvXwva a building containing
a potter's wheel. The name Phytalia, meaning a " planted place " as opposed to land that is plowed
and sown, suggests that it was an orchard (cf. W. Deonna, B.C.H., LXX, 1946, p. 160). Three
mutilated inventories of this estate are so brief that they cannot have contained more than two
items at most (Inscr. de Delos: 351, line 8; 452, lines 24-26; 373, A, line 31; cf. B.C.H., LXIII,
1939, p. 242).
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The estate Hippodromos seems to have been so named because it contained the
field in which the horse races of the Delian festivals were held. The race course lay
north-east of the town of Delos, south of the hill of Gamila,26and the estate probably
included both the hill, which was never used Lorbuilding sites (cf. P1. 89, No. 5),
and the northwest promontoryof Delos. The name of the estate Leimon (" Meadow ")
was probably given, not without a touch of humor, to the one estate on Delos, apart
from Hippodromos, that contained level ground: this area lies east and south-east of
the race-course, in the vicinity of Cape Sykia. Akra Delos (" the farthest point of
Delos ") may be located in the southern end of the island (cf. P1. 90, No. 1), and
Phoinikes, which is associated in the lists with Leimon and Akra Delos, probably consisted of the district along the east shore of southern Delos known as " The Region
of the Terraces." The almost cyclopean appearance of the terrace walls in this area
suggests that they date as earlv as the sixth century B.C.; this corresponds well with
the fact that Phoinikes was one of the four oldest temple estates on the island.27 The
location of the other estates is purely conjectural. Soloe-Korakiai, because of a close
association of Korakiai with Akra Delos, may have been north of Akra Delos, on
the west slopes of the hill Kato Vardhia.28Kerameion is describedin 375 B.C. as " next
to the bath of Ariston," 29 which probably means that it was well within the city
limits in Hellenistic times. The situations of Lykoneion, Sosimacheia, and Phytalia
are unknown.
At the close of the fifth century B.C. the temple estates on the island of Delos
numberedfive: of these, the date of acquisition of Leimon, Phoinikes, Lykoneion, and
Soloe are not known. However, it is clear that the name of the fifth estate, Hippodromos, cannot have existed before the time of the horse races on Delos, which were
held for the first time in 425 B.C.30 Plutarch records that on the occasion of the great
26 The location of the hippodrome has l)een verified by the excavations of F. Robert
(B.C.H.;
LIX, 1935, pp. 297-298; LXI, 1937, p. 472), who uncovered evidence of building activities in the
second century B.C. We thus have an attested example of a Delian estate that was later partially
used for real estate development.
27
See the following paragraph.
28 In 282 B.C. the lessee of Korakiai was also the
lessee of Akra Delos (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A.
lines 12-13). The inventory of the combined estates of Soloe and Korakiai in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI,
2, 287, A, lines 149-151) shows only a sinqle list of farm buildings, which undoubtedly belonged
originally to Soloe, one of the four oldest estates on the entire island. This makes it probable
that Korakiai (" the places of the crows ") was merely grazing land, and that in 282 B.C. its lessee
dwelt in Akra Delos.
29 I.G., II2, 1635, lines 143-144.
30
Thucydides iii, 104, 6; cf. Homolle, B.C.H., XIV, 1890, p. 427. The alocam(starting-post),
which is listed as a separate estate in 358/7 B.C. (I.G., II2, 1638, A, lines 16-17) was included in
the estate of Hippodromos about the middle of the fourth century (cf. I.G., II2, 1641, A, line 8;
I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 6). The horse races were held at the festival of the Delia, which under the
Amphictyons took place every four years (Thucydides, iii, 104, 2; Daremberg-Saglio, II, pp.
55 ff.), but in the Period of Independence horse racing was abandoned and seems never to have
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festival conducted in 417 B.C. Nicias the Athenian " bought a plot of land for ten
thousand drachmas and gave it to Apollo, with the proviso that the income from it
was to be devoted to a festival at which the Delians were to sacrifice and to pray to
the gods that many blessings should come to Nicias. And he engraved a record of
this on a stele which he left behind as a sentinel to watch over his gift." 31 Since it
would have been very inconvenient to hold horse races every four years on privately
owned property, the probability is that Nicias' purchase was the hippodrome itself
and the land that surrounded it: 32 presumably the race-course could be used for
pasturage in the years that no festival was held. The identification of the gift is
supported by the fact that there is a record from the year 157/56 B.C. of an "apartment house on the land of Nicias "; 33 moreover excavation has shown that during the
Athenian Colonial Period a part of the hippodromewas used for new buildings of the
expanding city.34 The purchase price of ten thousand drachmas also corresponds well
with the earliest recorded rental of Hippodromos, which was 720 dr.35
In the fourth century B.C. two new estates on Delos, Epistheneia and Kerameion,
been revived; the Delia gave way to an annual Apollonia, and no prizes for horse racing are mentioned in any of the victors' lists (Homolle, B.C.H., XIV, 1890, p. 505; Laidlaw, A History of Delos,
p. 48). The exhumation of a priestess in the hippodrome in 250 B.C. suggests building activities
in the hippodrome at that time (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 78; cf. above, note 26).
31 Plutarch, Nikias, 3, 6. The date of Nicias' festival is not
altogether certain. The most cogent
case for the year 417 B.C. is made by F. Courby, (Explor. archeol. de De'los, XII, pp. 221-224);
this date also has the support of Ferguson (C.A.H., V, 280) and of Glotz and Cohen (Histoire
grecque, II, p. 674). F. E. Adcock (C.A.H., V, 230) favors 425 B.C. The conclusion of L. Kirtland
(T.A.P.A., LXIX, 1938, xli) that Nicias never conducted any theoria at all not only flies in the
face of epigraphic evidence (cf. B.C.H.; XXXIV, 1910, pp. 389-90; XLVIII, 1924, pp. 218-221)
but is unnecessarily insulting to Plutarch.
32 The common identification of Nicias' gift with the estate Nikou Choros was first doubted
by
Homolle (B.C.H., XIV, 1890, p. 426), on the grounds that the revenues from Nikou Choros seem
a very small return on an investment of ten thousand drachmas. He might have added that since
Nikou Choros was on Rheneia and therefore was part of the gift of Polycrates, it is difficult to see
how it could have been a gift of Nicias.
IInscr. de Delos, 1416, B, II, lines 32-35: 'r'o O-VVOtKt8tLOV
C
rov NtKttOV.
The Athenians
apparently re-established the practice of applying the income from Nicias' endowment according
to Nicias' proviso (cf. Inser. de De'los, 1421, Bcd, lines 1-9). There is no mention of a festival for
Nicias during the Period of Independence.
34 See above, notes 26, 30, and 33.
35 I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 7. This is more than a century later than Nicias' endowment, but the
records show that the rentals of Hippodromos fluctuated comparatively little. The lowest rental
recorded for Hippodromos is 510 dr. (259-50 B.C.; I.G., XI, 2; 224, A, line 17 [cf. B.C.H., LXIII,
1939, p. 238]; 287, A, lines 32-33), the highest is 1012 dr. (ca. 303 B.C.; I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, lines
10-11; B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 234). It is probable that rentals in the fifth and early fourth
centuries were somewhere within the limits of these two amounts. This means that an original
endowment yielded an income from 5% to 10% per annum, with the average being about 7%.
These figures ag,ree entirely with what is known of incomes from other endowments of real estate,
both at Delos and in other parts of Greece. Cf. Roussel, Del. col. ath., pp. 173-176; Ziebarth,
Hermes, LII, 1917, pp. 425-441; Larsen, Roman Greece, pp. 361-368.
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were acquired by the temple, but their rentals were kept separate from the rentals of
the earlier five. Epistheneia received its name from a Delian named Episthenes whose
possessions were confiscated in 375 B.c. when he and several companions were found
guilty of sacrilege after their attempt to wrest control of the Temple of Apollo from
the Amphictyons proved a failure. On this occasion two houses belonging to Episthenes were confiscated and he and each of his companions was fined ten thousand
drachmas. In addition, the Athenian authorities later discovered that Episthenes
possessed other property and confiscatedthe income from it.36These facts led Homolle
and Durrbach to infer that the additional property of Episthenes was a piece of real
estate, and that the Amphictyons, discovering somewhat belatedly that Episthenes
was the owner, confiscated the income that the land brought in and converted the
property into the estate of Epistheneia. This interpretationhas been opposed by Jarde,
whose view has been accepted by Heichelheim.37 Jarde noted that Epistheneia first
appears in the list of temple estates in the decennium 289/80 B.C. and therefore
inferred that the acquisition of Epistheneia took place at the same time as Akra Delos,
Korakiai, Sosimacheia, and Phytalia were added to the temple possessions (ca. 290
B.C.).
This inference he regarded as proven by the fact that in I.G., XI, 2, 135
(312 B.C.) Epistheneia is mentionedbut is not includedin the list of the temple estates.88
It should be noted that between 370 and 290 B.C. only two records (and those
incomplete) of the rentals of houses that were leased by the temple are preserved.
36 I.G., II2, 1635, lines 134-151 (Ditt. Syll.3, 153;
Hicks-Hill, p. 204, Tod, no. 125). Episthenes'
houses are mentioned in lines 145 and 148-49; it seems probable that his name was once engraved
in the erasures of lines 138-39; his son is fined in line 138. His additional property is mentioned
in lines 24-26 of the same inscription. The presence of the article in the expression (K TCf 'Eirta0GVos
seems to indicate income rather than a capital sum, for the phrase in the following line for a capital
sum recovered from Python is 7rap'a IIv'Owvo. (In I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 12 the estate of Epistheneia is called Twv 'E7rto06EvdoV.) The sum of 380 dr. corresponds well with the rentals of
Epistheneia during the Period of Independence (see pp. 303-304, Estate XVI).
37Homolle, B.C.H., XIV, 1890, pp. 429-30; Durrbach, B.C.H., XXIX, 1905, p. 437; Jarde,
Les cereales, p. 147, note 1; Heichelheim, Wirtschaftliche Schwankutngen,p. 135, note 1. Heichelheim's sum of 210 dr. for the rental of Epistheneia in 312 B.C. is based on a misprint in I.G.. XI, 2,
135, line 23 (cf. I.G., XI, 2, p. 146, col. 1); furthermore, the 200 dr. is explicitly stated to be a
payment of interest, so it is scarcely rental.
38 Lines 22-23: Oajpav[v,]v 'JEpo-yV7rovv&p rs ys
i-is 'Ertnoevetas ro'[K]OV HH. This entry was
taken by Jarde to mean a payment on a loan secured by a mortgage, which would mean that at the
time the property did not belong to the Temple of Apollo, but to Tharsynon. Jarde further argued
that the failure of Tharsynon to lift the mortgage led to the confiscation of the property. If this
be so, it is difficult to account for the name of the estate. In addition, the word
/r in the early
accounts of the hieropoioi appears to have been reserved exclusively for temple estates (cf. I.G.,
XI, 2; 135, lines 10-11; 142, lines 3 and 5; 147, A, line 16; 156, B, line 10; 158, A, lines 7-10; 161,
A, lines 6-14), whereas on the few occasions that private property is mentioned, the word is either
KirOS
(I.G., XI, 2, 142, line 15) or Xwptlov(I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, 25). Indeed, everything seems to
militate against jarde's view except this one passage, which shows incontrovertibly that Epistheneia
and interest payments were somehow associated. Can the explanation be that the passage is a
laconic record of interest on a loan that was raised on other security in order to avoid forfeiture
of the lease of Epistheneia?
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Yet it can scarcely be that during the late fourth century houses were rented only
sporadically; it is all but certain that the incomes from house rents during this time
were kept separate and recorded on separate stelai that have not chanced to survive.
Since the leasing of houses began with the confiscations of 375 B.C.,39 the explanation
of the absence of Epistheneia and Kerameion from the estate accounts seems clear:
the income from the former land of Episthenes and from the confiscated pottery
establishment of Kerameion was listed along with revenue from other properties
confiscated in that year; that is to say, along with the rents from houses. The presence
of Kerameion in a partial list of house rents of the fourth century seems to remove
all doubt in the matter.4" Possibly money from the confiscated properties was originally earmarked for special purposes, in the manner of the income from the estates
on Mykonos in the late third century;4t this would explain why Epistheneia and
Kerameion were not listed with the other temple estates before the third century.
THE AMPHICTYONIC PERIOD
The administration of the estates of the Temple of Apollo in the early fifth
century is completely unknown. It is generally assumed that the supervision of the
temple by the Athenian Amphictyons began in 454 B.C. when the treasury of the
Delian Confederacy was transferred to Athens, though there is no specific evidence
on this point. How the estates fared under the administration of the Amphictyons
is very imperfectly known, for the epigraphical records earlier than 314 B.C. are few
and not all of them have been published. Presumably the estates were deserted during
the temporary expulsion of the Delians in 422/1 B.C.,42 and they were probably leased
by local temple officials during the short-lived independenceof the island between 403
and 394 B.C.,43 but evidence on these points is also lacking.
The oldest inscription which is known to have referred to the temple estates was
a fragment which was found at Athens more than a century ago, but which is now
lost: it was engraved not earlier than 432 B.C. and contained part of an Amphictyonic
account. Fortunately for the purposes of the present study, much of the extant text
is concerned with leases of the temple estates, which are described as equipped with
39 I.G.,

2, 1635, lines 29-30; cf. S. Molinier, Les " maisons sacre'es" de Delos, pp. 12 ff.
1638, A, lines 22-23 (358/7 B.C.). In another Amphictyonic list of house rents from
about the middle of the fourth century B.C. (B.C.H., XXIX, 1905, pp. 424-25) there is a reference
to the lease of a Xwp'ov for 160 dr. in line 11 and the rental of a K7TOS in line 37. This shows that
at that time there were two plots of land owned by the temple that were not listed as estates, and
it is tempting to identify them as Epistheneia and Kerameion, especially as Kerameion is known to
40 I.G., 1I2,

have had a K17Oq (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 145-147).
41
See below,p. 287.

42 Thucydides, v, 1; 32, 1; Diodoros xii, 73; cf. M. N.
Tod, A Selection of Greek Ihistorical
Inscriptions, II, p. 7.
43Cf. Laidlaw, History of Delos, pp. 75-76; Durrbach, Choix d'inscriptions de De'los, pp. 7-9;
Tod, loc. cit.
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farm buildings and containing arable land and possibly vineyards." The leases for
the estates on Delos seem to have been drawn up according to terms of separate
contracts for each estate, but the terms were doubtless similar in all cases, since the
leases all went into effect at the same time, in December, 434 B.C., and seem all to
have been issued for a period of ten years.45 The leases for the Rheneian estates were
valid for ten years, and the contracts called for a total annual rental of 7,110 dr.;
their most notable feature is that they did not go into effect in the same month, or
even in the same year, as the leases for the estates on Delos, but began in February
of 432 B.C.46 It is thtusapparent that at that time there existed no general laws or set
of regulations that applied to all estates alike.
It is not known how long the practice of issuing leases for the Delian and
Rheneian estates in diff-erent years continued, but the two groups were evidently
synchronized before 375/4 B.c., as in that year new leases were issued simultaneously
for all estates.47 Nor it is known whether ten-year leases during the Amphictyonic
44 I.G., I2,

377, lines 15-24 (Tod, No. 54). The inscription has been studied chiefly for the
light it casts on the fifth-century Athenian calendar (cf. A. B. West, A.J.A., XXXVIII, 1934,
pp. 1-9; B. D. 'Meritt, Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 378-380; J. Coupry, B.C.H., LXI, 1937, p. 365).
For the description of the estates, cf. line 16: [T\v ylI/ - - - T\v ]EpcaV Ka Ta\S outag Ka \....
The
].
most probable-restoration of the missing item appears to be [pvraT] (possibly [Tra\ cwTra]); cf. I.G.,
XI, 2; 161, C, lines 126-127; 163, Bg, line 19.
45 That there was more than one estate on Delos at the time is shown
by the fact that there was
more than one lessee (D0 pE] ,tor6wOEvoq,lines 18-19), and the use of the plural KaTa\ T\g $ryypaqv
(line 19) shows that there was more than one lease contract. Lines 15-16 state that leases began
in Posideon (- December) in the archonshipof Krates (434/3 B.C.). The restoration [aKac ETrr7
in line 16, which is suggested bv line 21, is not altogether certain, but seems very likely. The rents
from the estates on Delos in the first year totalled 716 dr. but in following years the amount was
more than 800 dr. The reason for this increase is not apparent.
46 Lines 21-22: Apseudes was the Athenian archon of 433/2 B.C. and the Delian month Hieros
the equivalent of our February.
47 In the two years 376/5 and 375/4 B.C. the rentals received from the Delian
estates totalled
2484 dr. and from the Rheneian estates 13,220 dr. (I.G., II2, 1635, lines 25-29), which represent
annual totals of 1242 dr. and 6610 dr. However, in the following year (374/3 B.C.) the figures are
1522 dr. and less than 6400 dr. (ibid., lines 65-66), thus indicating that new leases had been issued
for both Delian and Rheneian estates in 375/4 B.C.
In line 65 the sum given for the rental of the Rheneian estates is THHHH
but examination
of the stone revealed that this is not correct. The first four digits are clear enough, but of the fifth
digit there remains a left hasta and a small portion of uncut surface located in a position which
makes both H and F impossible; there are also indications of an upper right corner. This means
that the fifth digit was probably P, though P is also admissible. The next letter space to the right
is almost entirely missing, but the upper left portion is preserved and is not engraved; it is probable,
therefore, that the digit in this space was A. These readings show that the rental was less than
6400 dr., but they are not enough to assure restoration of the lines with certainty. The following
restoration is suggested as an approximation of the original of I.G., 112, 1635, lines 65-67:
1
E []
PE TH'Ha
H [AAAFH /tto-&aEv TqJpEVWV ey A]
65. [O]o(rtCs
ITHHH
TqTEV1V
'Pq[]as
66.

[AXo] X[RAAIFFH
* [t]a0OAts otK[t],j6v

HHRA[A APH-.EK

'rV

EVCyVpwv

[PHHHA]

67. [FFI] Ayq/A!iaTOSKE)aAatov TXXXAFF-K. T. X.
For the restoration of line 66, cf. lines 25-26. The enechyra seem to have been monies raised from
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Period were the custom or the exception. There is, in fact, very little evidence at
present published which bears on the leases of the fourth century prior to 314 B.C.;
it is to be hoped that the promised publication of I.G., XI, 1 will throw more light
on the subject.48It seems probable,however, that most of the regulations which were
observed in the early vears of the Period of Independence were inherited from the
Amphictyonic Period, among them the practice of requiring guarantors that rentals
would be paid an-dperhaps too the right of seizure of certain property of the lessees
in cases of non-payment. It is also possible that the lessee's privilege of renewing
his lease with an increase of ten per cent in rental originated during the Amphictyonic
regime, for this privilege seems to have existed as early as 312 B.C.49 However, until
direct evidence on these points is forthcoming, it is not possible to be sure.
Evidence for the amounts of rentals of individual estates before 314 B.C. is also
scant. From the fifth century there is only one fragmentary inscription which originally contained itemized entries for each estate, and not a single entry is completely
preserved.50From the fourth century the most complete record comes from the year
358/7 B.C.; it preserves the rentals of six of the Rheneian estates and the rent of
Lykoneion on Delos.5" The amounts recorded are small compared to those of the
forfeited mortgages (Cf. Tod, op. cit., p. 79; Lipsius, Dasi Attische Recht, pp. 690 ff.; 951). It may
be noted that the amounts realized from the Rheneian rentals and mortgages can also be restored
as 6372 dr. and 821 dr., or 6363 dr. and 830 dr.
48 The publication of the Delian inscriptions of the Amphictyonic Period, which was originally
scheduled for I.G., XI, 1, was in 1940 being prepared by J. Coupry. In the meantime, there are
available articles in the B.C.H., the most important of which are Homolle's (VIII, 1884, pp. 282327) and Coupry's (LXI, 1937, pp. 364-378; LXII, 1938, pp. 85-96 and 236-250). In addition,
we have the duplicate inscriptions of the accounts of the Amphictyons that were set up at Athens:
these are published in I.G., 12, 377 and I.G., II2, 1633-1653.
49 The earliest unquestionable instance of a renewal with a 10% increase of rental is for the
estate Chareteia, which in ca. 306 B.C. was leased for 2250 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 142, line 3) and in the
next leasing period yielded 2475 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, lines 11-12). It thus becomes probable
that the rentals recorded in I.G., XI, 2, 135 (312 B.C.) whose amounts are divisible by eleven, viz.,
781 dr. (line 3), 506 dr. (line 9), 770 dr. (line 13), and 440 dr. (line 14), were also the result of
a 10% increase. Cf. Jarde, Les cereales, p. 82, note 1; below, note 58. J. Treheux (B.C.H., LXVIIILXIX, 1944-1945, pp. 992-295) feels that the early records from the Period of Independence all
but prove the existence of a general law (Syngraphe) during the last years of the Amphictyonic
regime.
One Amphictyonic account contains a mutilated line which reads [--]vovs HHHAA4[--]
(B.C.H., VIII, 1884, p. 313, no. 15, line 9). The sum of 330 dr., being divisible by eleven, suggests
a 10%oincrease, but the full amount of the rental may not be preserved. The same is also true of
the sum of 220 dr. recorded in the line above it.
50B.C.H., LXI, 1937, pp. 369 ff. and P1. XXIX (408/7 B.C.). The rent of one estate was at
least 210 dr. (line 9).
51 I.G., II2, 1638, A, lines 8-19. The rents of Porthmos (500 dr.), Dionysion (300 dr.), and
Lykoneion (50 dr.) are the smallest known for these estates at any time, while those of Panormos
(300 dr.) and Chareteia (700 dr.) are lower than at any time except the years 199-190 B.C. However, the sum of 300 dr. paid for Limnai is greater than any rental of this estate after 220 B.C., and
300 dr. for Skitoneia is larger than the sums paid in 219-220 B.C. and 199-190 B.C. (cf. the tables,
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Period of Independence,but it is difficult to draw conclusions from them, since it is
not known whether they represent normal amounts or whether they were unusually
low. Other individual rentals are preserved in undated fragments.52 The annual totals
of the rentals may be of somewhat greater significance, although the figures must be
used with great caution, since it is clear that the rentals of all estates did not rise and
fall together. The following table contains the totals that have been preserved:
ANNUAL RENTALTOTALSOF THE AMPHICTYONICPERIOD

Year

10 Estates
on Rheneia

5 Estates

Total for
15 Estates

on Delos
716
800-.800 +

Reference
I.G., P2, 377, lines 15-24
ibid.
ibid.

434/3 B.C.
433/2
432/1-425/4

7110

410/9

6000+

1000+

7000 -t-

B.C.H., LXI, 1937, p. 366,
lines 20-23

377/6
376/5-375/4
374/3

none?
6610
6381?

nonie?
1242
1522

none?
7852
7903?

I.G., II2, 1635
ibid., lines 26-31
ibid., lines 65-67; cf. note
47

358/7

2400 a

....

....

....

7910+

,

....

I.G., II2,1638, A, lines 8-15

a Six estates only.

In view of the fact that these figures are widely spaced in time, the total amounts for
the fifteen estates show a remarkablesteadiness. It is noteworthy, however, that the
rents of the estates on Rheneia show a steady decline which is balanced by an equally
steady rise of the Delian rentals. The slow decline of the Rheneian estates may possibly be a reflection of the picture of slowly diminishing export markets in the fourth
century as delineated by Rostovtzeff, although a categorical statement based on such
pp. 303 f.). Strangely, all six rentals of the Rheneian estates are for exact multiples of one
hundred, and the rent for Lvkoneion is for half a hundred. Whether this is due to more than mere
coincidence is difficult to decide, but it does militate against the existence of the privilege of a ten
percent renewal as early as the middle of the fourth century.
52In no. 15 of B.C.H., VIII, 1884, p. 313 the rent of Nikou Choros (?) is 102 dr. (line 5),
and two rentals, perhaps incomplete, of 220 dr. and 330 dr. appear in lines 8 and 9. No. 16 (p. 314)
records a rental of 1100 dr. for an unknown estate and 700 ( ?) dr. for Porthmos. I.G., II2, 1633,
aB, line 2 preserves a rental of 220 dr. (the first digit is on the stone), and IG., II2, 1641, A, line 16
records 250 dr. for Skitoneia. In line 13 of the latter inscription the rent for Soloe should be read
H[A]rF, for enough of the second letter space remains to show that the second digit was neither
H nor F'. Since the dates of all these inscriptions are uncertain, the rentals they record are of little
significance.
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scattered evidence would be injudicious. On the other hand, the rise of rentals on
Delos may reflect nothing more than inadequate housing conditions on the island.53
It is interesting to compare the rental totals of the Amphictyonic Period with the
figures for the same fifteen estates during the Period of Independence, which may
be tabulated as follows: 54
ANNUAL

Years
B.C.

RENTAL TOTALS OF THE FIFTEEN

Ten Estates
on Rheneia
ob.

dr.

312-309
303
297

8,906
11,309
13,062

289-280
279-270
269-260
259-250
249-240

7,816
8,134
9,186
7,370
7,276

219-210
199-190
179-170

4,059
3,769
4,048

OLDEST TEMPLE ESTATES AFTER 315 B.C.

Five Estates
on Delos a
dr.

ob.

Total for
15 Estates
dr.

ob.

2,671
3,030
3,304

11,577
14,339
16,366

012

9,766
10,339
11,516
9,291

OT12

1,950
2,205
2,330
1,921
2,076

O0/12

9,352

1%2

48,42

1,611

0%12

5%2

3Y/12

1,813
1,850

0%2

5,670
5,582
5,898

1

19%12
3

1

1%2

0Y12
3

4

a In 303 B.C. the lessee of Soloe appears to have defaulted approximately 200 dr. Only the
amount he paid (109 dr.) is included above. (See pp. 305 f.) In the second column, after 289 B.C.
the figures include the rental of the additional estate Korakiai. For fractions of obols see p. 271.

THE PERIOD OF INDEPENDENCE
THE LATE FOURTH CENTURY B.C.

The records from the early years of the Period of Independence, which are
comparativelynumerous, point to a time of confusion and uncertainty in the administration of the temple estates. It appears that immediately after the expulsion of the
53This possibility is especially strong in the case of the rise of the Delos rentals from 1242 dr.
in 375/4 B.C. to 1522 dr. in 374/3 B.C., for the dispossession of several houseowners in the confiscations of 375/4 B.c. (I.G., II2, 1635, lines 141-151 ) probably caused them to look for rented
property as temporary domiciles. It has been pointed out that their " banishment " applied only to
Attic and Confederate territory and not to Delos itself (Laidlaw, op. cit., p. 80).
4The figures are obtained by adding the individual rentals listed on pages 303 f. They vary
considerably from those given by W. W. Tarn (Bury, Barbour, Bevan, Tarn, The Hellenistic Age,
pp. 116-117), who was evidently concerned only with the approximate totals. Cf. also H. Michell,
Canadian Jour. Econ. and Pol. Science, XII, 1946, pp. 4-5.
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Amphictyons from Delos in 314 B.C. the Hieropoioi, who under the Athenians had
sometimes acted as local assistants in the management of the temple,55took over the
entire financial administration of the Delian sanctuaries. For more than twenty years
they seem to have experimented with land leases of varying duration, some for four
years, some for five years, some for two.
Before these leases can be arranged satisfactorily, it is necessary to digress for
a moment to consider the chronology of the late fourth century documents from Delos.
The standard Delian archon list of the Period of Independenceis given in Inscriptions
de De'los, II, pages 372 ff. by F. Durrbach, who places the archon Lysixenos in the
year 301 B.C.: there follows an unbroken chain of archons, one for each year, down
to Alkimachos in 168 B.C. The list from Lysixenos to Alkimachos has met with
general approval, and is followed in the present study.56 However, in the matter of
55Cf. C. Michel, Recei d'inscriptions grecques, p. 655, no. 815, line 3; Laidlaw, A History of
Delos, pp. 80-81, 90.
56 The sole dissenter is W. B. Dinsmoor (The Archons of Athens, Appendix H, " The Archons
and Calendar of Delos," pp. 495-506), who accepts Durrbach's list of archons from 209-169 B.C.,
but who believes that the earlier part of this list is dated one year too early: according to his theory
Lysixenos becomes the archon of 300 B.C. These conclusions were based primarily on a re-examination of the dates of various roval foundations at Delos and their series of dedicatory vases, and
on a system of sixteen year cycles of intercalary months which Dinsmoor's new dates enabled him
to postulate.
There are, however, serious difficulties in this chronology. First, in order to lower the dates
of the archons from 301-210 B.C. to 300-210 B.C. it became necessary to postulate two eponymous
archons in a single year (210 B.C.); while this is not without parallel in other states, it is nevertheless
very unusual, and doubts have been expressed as to the validity of the expedient (cf. W. S. Ferguson,
Athenian Tribal Cycles, page 76, note 1; R. Vallois. B.C.H., LV, 1931, p. 295). Secondly, Dinsmoor's list involves a dislocation of the decennial leasing periods of the temple estates that were
prescribed by the Hiera Syngraphe (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 143), for when the archonship of
Sosisthenes is moved from 250 B.C. to 249 B.C. but the date of 179 is retained for the archon Demares,
it becomes clear that a system of decennial leases running 248-39, 238-29 . . . 188-79, 178-69 B.C.
cannot be maintained, because the lessees and rentals of 179 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, lines 145152) are identical with those of 173 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 456, A, lines 8-19). This difficulty was
observed by Dinsmoor, but he was inclined to minimize its importance (p. 499, note 1). " It may
be doubted," he writes, " whether a system for which our only [sic] fixed date is 249 B.C. remained
unmodified seven decades later; it was certainly different half a century earlier." While it is true
that the system of decennial leases did not originate before the Hiera Syngraphe became law, an
analysis of the records will show that the decennial leases were issued in unbroken succession after
the ten year lease became prescribed by law down to 240 B.C. (Dinsmoor, 239 B.C.) and again were
issued in unbroken succession from 219 B.C. until the end of the Period of Independence (cf. note
75). It is difficult to believe that some time in the interval betwreen240 B.C. and 219 B.C., from which
no farm accounts have chanced to survive, there was an illegal " decennium " of only nine years,
particularly when it is between these very same years that Dinsmoor is obliged to place two archons
in a single year.
In addition, the sixteen-year cycle of intercalary months that is adduced as supporting evidence
for the validity of Dinsmoor's dates is not without its difficulties. An examination of Geminus
VIII, 36-39 fails to produce any suggestions that Geminus' proposal of a system of double
octaeterides was ever actually in use in any Greek state (Cf. W. K. Pritchett, Class. Phil., XLII,
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the archons who preceded Lysixenos the list given by W. B. Dinsmoor 5 appears
preferable to Durrbach's somewhat vague arrangement. In particular, Dinsmoor
seems correct in assigning Philon rather than -eres to the year 314 B.C., for
Philon's name is preserved in I.G., XI, 2, 138, B, line 3, and the same inscription
contains fragmentary lease contracts (A, lines 7-9). 'It has been already observed
by Jarde 58 that four' of the rentals called for by the leases that were issued in the
archonship of -eres were for amounts that are divisible by eleven, thereby suggesting that they are renewals with a ten per cent increase from a previous leasing
period. Tt would thus appear that temporary one-year leases were issued near the
end of 314 B.C. during Philon's archonship, and that in the next year (that of
-eres, I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 1) four-year leases were assigned that went into effect
in the year 312 B.C. The archonship of Athenis belongs to 309 B.C., the last year
of the four-year leasing period 312-09 B.C., for during his tenure of office leases
were assigned for the next five years.59 Dinsmoor's archon list leaves the year 308 B.C.
blank, and assigns Erasippos to 307 B.C. and Lysixenos to 300 B.C.: there seems to be
no objection, however, to moving up Dinsmoor's names one year, so as to make
Erasippos archon for 308 B.c. and Lysixenos archon for 301 B.C.60 When this is done,
1947, pp. 235-243). Furthermore, when all inscriptions which do not definitely belong either to an
ordinary or to an intercalary year are ruled out, we are certain of only eleven ordinary years and
eight intercalary years throughout the 147 years of the Period of Independence, which does not
seem to be sufficient evidence to support an inflexible series of cycles. The years that are definitely
known (to use for a moment Dinsmoor's dates) are 299, 281. 280, 278, 268, 267, 249, 230, 200,
179, 171, and 169 B.C. (ordinary years), and 277, 273, 261, 257, 245, 177, 173, and 170 B.C.
(intercalary years). The year of Phillis I (295 B.C., Dinsmoor) must be rejected because the
evidence is contradictory (cf. Archons, p. 504, note 4). Similarly, the year of Olympiodoros
(193 B.C.) is not proved to be intercalary, for while the interest payment in Inscr. de Delos, 399, A,
lines 102-103 is indeed for thirteen months, there is no evidence that these thirteen months all came
in one calendar year. In fact, the times for which interest was paid in the other entries of lines
102-119 (14 months, 32 + years, 15 + years, 4 years 8 months, 1 month) show that the thirteen
months of lines 102-3 are fortuitous. Furthermore, it was not the custom of the Hieropoioi to
charge an extra month's interest in intercalary years. This can be shown by comparing the interest
payments of I.G., XI, 2, 161, A (an ordinary year) with those of I.G., XI, 2, 162, A (the succeeding
year, which was intercalary). In the two inscriptions we find debtors paying the same amounts
of interest in both years: e. g., Geryllos, 100 dr. (161, A, line 28 and 162, A, line 22); Athenis,
60 dr. (161, A, lines 28-29 and 162, A, line 22); Mnesalkos, 60 dr. (161, A, line 29 and 162, A,
line 24); Polybos, 3 dr. ? oh. (161, A, line 35 and 162, A, line'25); etc. When to these four
points there is added the vigorous dissent of R. Vallois (B.C.H., LV, 1931, pp. 294-305), it seems
that the traditional dating of the archons in the third century is to be preferred.
57 Archons of Athens, pp. 499-500, 503.
58 Les cereales dans l'antiquite grecque, I, p. 82, note 1. Cf. note 49.
591.G., XI, 2, 143, B, lines 1-2.
60 It seems worthwhile to point out additional evidence in favor of dating Lysixenos in 301 B.C.
rather than in 300 B.C. During his archonship Delos was visited by Demetrius Poliorcetes (I.G.,
XI, 2, 146, A, lines 76-77; cf. J.H.S., XXX, 1910, p. 193), who met an Athenian embassy there
after the battle of Ipstis (Plutarch, Dermet., 30, 1-3). Since it is now generally agreed that the
battle of Ipsus took place in the summer of 301 B.C. (Beloch, Griech. Gesch., 2nd ed., IV, i, p. 167;
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Erasippos becomes the archon that succeeded Athenis, Dinsmoor's list of fourth
century archons becomes synchronized with Durrbach's archons of the third century,
and the Delian archon list becomes complete for the whole Period of Independence.
The rentals recorded in I.G., XT, 2, 142 belong to the five-year leases that were
issued under Athenis and were in effect from 308 to 304 B.C.; furthermore, it is clear
that the inscription does not belong either to the first or the last year of the five, so
that its date is either 307, 306, or 305 B.c.6' The ne4t period of leases can have been
only two years in duration at the longest, since the rentals and lessees of I.G., XI, 2,
146, A, lines 9-12 (301 B.C.) are different from those recorded in I.G., XI, 2, 144, A,
lines 9-17. Thus the latter inscription mnustdate either from 303 B.C. or 302 B.C.; that
the year 303 B.C. is the correct choice may be shown by comparing I.G., XI, 2, 144
with I.G., XI, 2,145.62 Sinmilarly,the rentals and lessees of 301 B.C. do not correspond
to those of 297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,149), which shows that by 297 B.C. still another set
of leases had been issued. This means that the rentals of 301 B.C. belong to a leasing
period of not longer than five years. Hence in the earliest years of the administration
of the Hieropoioi, we have a one-year lease issued in 314 B.C. for the year 313 B.C.,
a four-year leasing period from 312 to 309 B.C., and a five-year period from 308 to
304 B.C. The next lease was probably for two years, 303 and 302 B.C., and the next
for four (301-298 B.C.). 63
W. W. Tarn, Class. Rezp.,XL, 1926, p. 14; A. T. Olmstead, Class. Phil., XXXII, 1937, pp. 5-6),
Demetrius' meeting with the ambassadors most likely took place in the autumn of 301 B.C.
01 The date of 1..,
XI, 2, 142 cannot have been the first year of the leasing period (308 B.C.)
because lines 5-12 show that the leases had been in effect for at least one year. The last year,
304 B.C., seems ruled out by the rentals and lessees of Hippodromos: in I.G., XI, 2, 142, line 10
Nikandros leases the estate for 920 dr. and in I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line 11 Aristeas is the lessee and
pays a rental of 1012 dr. (cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 234). Since the sum of 1012 dr. is exactly
eleven-tenths of 920 dr., it is probable that Aristeas had previously leased the estate for 920 dr. and
had renewed his lease with the customary ten per cent increase: in other words, he had taken over
the lease of Nikormachosbefore the last year of the leasing period 308-304 B.C.
R. Vallois (B.C.H., LV, 1931, pp. 289-91) believes that I.G., XI, 2, 142 belongs to the year
305 B.C.; J. Treheux in an unpublished study (Les premiers an''neesde l'inde'pendencede'lienne,314301) hesitates between the years 308. 307, and 306 B.C. (cf. B.C.II., LXVIII-LXIX, 1944-1945,
p. 289). I share Treheux's hesitation, but feel that the choice lies between 307, 306, and 305 B.C.:
the difference in our dates apparently results from Treheux's disbelief in the one year temporary
leases of 314 B.C., and the assignment of the archon -eres to 314 B.C. rather than to 313 B.C.
(op. cit., p. 294).
62 I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, lines 26-118 and B, lines 1-70 contains a long list of expenses
arranged
according to months (cf. A, line 30: Lenaion, Hieros; A, line 33: Galaxion; B, line 4: Hekatombaion). I.G., XI, 2, 145, lines 1-45 contains a similar list of similar expenses, except that they
do not appear to be listed by the month. It is extremely unlikely that both lists date from the same
year, particularly since some of the items in the second list seem to mark the completion of activities
mentioned in the first (e. g., 144, A, line 88 and 14-5, lines 9-10; 144, A, lines 59-60, 62-63 and
145, line 11). Therefore, since the date of I.G., XI, 2, 145 is known to be 302 B.C., the date of
I.G., XI, 2, 144 is 303 B.C. (cf. Rev. Et. Gr., XXIX, 1916, p. 283, note 2; B.C.H., LV, 1931, p. 291).
63 Unless the rentals of I.G., XI, 2, 144
were paid under the terms of a lease that was drawn
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Thus the Hieropoioi during the earliest years of their administration appear to
have operated not according to any definite and fixed rules but merely as circumstances dictated.4 The time was evidently one of prosperity among the upper classes,
for the rentals were abnormally large and renewals of lease were frequent.65Under
such conditions it is probable that neither the Hieropoioi nor the lessees felt any
particular need for rigid regulations. It is clear that from the beginning of their
regime the Hieropoioi permitted lessees to renew leases with a ten per cent increase of
rental,66and that each lessee was required to furnish guarantors who were supposed
to pay the rent if the lessee were to default. In cases of non-payment they were empowered to confiscate some of the lessee's property.67However,,the boom in rentals
collapsed some time near the beginning of the third century B.C., and rentals shrank
up for only one year, the maximum is four years. The following table will summarize the conclusions reached above:
Year
B.C.

314
313
312
311
310
309
308
307
306
305
304
303
302
301
300
299
298
297
296

Archon
Philon
- - - - eres
Archepolis?
Diaitos
Prostates?
Athenis
Erasippos
Helikandros
Timotheos I
Onomakleides
Stesileos I
Kalliphon
Kallisthenes I
Lysixenos
Ktesikles
Demonax
Kleokritos
Pyrrhides
Phillis I

Lease contracts

Contracts in

issued for

effect

one year
four years

five years

two years
four (?) years

? years (?)

*

1st year of 1
1st year of 4
2nd year of 4
3rd year of 4
4th year of 4
1st year of 5
2nd year of 5
3rd year of 5
4th year of 5
5th year of 5
1st year of 2
2nd year of 2
1st year of 4 (?)
2nd year of 4 ( ?)
3rd year of 4 (?)
4th year of 4 (?)
1st (?) year of ?
2nd (?) year of ?

I. G., XI, 2
138
135
143, 137
142 (?)
142 (?)
142 (?)
136, 144
145
146
148
149, 150
154

are especially puzzling. The latest
The irregular payments in ca. 306 B.C. called TOf7ravatX'qO&E'
and best interpretation of them is given by Treheux (B.C.H., LXVIII-LXIX, 1944-1945, pp. 284287); my remarks in B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 232-34, which arose from a misunderstanding of
Lacroix, may now be disregarded.
65 See below, pp. 307-308.
66 See note 49 and pp. 270 f.
67 The earliest reference to guarantors and to confiscation of property comes from ca. 306 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 142, lines 5-12). For detailed discussion of this passage, see Durrbach, B.C.H., XXXV,
1911, pp. 25-29; Ziebarth, Hermes, LXI, 1926, pp. 92-97; Vallois, B.C.H., LV, 1931, p. 290;
Treheux, B.C.H., LXVIII-LXIX, 1944-1945, pp. 288-293.
64
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to half their former amounts.68 It is probably at this time and for this reason that
the Hieropoioi (or possibly the Delian Boule) drew up the famous list of regulations
known as the iEpa ovyypaRrq, " the sacred contract," according to the terms of which
all estates were in the future to be administered.
THE HIERA SYNGRAPHE

The stele on which the Hiera Syvnraphe was engraved was discoveredby Homolle
in 1877 near the colossal statue of Apollo. The stele is unbroken, but unfortunately
it is made of Naxian marble of extremely coarse grain which crumbles very easily.
Worse still, the stele has been re-used as a flagstone, and the upper half of the inscription is now completelyworn away. The text of the lower part, which is published
in Inscriptions de Delos under the number 503, is imperfectly preserved, and an
inspection of the stone in 1939 revealed that at that time considerably fewer letters
were visible on its surface than Durrbach had been able to read twenty years previously. We are therefore reluctantly obliged to conclude that there is no hope of
recovering more of the text of the Hiera Syngraphe than is already known.69
At the top of the stele there were once engraved from twenty to twenty-five lines
of text which are now completely effaced. Of the next fifteen lines, which are published as lines 1-15 of Inscr. de Delos, 503, there are only small patches of text
preserved, and not enough survives to enable more than a partial restoration. The
succeeding lines, however, are fairly complete down to line 48, with serious.mutilation
only in lines 21, 24, and 32; after line 48 the four or five lines which brought the
inscription to an end are now indecipherable. We thus have preserved thirty-three
legible lines (16-48) of a text that contained originally approximately seventy-five
lines, the lost portions being the first half of the text and the few lines at the very
end. It is therefore evident that certain provisions which the law is known to have
contained but which do not appear in the extant lines must have been engraved in the
first half of the inscription. These provisions, along with other regulations whose
existence at one time seems probable but which are not fully attested, are outlined
below: the order in which they were arranged in the original text of the law is, of
course, not known.
I. It is probable that after a preamble indicating the date and mover of the
decree, the first clause of the law would indicate by whom leases were to be issued,
and to whom. That the leases were drawn up and assigned by the Hieropoioi themselves or by some assistants authorized to act under their supervision is indicated by
See pp. 307 f.
To the bibliography cited by Durrbach in his introduction to Inscr. de Delos, 503 there should
be added the important alterations in the text made by A. Wilhelm, Archiv fir PapSrusforschung,
XIi, 1935, pp. 215-217. The most important analysis of the contents of the inscription is that of
E. Ziebarth, Hermes, IXI, 1926, pp. 87-109.
68

69
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the words 'Lu00&ocqa,.EVand ave,Uto0o&o-aJEV which are found throughout the records

of the Hieropoioi.70 It may also have been stated specifically in the law that Delian
citizenship was not a prerequisite for lessees; at any rate, there was evidently no
provision against issuing leases to citizens of other states.71 It is not known whether
or not sub-leasing was prohibited.
II. The Hicra Syntgrapheprobably prescribed the place and the time for the
assignment of leases. On neither of these points is there any direct information.
Presumably leases were issued at Delos, but probably not in the Epordoiov, which
appears to have been used sometimes as a place of storage.72 As for the time, it is
evident that leases were assigned to prospective tenants in the year prior to that in
which the lease contracts went into effect; the precise day and month, however, are
not known. While it is not certain at what time of year a new lessee would actually
obtain possession of his estate, it seems probable that his tenure began in the late
autumn.73
III. The Hiera Svngraphe is known to have stated that leases were to be issued
for a period of ten years,74 and since we are assured of decennial leases down to
249/40 B.C. and again from 209 B.C. until the end of the Period of Independence, it
has been assumed that once begun the series of ten year periods was strictly observed.75
The sole exception to this appears to be in the case of the estate Hippodromos in the
decennium279/70 B.C. when, for reasons which are not apparent, the Hieropoioi may
70Cf. I.G., XI, 2; 161, C, lines 110-111; 287, A, lines 136, 138, 139, 142; etc.
71 Cf. I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 11; 161, C, line 113; 287, A, lines 159-160.
72
I.G., XI, 2, 154, B, line 4; cf. B.C.H., XXIX, 1905, p. 458. Homolle was of the opinion that
leases were assigned in the Agora (B.C.H., XIV, 1890, p. 430).
73 In the temple accounts the appearance of two lessees in a single year is highly abnormal; but
this does not necessarily imply that leases normally ran from January 1 to December 31. Indeed,
if such were the case, it is difficult to see how a new lessee could produce a good grain crop in his
first year of tenure, since grain required planting in the autumn for best results (cf. Jasny, Am.
Hist. Rev., XLVII, 1941-42, pp. 749, 753-54). In 309 B.C. new leases were assigned in Hekatombaion (_ July: L.G., XI, 2, 143, B, lines 1-3); this may have continued to be the case after
the Hiera Syngraphe became law. In the last vear of a decennium all rentals had to be paid before
the end of August (Inscr. de Delos, 503, 27-30; see below, p. 278). These considerations suggest
that new lessees took possession of their estates sometime in the autumn, after the vineyards had
been harvested but early enough for the autumn grain planting.
On the other hand, it is clear that in the fifth century B.C. no allowances were made for fall
planting, for leases went into effect in December (I.G., I2, 377, lines 15-16) and in February (ibid.,
lines 21-22; see above, p. 259).
74I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 142-143:
ryv hepav a-vyypa

fwAra0caUauV

8?

KaLt T'a 7rtE'

Ta

7ov-

0&v

ELS

@kxa
c
Ka-ra

v.

75The rentals listed in Inscr. de Delos; 362, A, lines 15-21 (209 B.C.); 368, lines 23-33 (206
B.c.); and 372, A, lines 10-18 (200 B.C.) show that the decennial leases ran 209-200, 199-90, 18980 B.C. In the earlier inscriptions) I.G.. XI, 2; 161, A, lines 6-15 (279 B.C.); 203, A, lines 18-25
(269 B.C.) ; and 287, A, lines 25-34 and 142-80 (250 B.C.) show that the leasing periods ran 279-70,
269-60, 259-50, and 249-40 B.C. ( For the dating of this earlier group, cf. note 56).
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have issued twvosuccessive leases each five years in length.76 It is highly improbable,
however, that the text of the Hiera Syngraplhecontained a clause which would allow
the Hieropoioi to vary the length of leases as they had been able to do in the late
fourth century.
IV. Lessees were evidently chosen by auction, and leases assigned to the highest
bidder; this is shown by the unusual numberof rentals whose amounts are one drachma
more than an even hundred.77These rentals indicate also that at the auctions bidders
were probably entitled to more than one bid, and that bidding was, confined to sums
of even drachmas.78If a lessee defaulted before the ten years were up, a new lease
was issued for the remnainingyears of the decennium: this also seems to have been bid
for at auction. In most cases a second lessee was found who was willing to pay the
same amount of rental as that for which the defaulting lessee had contracted,79but
it should be noted that in a few instances the amount of the rental stipulated in the
second lease is different from that of the first.80 It is also significant that there is not
76 This exception is not fully attested, but the amounts of rental for Hippodromos show that
it is probable. In 282 B.c. the rent was 550 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 11; this sum may itself
be the result of a 10% increase), in 279 B.C. and 278 B.C. it was 605 dr. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 11;
162, A, lines 9-10), but in 268 B.C. it was 732 dr. ? ob., which is the figure that results if 605 dr.
is increased twice by ten per cent (605 + 60.5 - 665 dr. 3 ob.; 665 dr. 3 ob. + 66 dr. 3? ob.
732 dr. 14 ob.). Hence the conclusion that there were two 10% increases between 279 B.C. and
269 B.C. seems unavoidable. It may also be noted that in the accounts of 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 199, A,
lines 5-6) the restoration of 605 dr. ([PIHP]) in line 6 is unsatisfactory, being too short for the
space available on the stone, whereas 665 dr. 3 ob. [PHRIMAP111]
is the length required. Thus if two
five-year leasing periods (279-75 and 274-70 B.C.) are assumed for Hippodromos, the figures are
readily explained; but it is not possible without further evidence to reconcile five-year periods with
the Hier-a Syngraphe.
77 E. g., Phoinikes, 1101 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 149, line 4); Sosimacheia, 201 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A,
line 14) ; Akra Delos, 501 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, line 13) ; Skitoneia, 201 dr. (Inscr. de Delos,
354, line 36) ; Rhamnoi, 301 dr. (Inscr. de Delos, 354, line 37). Cf. also Chareteia, 3111 dr. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 149, line 9); Lvkoneion. 111 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 33); Hippodromos, 661 dr. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 287, A, lines 143-144); Phytalia, 51 dr. (Inscr. de Delos, 362, A, lines 18 and 21); etc.
78 Otherwise we shotuldprobably find amounts such as 500 dr. 1 ob.
79E. g., I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 9; 161, C, line 111; 162, A, line 8 (Panormos): 224, A, line
12; 287, A, line 25 (Porthmos): 224, A, line 16; 287, A, lines 137-138 (Skitoneia): 287, A, line
145; Inscr. de De'los, 290, line 17 (Kerameion) : I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 179; Inscr. de Delos, 290,
line 21 (Pyrgoi) : I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 179; Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 17 (Lykoneion): I.G.,
XI, 2, 287, A, line 155; Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 18 (Nikou Choros): 353, A, line 13; 354, line 38
(Phytalia): 366, A, lines 104-105 (Dionysion): 403, lines 48-49 (Charoneia): 403, lines 51-52
(Hippodromos): 440, B, lines 22-23 (Dorion-Chersonesos): 442, A, line 147; 452, lines 24-26
(Phytalia): 442, A, line 150; 456, A, line 18 (Panormos).
80 Some of the instances known show a slight increase in the amount of the second rental. In
246 B.C. Kallisthenes paid one drachma more for the second lease of Soloe-Korakiai (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A, lines 149-150; Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 16). This probably represents a bid over someone
else who was willing to pay exactly the former rental, but no more. In the decennium 199/90 B.C.
the rent of Soloe-Korakiai was 286 dr. in 199 B.c. and 300 dr. in 192 B.C. (B.C.H., LXIII, 1939,
p.243). On the other hand, Epistheneia seems to have been leased twice in the decennium 269/60 B.C.
=
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a single example in the century and a half of the administration of the Hieropoioi of
an estate lying idle for lack of a lessee. The ability of the Hieropoioi to find a second
lessee whenever the first lessee defaulted, and to find one who would be willing to
pay the same amount or almost the same amount of rental, speaks well not only for
their own enterprise and industry, but also for the business acumen of the lessees.
We may thus be assured that the bidders at the auctions, while they may occasionally
have gotten a genuine bargain, very seldom bid more for a lease than it was actually
wTorth.
V. If a lessee wished to renew his lease at the end of a decennium, the Hiera
Syngraphe permitted him to renew it without resorting to the auctions. The price of
this privilege was an automatic increase of ten per cent in the amount of his rental.81
It has already been shown that this privilege was in existence before the Hiera Syngraphe was passed, and probably originated some time in the Amphictyonic period.
Since no inventories were made at the end of the decennium for the estates of lessees
who exercised this right,82it is reasonableto conclude that the law requiredthat lessees
who intended to renew their leases in this way should signify their intention to the
Hieropoioi before the inventories of the estates were taken. It should be noted, however, that it wrasnot obligatory for a lessee who wished to lease an estate for a second
decenniumto do so in this way. If he thought that he could obtain the lease for a lower
rental than an increase of ten per cent would entail, he could let his old lease lapse and
take a chance of securing the new lease for less money at the general auctions. The
records attest that some of the lessees managed to negotiate this maneuver successfully and at considerable saving to themselves: on the other hand, some others whose
judgment was less acute were forced in the auction to bid more than their old rental
plus a ten per cent increase would have cost them.83
for 612 dr. and 600 dr., for in the next decennium the rental was 660 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line
21; 224, A, line 15). In the decennium 179/70 two leases for Charoneia were for sums of 451 dr.
(Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, line 149; 456, A, line 20) and 440 dr. (459, line 42). Another slight
decrease in rental within a decennium may be noted for the estate of Leimon in 259/50 B.C. (302 dr.
I.G., XI, 2, 226, A, lines 34-35) and 300 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 32). In 207 B.C. a second
lease for Porthmos called for 121 dr. less rental than the first (Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, lines 102-103).
81 I.G., XI, 2. 287, A, line 174: cat ot'Se 7vrev
Ka/ra r'qv
v
r7 e'rt8ara
uyypaPv.
kelow]-El ETrE/IlIXOv
82 Cf. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 174-180.
83
Five lessees managed not only to avoid the 10% increase but actually to secure a lower rental
than they had paid previously. The sharpest deals of all were made by Dionysodoros, whose two
leases for Leimon were 300 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 32) and 221 dr. (ibid., lines 148-149),
and by Kallisthenes for Sosimacheia, 200 dr. 1 'Aob. and 150 dr. (Inscr. de Delos, 354, line 37;
362, A, line 16), both of them net reductions of more than 25%. The biggest saving on record
was made by Kleinias for Pyrgoi: he obtained a reduction from 1343 dr. 7A
2 ob. to 1012 dr. 7/12 ob.
(I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 18; 287, A, line 30). In this case the hieropoioi seem to have allowed
him to bid in even drachmnasin relation to his former rental.
Others to negotiate reductions were Pythokles for Nikou Choros, 321 dr. and 260 dr. (I.G., XI,
2, 287, A, lines 26 and 155), and Teleson for Soloe-Korakiai, 410 dr. and 372 dr. (I.G., XI, 2;
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Since the bidding at the auctions appears to have been confined to amounts consisting of drachmas only (with the possible exception of the Mykonos estates), Homolle
concludedthat the amounts of rentals which contain obols and fractions of obols were
in nearly every case due to increases of 10 per cent in the amounts of previous rentals.84
This conclusion is fully verified by further examination of the accounts, for in all
but a few cases the odd amounts of rental are divisible by eleven. The system of
drachmas, obols, and twelfths of obols (chalkoi) which the Delians employed is a
duodecimal system in which most percentages cannot be given with mathematical
exactitude; accordingly, the Delian accountants calculated to the nearest twelfth of
an obol. The standard figures for percentages in the Period of Independence are as

follows

85

10% of 1
2
3
4
5

dr.: 7/12
dr.: 1 2/1.2
dr.: 11%2
dr.: 2 %2
dr.: 3

ob.
ob.
ob.
ob.
ob.

(0.6)
(1.2)
(1.8)
(2.4)
(3.0)

10% of 6
7
8
9

dr.: 3 7/12
dr.: 4 2/i2
dr.: 41342
dr.: 5 %2

ob.
ob.
ob.
ob.

(3.6)
(4.2)
(4.8)
(5.4)

VI. It seems probable that the Hiera Syngraphe contained instructions to the
Hieropoioito makean inventoryof the templepropertyon each estate wheneverthe
estate changedlessees,but there is no directproof of the existenceof such a requirement. We knowonly that it was customarywhen a new lease and a new lessee for an
161, A, lines 12-13; 203, A, line 20). One lessee, Empedokles, secured his new lease for Chareteia
at exactly the same rate as his old one (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 10; 203, A, line 19). Three other
lessees paid more for their second lease, but not as mtich as 10 per cent more: Didymos for
Skitoneia, 530 dr. and 560 dr. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 10; 203, A, lines 19-20), Xenomedes for
Hippodromos, 579 dr. and 622 dr. (Inscr. de Delos, 354, line 38; 362, A, line 15), and Thumias
for Thaleon, 356 dr. and 381 dr. (Inscr. de De'los, 366, A, lines 99-101).
On the other hand, there are recorded a few bad errors of judgment. The worst blunder of
all was made by the brothers Timesidemos and Aristodikos, who paid 800 dr. for Charoneia in
274 B.c. (I.G., XI, 2, 199, A, line 5), but who instead of renewing with a 10 per cent increase
(880 dr.) were forced up at the auctions to 1100 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 20). The others did
not fare so badly, however, and paid little more than the 10 per cent increase would have amounted
to; Antigonos paid 375 dr. and 429 dr. for Rhamnoi (I.G., XI, 2; 158, A, line! 10; 161, A, line 8),
Hierombrotos 140 dr. and 166 dr. for Kerameion (I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, line 12; 203, A, lines 18-19),
and Aristopappos for Dorion-Chersonesos, 300 dr. and 331 dr. 1%2 ob. (Inscr. de Delos, 366, A,
lines 99-101). The case of Aristopappos is especially interesting, since it shows that the rule of
bidding in drachmas only did not apply to the estates on Mykonos, on this occasion at least.
84 B.C.H., XIV, 1890, p. 430.
85 Fractional amounts of obols other than those listed in the table may result from two successive
10 per cent increases (e. g., for Hippodromos, 605 dr., 665 dr. 3 ob., 732 dr. % 2 ob.; cf. above,
note 76), from a 10 per cent increase of an irregular amount (e. g., for Porthmos, 539 dr. %2 ob.,
592 dr. 58/,2 ob.; Inscr. de De'los, 404, line 17; 442, A, line 151; cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 243),
or from some other unusual kind of increase.
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estate were recorded to record an inventory along with them.86 Although the task of
taking inventories wras doubtless one that took considerable time, especially for the
enumeration of the vines, nevertheless it seems to have been done by certain of the
Hieropoioi themselves or else by assistants directly responsible to them.87 It is likely
that this article of the law also contained a provision requiring lessees to keep their
farm buildings in good repair and to maintain the number of vines and fruit trees
committed to their charge: otherwise the inventories would not appear to serve any
useful purpose.88
VII. The lost portion of the Hiera Syngraphe probably referred to the duties
of the officials known as Ot ETr-qTat rov LEpwV TErqEMV. These officials are never
mentioned in the rental accounts of the temple estates, and we happen to know of their
existence only by the fact that they are mentioned at irregular intervals in connection
with the annual expenses of the Temple of Apollo. References to them, when they
occur, merely record that a fixed sum of 40 dr. was paid to each epitimetes for
travelling expenses (408&ov) .89
The etymology of the word ETrqrTlq
indicates that these officials were " evaluators " or " inspectors " who, we may infer from their 40k8tov, made periodical tours
86
Inventories were recorded along with the assignment of ten-year lease contracts in 250 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 142-174), 220 B.c. (Inscr. de Delos, 351, lines 6-23), 210 B.C. (ibid.,
356 bis, B), 200 B.C. (ibid., 374), 180 B.C. (ibid., 373, A, lines 1-44, B, lines 1-20; cf. B.C.H.,
LXIII, 1939, pp. 241-243), and 170 B.C. (B.C.HI., LXIII, 1939, p. 245). In addition, it can be
shown that an inventory was made in connection with the lease contracts of 280 B.C., for I.G., XI,
2, 161, C, lines 125-131 show that inventories were made by the hieropoioi Hegias and Anaskatos,
who held office in 280 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, line 2; cf., I.G., XI, 2, 159, A, line 70; I.G., XI,
160, line 1 ).
For new leases issued within the ten-year periods. an inventory was taken in 279 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 161, C, lines 125-131), in 276 B.C. (ibid., 163, Bg, lines 7 and 19), in 189 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 440, B, lines 17-27; cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 244), and ca. 175 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los,
452, lines 16-32). The only inscriptions which record new lease contracts but no new inventories
are I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 136-142 (250 B.C.) and Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, lines 102-106 (207 B.C.).
In the former case it was probably not considered worthwhile to engrave the same inventories twice
in the same inscription (cf. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 142-174); in the latter instance the annual
accounts of 207 B.C. seein to have been engraved on two marble slabs, of which only the second
(Inscr. de Delos, 366) has chanced to survive.
87 I.G., XI, 2, 163, Bg, line 19: Ta&E OVTa T'a Ev TIt yEwpytat
T?t XapwvEtat drcEt,t$av
Kat 7raprj,to-G8v
apA7rE)ovs XXH PAAAPrl]
TiKtva AAAAI
I1. For the number of the
ldv ot tE [po7roto\ 0 SVCL Kat O 8etva
vines, cf. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 167.
88 For regulations of this nature in other parts of the Hellenistic world, cf. I.G., II2;
2492,
lines 14-18; 2494, lines 11-16; 2499, 14-18; XII, 5, 568, lines 14-15; XII, 7, 62, lines 8-13 and
17-20; XIV, 645, I, lines 135-138.
89 The references are I.G., XI, 2; 148, line 67 (298 B.C.);
159, A, line 55 (281 B.C.); 203, A,
lines 62-63 (269 B.c.); 287, A, lines 87-88 (250 a.c.); and Inscr. de De'los, 290, lines 109-110
(246 B.C.). Significantly, the epitimnetaiare nowhere mentioned in I.G., XI, 2, 161 (279 B.C.), an
inscription which is virtually complete; nor do they appear in Inscr. de De'los, 442, or, in fact,
in any inscription later than 246 B.C.
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of inspection, visiting the temple estates. Precisely what it was that they were to
inspect or evaluate we are not told. Homolle was of the opinion that the choice lay
between officials who evaluated the lands and products of the estates and inspectors
who were empowered to inflict fines (EVtrtqdj,ara) on tenants for infringements of
contracts. The latter alternative seemed to him the more probable, since in connection
with the epitimSetaiwe are informed of a dikasteriontwhich seems to have served as
a court of appeal for the fines that were assessed.90 When it is further noted that no
other officials are known to us who had the authority to compel the lessees to observe
those terms of the lease contracts which appliedto the maintenance of buildings, vines,
and fruit trees, there seems to be little doubt that Homolle's opinidn is correct.9'
It seems possible, however, to carrv this conclusion one stage farther by considering whether the Epitimetai held office under the Hieropoioi and acted as their
deputies or whether they carried out their duties independentof the Hieropoioi. What
evidence there is appears to favor the second alternative. Not only are the Epitimetai
mentioned in the accounts of the Hieropoioi at irregular intervals, thus indicating that
their travelling expenses were not paid every year, but these expenses seem to have
been paid only in the years that the dikasterion met to hear appeals.92It is difficult to
believe that the Epitimetai functioned only sporadically and that every time they did
function they levied fines which were promptly appealed. Nor does it seem likely that
they failed to receive any remuneration whatsoever except in years in which appeals
were lodged. It seems preferable to assume that they functioned regularly and every
year, but that the Temple of Apollo was obligated to pay a fixed sum of 40 dr. to help
defray their expenses only on occasions when fines were appealed.93In the years from
which complete accotuntsof the Hieropoioi have survived and the Epitimetai are not
mentioned, it may be supposed that no fines were appealed.
It is known from the wage lists of the temple that the Epitimetai never received
salaries (as opposed to expense money) from the Hieropoioi, and since it is unlikely
that they received no pay at all for their services, it seems to follow that their salaries
90Homolle, B.C.H., XIV, 1890, pp. 490-491. For the references to this court
TOZ- 1EanTITtk),

(T(1Lt &CKWO-pt'ot

I.G., XI, 2; 148, lines 65-66; 203, A, line 62; 287, A, line 81; Inscr. de De'los,

290, line 110.
91 It may be noted that in 250 B.c., the only year from which estate inventories as well as
records of payments to the epitimietai and the dikasterion have survived, the inventories list two
items on the estates which were in a state of disrepair; viz., a house without a roof (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A, line 165; later repaired: cf. Inscr. de Delos, 403, line 50) and a collapsed wall (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A, line 163). There surely must have been some agency which was supposed to prevent this
sort of thing.
92 In four of the five inscriptions which mention the epitimetai a meeting of the dikasterion is
also attested. Cf. references given above. In the fifth instance, I.G., XI, 2, 159, A, line 55, the
dikasterion is not mentioned, but a great deal of the text of this inscription has been obliterated.
93 This would explain as merely fortuitous the fact that the epitimetai do not happen to be
mentioned in any of the inscriptions later than 246 B.C.
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as well as their power to act came, not from the board of the Hieropoioi, but from
some other organization which had authority in the management of the temple estates.
This organization can scarcely have been other than the Delian Boule, to which the
Hieropoioi were also accountable.94It thus appears that the control of the temple
estates rested in final analysis with the Boule, which exercised that control through
two sets of officials. The Hieropoioi in their capacity of treasurers of the Temple of
Apollo handledall matters connected with the revenues from the estates: the Epitimetai
saw to it that the estates were properly treated by the tenants,and remained in good
physical condition. In the fourth centtiry B.C. the Epitimetai appear to have numbered
two each year, and the dikasterion.to have consisted of seventy members, but some
time between 298 and 269 B.C. their numbers were increased respectively to three and
one hundredand one,5
VIII. The Hiera Syngraphe included an article requiring each lessee to furnish
sponsors who would agree to guiaranteethat the lessee's rent would be paid. This
meant that if lessees did not pay their rents in full, the guarantors (E'YYVOL; EyyvTpat)
were obligated to make up the deficit.96Not only did a lessee have to furnish guarantors
before he could take over his lease, bitt he was obliged to renew them annually: if he
failed to do so, his lease was cancelled and a new lease issued to someone else.97 The
records show that this provision of the law was strictly and rigidly enforced and that
no lessee was ever permitted to hold a lease without first having furnished guarantees
for his rent. The sole exception to this was made in the case of the death during the
year of one of the guarantors: in this event the lessee was given a short time to find
a replacement.98
The ceremony of naming the guarantors, called in the records the 8tEyyV77O-EtS,
evidently took place annually in Lenaion [= January], and was probably one of the
94 See

below, pp. 279, 281.
I.G., XI, 2, 148, line 67 (298 B.C.) records an '4o'tov of only 80 dr.: since this sum is not
evenly divisible by three, it is all but certain that on this occasion the sum of 40 dr. was paid to
each of two officials. Probably in 281 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 159, A, 55), certainly in 269 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 203, A, lines 62-63), 40 dr. were paid each of three epitimetai. Similarly, in I.G., XI, 2, 148,
line 66 the pay to the dicasts was 11 dr. 4 ob., but in later accounts the amount was 16 dr. 5 ob.
Homolle (op. cit., p. 491, note 3) has shown that in all likelihood the amount paid by the temple
treasury to each dicast was one obol: hence the dikasterion was increased from 70 to 101 members.
96 An article in the extant portion of the law makes guarantors equally responsible with the
lessees. See below, pp. 279 f.
97 For examples of men who failed to secure guarantors at the very beginning of a decennium,
cf. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 145 and 153. Most new leases issued within the ten-year period were
drawn up, not because of the death or the bankruptcy of the first lessee, but because of his failure
to renew guarantors. There are many passages to illustrate this fact, the clearest evidence, perhaps,
being contained in I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 135-142 and Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, lines 102-106.
These passages show plainly that the renewal of guarantors was required every year. In addition,
it is specifically stated that lessees of the Mykonos estates were required to name guarantors xaO3
(Inscr. de De'los, 366, A, lines 90-100).
EvtavTov
98
See below, pp. 276 f.
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first items on the agenda of the incoming Hieropoioi.99In years in which new decennlial
lease contracts were drawn tip there were evidently additional 8tEyyv?rEts, at which
the prospective tenants were obliged to name guarantors before the assignment of
their leases was approved.100It lhasalready been noted that in the fourth century new
leases which were issued for the succeeding leasing period were assigned in July.10'
If this was the case also after the HiercaSyngraphe was passed, it is probable that
the decennial &E7VqOEIs were held sometime in the late summer.
In the vast majority of cases the number of guarantors furnished by each lessee
was two.102In a few instances, however, we are told that a lessee had only one,"'0
and on two occasions at least a lessee had more than two.104It is therefore probable
that the number of two guarantors was merely the custom and was not obligatory
under the terms of the Hiera Syngraphe: probably all that the law required was that
the guarantees be adequate.105This probability is strengthened by the fact that while
it was customary for each guarantor to guarantee half the amount of rental,106it was
not obligatory. It seems likely that, whenever guarantors did not agree each to
guarantee half the rental, the amount each was to pay was decided privately.
However, what method was used to determine the amounts is not apparent.107
Such were probably the articles,contained in the first half of the lEpa o-vyypaq?q:
how many more there may have been is not known, but the length of the stele seems
to show that if there were others, they were short. Parts of the text begin to be
preserved when the section concerning guarantors is reached: in line 5 of Inscr. de
Delos, 503 the words [o] i 6yyvvqra[i] have been read, and in line 9 there is a reference
"When Xenoinedes and Polyboulos, two lessees of 251 B.C., were unable to post guarantors
for the year 250 B.C. o'TE r/1av at 8tEyyv6ffEt, their leases were re-assigned to Autokles and Kallisthenes
without change in the amount of rental (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 136-141). This implies that
Autokles and Kallisthenes obtained possession of their estates very early in the year 250 B.C. It is
worth observing also that the notice boards on which the names of guarantors were required to be
posted (cf. note 3) were regularly purchased in Lenaion (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 42; Inscr. de
Delos, 371, A, line 55; 372, A, line 75).
100I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 145 and 153.
101See note 73.
102
For example, all twenty estates of Delos and Rheneia in the contracts issued in 250 B.C.
had two guarantors of their rentals (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 142-180). It seems unnecessary to
cite all other references.
103 Panormos, 278 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 161, C, lines 114-115); Sosimacheia, 280 B.C. (ibid., 161,
A, lines 39-40); Hippodromos, 189 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 403, line 52).
104
I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 27-29, 141. Cf. B.C.HI., LXIII, 1939, pp. 239-40.
105 It is not unlikely that the
guarantors' financial status was subject to scrutiny in much the
same manner that guarantors of building contracts were investigated by the Delian Boule. Cf.
Inscr. de De'los, 504, B, line 12: EyyVovsE8o0K`taYEv ? ftovXk
106 Cf. I.G., XI, 2, 142, line 12; 147, A, lines 15-17; 226, A, lines 29, 31, 32, 35; etc. In the
case of the three guarantors of Mnesimachos in 250 B.C. one was held responsible for half the
unpaid rent and the other two for the other half (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 139-142). Cf. note 13.
107
Cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 239-240.
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to the notice boards on which the names of lessees and their guarantors were required
to be published.108

IX. The section referring to the furnishing of guarantors evidently ended in
line 10, for in lines 10 and 11 there seems to be an article to the effect that payments
of rent were to be miadein the montlhof Metageitnion. These lines are badly mutilated,
but are restored bv Ziebarth 109 on the analogy of line 28, where the obligation of
lessees to pay rentals in Metag,eitnionis repeated.
X. Lines 12-16 are concerned witlh the procedure to be followed in case of the
death of a lessee. Molinier 110has shown that whenever the lessee of a house died his
heirs were obliged to carry on the agreement he had made until the lease expired. The
procedure in the case of lessees of the estates, however, was evidently not the same,
for in the accounts it occasionally appears that a new lease was issued when a lessee
died,111although in most cases the heirs appear to have continued the lease."12Lines
12-15, which unfortunatelyT
are poorly preserved, appear to stipulate that on the death
of a lessee, the heirs-or in the case of minors the former guarantors acting as trustees
for the children--were allowed to continue the lease if they wished to do so and if the
Hieropoioi approved. If the heirs did not wish to do so, they might terminate the
lease and the HIieropoioiwould then issue a new lease for the remainder of the decennium; if this occturred.however, the heirs were obligated to pay any amount that the
temple nmightlose in the transaction (Ey8Eia).113 Lines 15-16 appear to mean " if any
lessee leaves behind male children, they are responsible for the repayment of whatever
sum is owing (the god) just as if it had come fromnthe lessee." 114
XI. Lines 16-19 are mutilated, and there is some uncertainty in the matter of
restorations. Howe-ver,they appear to have meant approximately as follows: " If one
of the guarantors dies [within the year he is serving as a guarantor], the lessee is to
pay the rental immediately [or to get it paid?] by the guarantor's son, allowing the
son ten days of grace. If the lessee does not pay the rental, the Hieropoioi are to issue
a new lease for the estate: if the new lease is for a smaller rental, they are to collect
the sum by wlhichit is less from [the former lessee and ?] the son of the guarantor.
108

[TOVS]

E'yyovg

--[EyypaOO'vT7DV

-

EV XEVK] ,LLa[Ta

Kat Ta

3vo64aTa

Kal T(V

yeopy-ov

TiV

utG&o]C a-

ILEVWV Kat TcV ?)yy [VWLEVWV] -

L,XI, 1926, p. 90.
Les maisons sacrees, pp. 52 if.
1I.G., XI, 2, 156, B, lines 7-15; Inscr. de Delos, 440, B, line 17 (cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939,
p. 244) should perhaps be restored Jvept[oa-OteajtEv
TaLL TqEVI ' TIEXIEVTyaIVos ....8...]
all[vopyo]v.
Cf. I.G., XI, 2, 161, C, lines 109-111.
112E. g., I.G., XI, 2, 199, A, line 6; 203, A, lines 22-3; Inscr. de Delos; 290, lines 18 and 19;
356, bis, A, line 6; 368, line 24; 372, A, line 15; 399, A, line 75.
113 Cf. Ziebarth, op. cit., pp. 90 ff.
114 Cf. A. Wilhelm,
Arch. f ir Papyrusf orsch., XI, 1935, p. 215.
109 Hermes,

110
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If neither lessee nor guarantor's son can pay, the Hieropoioi are to inscribe their names
on the stele." It seems clear from this passage that the temple authorities insisted upon
an immediate payment of rental whenever the guarantees for its payment ceased to
exist. It is difficult, however, to decide to what extent the son of the guarantor was
held liable after his father's death, for not only are some vital words missing from
the text, but the wording as a whole is somewhat vague. For example, nothing is said
about the second guarantor, and it is not made clear whether the amount the lessee
was obliged to pay immediatelywas the full rental for the year or only that part of the
rental which the dead guarantor had guaranteed. The reference to the liability of the
-sonof the dead man seems to favor the latter interpretation, for it would seem unduly
harsh to hold the son responsible not only for the amount guaranteed by his father
but also for any amount the second guarantor failed to pay. Unfortunately, the
accounts do not preserve a single example of how this article of the law was applied,
and until such an example is found, or until a completely satisfactory restoration of
lines 16-19 is discovered, the precise meaning of the passage remains doubtful.
XII. Lines 19-21: " If lessees keep livestock, they are to pay in the month of
Artemision (= April) a [sum of mnoney]for each animal [which is to be counted as
part] of their rental, for all the animals that they keep. The payment is to be made
in coinage guaranteed to be genuine."115 This regulation is apparently included in
the law in order to forestall lessees wlho might be tempted to squander the money
they obtained from the sale of wool. spring lambs, and calves, and have no cash left
by the time the rentals became due.
XIII. Lines 21-25. So much is missing of lines 22 and 23 that a continuous
translation of the passage is impossible. Lines 21-22 read " the Hieropoioi in the
month of Galaxion ( March) are to take a census of the cattle according to custom."'
If the number left on the estates in the month of Metageitnion (- August). . .
All that appears certain from these lines is that the Hieropoioi were required to make
a census each March of the specially branded cattle which were owned by the temple
and were pastured on the estates.1"7The next sentence may perhaps indicate that a
second count was made in August and that the figure then found was to be compared
to the number of animals in the March census. The original contents of lines 22-23
can only be surmised: possibly their general meaning was to the effect that in no case
xvas the lessee to sell surreptitiously any of the cattle owned by the temple, but the
Hieropoioi could either take the new-born animals or turn them over to the tenants
to raise.
115Cf. E. Weiss, EIIITYMBION Heinrich Swoboda, p. 333. The expression is Ktdv8vvov7rav[Trs
rpta TaAavra atv8vvO1 7ral[vr]OS
compare I.G., XII, 7, 67, lines 39-40: appyvptov 'ATTtKOv'
in I.G., VII, 235, lines 23-24 (Buck, Greek Dialects,
apyVptoV
tvSv'vov. See also the phrase SOK4LLOV

KIV]OVVOV;

No. 14). Both expressions seem to mean merely that "-no bad coin was to be palmed off."
16 KaTa TOVvoov:
cf. Wilhelm, op. cit., p. 216.
117 See note 177.
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From the end of line 22 onward we read: " if a lessee raises (a temple animal),
the Hieropoioi are to take their oath that this animal (avirov) will not be included in
the record of the one who raises it as far as the rent is concerned. And he who wishes
may lodge information and receive half the value of the beasts that were sold." This
last sentence plainly refers to a reward to be given to a delcatorfor information concerning illegally sold animals: hence the probability that in the lacuna of lines 22-23
the tenant was expressly forbidden to sell temple cattle without the knowledge of
the Hieropoioi.
XIV. Lines 25-27: " When any farmer wishes to sell any of the branded cattle
which he is obligated by law to replace,118he may do so if he furnishes a guarantor
for the price for which they will be sold." In other words, it was legal for a lessee
to sell temple-owned cattle provided that he secured someone to guarantee that he
would not simply pocket the money. Presumably the passage means that whenever
any temple cattle were sold, the lessee was obliged to replace themnlater, for if it were
simply a matter of turning over the proceeds of the sale at some later date to the
Hieropoioi, a dishonest lessee could, in order to raise a temporary loan, sell the cattle
for less than they were worth, and the treasury of the temple would be the loser. To
this it might be rejoined, however, that if it were a matter of replacement, there was
nothing to prevent a lessee from selling a good animal and replacing it later with a
poor one. In either case, therefore, this article of the law contains a loophole: whether
this condition was rectified by later legislation we do not know.
XV. Lines 27-30: "(Those who raise livestock) are to pay the remainder of
their rent in Lenaion (= January) in the presence of the ekklesia, and in the last year
(of the leasing period) in Metageitnion (- Augtust). Lessees who do not raise livestock are to pay their whole rental in genuine cturrencyin Metageitnion (= August)."
The advance payment required in April of breeders of sheep and cattle has already
been noted (Article XII). It is interesting to note that their other payment was made
in the following January, for this shows that the accounts of the Hieropoioi did not
close on December 31 when their term of office ended, but remained open for at least
another month.1"'
118 The form Karao-rar^coat (line 26) is a misprint for
KaTarTqcrat: the latter was read correctly
by Durrbach in his original edition of the stone (Rev. Et. Gr., XXXII, 1919, p. 170). I have
translated the word as " replace," but it could also mean " hand over," i. e., either to the hieropoioi
or to the succeeding lessee.
119That they sometimes remained open even longer is shown by some of the records of transmission of temple money from one board of hieropoioi to another. For example, the hieropoioi of
252 B.C. are recorded to have transmitted 5000 dr. to the board of 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line
8): this must mean that their books had remained open fo!rat least a year after their term of office
ended. Similarly, the board of 281 B.C. transmitted 600 dr. to the board of 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
161, A, line 5). Examples from the second century B.C. are even more numerous (cf. Larsen,
Roman Greece, p. 341).
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XVI. Lines 29-30: " The Hieropoioi must render accounts of everything every
month to the Sacred Chest." 120 Hence the Hieropoioi were administrative treasures
of the Temple of Apollo, obliged to mnakemonthly reports to the Delian Boule. Temple
funds were thus " under the ultimate control of the city." 121
XVII. Lines 30-33: " If the lessees do not pay, at the times appointed, all the
rent that is owing to the god from the sacred estates according to the terms of the
contract, or do not turn over their crops to the custody of the Hieropoioi, they are to
pay a hemiolion at [the times?] specified, and the Hieropoioi, after selling their crops
[.
] are to collect from the guarantors a hemiolion of the amount of the rental
that is owing the god."
The qut0Xtov,a payment one and a half times the original amount due, is mentioned in several of the accounts of the Hieropoioi.122The earliest reference, from
ca. 306 B.C., which antedates the Epa'o-vyypafir4, shows that this article of the law
was an inheritance from earlier times.123
XVIII. Lines 33-38: " If any of the rental is left unpaid after the (lessee's)
crops have been sold, (the Hieropoioi) are to sell for the unpaid amount his cattle
and his sheep and his slaves. And if even after these have been sold there is still some
of the rental unpaid, the Hieropoioi are to make up the deficit from the personal
property of the lessees and their guarantors. And if the Hieropoioi are not able to,
they are to swear by Zeus Agoraios that they are unable, and are to inscribe on the
stele as debtors to the god both lessees and guarantors, along with their fathers' names,
and are to issue a new lease for the estate. And if there is any deficiency in the rent
of the new lease, the Hieropoioi are to record on the stone both the (names of the)
men and the amount of the deficiency with a fifty per cent addition."
This is a much stricter regulation than was in effect ca. 306 B.C., for on that
occasion the sale of the defaulters' goods seenis to have been confined to barley and
cattle.124It is also significant that bankruptcy cases are rare after this law was
passed.1'25The wording of the passage translated above is somewhat loose, and certain
For lines 29-31 I have followed the emendations of Wilhelm (op. cit., pp. 216 f.). The
words E'vrots XpovotL rots yeypaytpuvoLs, which belong in line 31, appear to have been overlooked in
\Vilhelm's final text which is given at the bottom of p. 217.
121
Cf. Article XXI, below, p. 281; also page 274; Larsen, RomzanGreece, p. 340.
122
is usually used in the accounts in the strict sense of 1'Atimes the amount.
The word LtO'XLtov
This is its meaning also in Egyptian loan contracts (cf. N. Lewis, T.A.P.A., 76, 1945, pp. 126-139).
There are, however, occasional exceptions in the Delian records. Thus in I.G., XI, 2, 287, .A, lines
141-142 the word apparently means "one half extra." (Cf. note 13). In no case, however, is the
use of the word such that the meaning is obscured.
123
I.G., XI, 2, 142, line 8: qycoAova iToc Cal ot 'yyvot. See above, note 67.
124 See note 67.
125
There seems to be only one example in the accounts after 250 B.C. where both a lessee and
his guarantors failed to pay rental. In 209 B.C. a certain Kallisthenes leased Sosimacheia for 150 dr.
120
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of its provisions are repeated elsewhere in the law. These facts suggest that it was
inserted into the text of the law somewhat hastily in order to stiffen the regulations
with regard to bankruptcy cases. The same conclusion is indicated by instances in
the accounts where there was a " deficiencyin the rent of the new lease (Ey&'iEa)." The
E`y8Eta was the amount by which a second rental was less than the rent called for in
the original lease. The above article of the law shows that whenever a new lessee
paid less rental than that which was specified in the lease issued at the beginning of
the decennium,the original lessee who had gone bankrupt was,indebted for whatever
reduction in rental the new lease might entail. The accounts of the Hieropoioi show
that in this respect failure to renew guarantors was considered tantamount to bankruptcy.126However, in the case of the bankruptcy of Hermadas in ca. 306 B.C.127
no hemiolion was imposed on his E'y&Eia.Also no hemiolion was levied on Ey8Eia that
occurred in the leasing of houses.'28 It thus appears that before the introduction of
the tEpa o-vyypa4x no hemniolionwas ever imposed on a defaulter who was held
responsible for the temple's loss of rental caused by his bankruptcy.
The reference to the confiscation of slaves is of considerable importance, since
it shows clearly that the temple estates were largely, if not wholly, worked by slave
labor. The previous provision of the law which permnittedminors to hold leases also
points to the same conclusion, since it shows that the lessees did not necessarily do
the manual labor personally.129This fully agrees with what' can be ascertained by
studying the careers of individual lessees, most of whom appear to have belonged to
the upper class (i. e., the moneyed class) of Delian society. We should therefore
picture the lessees not as peasants but as " gentlemen farmers." to whom an estate
and its lease meant not the opportunity to earn a livelihood but an opportunity to
invest capital."'
XIX. Lines 38-40 are read by Durrbach aci-[o] rtvo'vrWV 8E Kac 0d ?EpOOOLOL T'l
10 r)/LLtOVrov
OECTlO"

\%,

,I

tO(rO/LaroS ov a/.t FL7 Eto-7rpa'ecot)v

fQNAI rov

N

I

^

E'yyv-iprag arrcov

I

'7rpacQwv-

(Inscr. de De'los, 362, A, line 16) but in 206 B.C. he went bankrupt. When this occurred, one of his
guarantors paid half the rental (75 dr.; Inscr. de Delos, 368, lines 32-33) and Kallisthenes was
dr. and was
evidently inscribed for the other half. The debt with the hemiolion amounted to 1121%2
still unpaid at the end of the year 204 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 369, A, line 41). It would seem that in
this case Kallisthenes somehow managed to avoid any confiscations, and it may be questioned whether
this provision of the law was always enforced.
126 For an illustration of this, see the case of Mnesimachos in note 13.
127
I.G., XI, 2, 142, lines 8-9; cf. note 67.
128
Molinier, Les " niaisons sacrees," p. 68.
129
As supporting evidence for slave labor on the estates there may be cited the decree from the
y AXrov avSpaSWo8ov E'eayaE
middle of the third century B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1296, A, 2-8, B, 2-7): OTa
E TWV TE)VWV
TWV LEpWV TWV TOV UEOV ETL pAapEl TOV 8OEO7EOTOV,E tA vat Kat arrov
ELTE aKOV EITE EKOV (K
Kai
I.G.,
the
cf.
during
Hellenistic
period,
estates
on
other
islands
For
slave
)yEvoS KGC.OCK-OLV '5v
sqEKEWOV.
XII, 2, 76 d, line 5 and commentary on XII, 2, 80 (Lesbos); I.G., XII, 3; 343, lines 16-20; 346
(Thera).
130Larsen, Ro'manGreece, p. 404; Rostovtzeff, Sac. and Ec. Hist. IlIellenistic World, p. 1186.
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Tat. The general meaning of the lines seems clear: they provide that a penalty
amounting to half the rental be exacted from the Hieropoioi if they fail to do their
duty in collecting rentals.131The precise meaning of the lines, however, is difficult
to decide, and it is possible that the letters (INAI have been by some inexplicable
error of the letter-cutter engraved instead of AMMH.132We may then read: " The
Hieropoioi are to pay to the god half the rental which they do not collect, if they do
not exact payment from the guarantors of lessees."
XX. Lines 40-42: " It is not permissible for a lessee's guarantors who have
been inscribed (for debt) to divide up the sum of money inscribed on the stele, but
the whole sum (shall be ascribed) to the guarantors according to the share each
guarantor contracted (to guarantee), unless he who appointed them guarantors (i. e.,
the lessee) pays the amount for them."
This prohibitionis apparentlyaimed at preventing any private settlement between
a bankruptlessee and his guarantors: the passage makes it clear that in cases of nonpayment of rental the guarantor and lessee were held equally responsible for the
amount of rental each guarantor vouched for and that one guarantor could not
transfer his debt to the other. The observance of this regulation is amply illustrated
in the records of the Hieropoioi,138in which it also appears that not only guarantors
of lessees of estates but guarantors of any kind were held equally responsible for
payment."34

XXI. Lines 42-46: " Whatever amount of rental the Hieropoioi collect from
the guarantors, or (whatever amount) the guarantor himself pays in behalf of the
[lessee] who appointed him guarantor, the Boule, which has full authority to act in
the matter, is to inscribe the lessee as owing to his guarantor one and a half times the
amount of money that is paid, in the samiemanner as it inscribes debtors; and the
lessees are to be classified legally as debtors who are overdue with their payments.
If the Boule does not so record it, it is to pay the guarantor double the money he paid."
The reference to the 03ovX'A)
KVptaovia, to which the Hieropoioi are obliged to report

all cases of debt, indicates that it was to this body that the monthly reports of the
Hieropoioi (cf. Article XVI) were to be given. The passage also shows that when
a guarantor paid in behalf of a lessee it was not necessarily a dead loss on his part,
for the lessee was obliged by law to repay one and a half times the amount to the
guarantor whenever he could.
131 Cf. Ziebarth, Herwes, LXI, 1926, p. 100. For a similar
penalty if the hieropoioi fail in their
duty with regard to building contracts, cf. Inscr. de De'los, 502, A, lines 16-17.
132 For similar serious corruption in the text of
the inscription, cf. Wilhelm, op. cit., pp. 216 f.
The rearranged text would read: ovay % 2roapct$wnv, a
T
yyv?Tas a1Trv rpd4wvTac.
133 E. g., I.G., XI, 2: 153, lines 18-26; 287, A, line 196; 288, lines 12-13; etc.
134E.g., I.G., XI, 2: 158, B, lines 39-45; 161, D, lines 57-77; 199, C, lines 108-110; 203, D,
lines 67-70; Inscr. de De'los; 353, B, lines 1-50; 369, A, lines 19-38; 442, A, lines 240-253. Guarantors were often members of the same family as the person guaranteed: cf. Molinier, Les "maisons
sacrees," pp. 38 ff.
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XXII. Lines 46-49: " All the possessions of the lessees, their domestic animals,
their slaves, their household furniture, and all that is theirs, are to be subject to the
god. All the possessions of the guarantors also are to be subject to the god, just as
those of lessees. If the Hieropoioi who collect (the rentals) do not collect the entire
amount, all the possessions of the Hieropoioi are subject to the god. . ." This passage, most of whose provisions have been stated previously (Articles XVII, XVIII,
and XIX), is apparentlyadded to the text of the law in order that no possible loophole
exist with regard to the confiscation of property. If this article of the law had been
rigidly enforced, it is difficult to see how it would have been possible for the Temple
of Apollo not to have received full payment every year.
XXIII. Lines 50 ff. The few lines which brought the text of the law to a close
are now illegible. The lines seem to have contained a further provision concerning
defaults in rental.
The articles contained in the Hiera Synqraphe continued to be in effect until the
end of the Period of Independence (166 B.C.) ; there has not been preserved, however,
any piece of direct evidence that establishes beyond question the precise year in which
they were drawn up. This date can therefore be ascertained only by estimating the
probabilities. It is clear from the decennial leases that the law could have gone into
effect only in a year whose last digit is 0: that is to say, in 310, 300, 290, 280, or
270 B.C. Of these five dates the first is definitely too early 135 and the last is manifestly too late.'36 The choice therefore narrows to either 300, 290, or 280 B.C.
The probabilities are against so late a date as 280 B.C., although it must be
admitted that there is nothing in the extant accounts that can prove decisively that
280 B.C. is incorrect, for no full annual account of the temple estate from the years
between 297 B.C. and 282 B.C. has been discovered. The fact that several lessees of
282 B.c. renewed their leases for the decennium 279/70 B.C. may perhaps imply that
there was no major change in the estates in 280 B.C., but this is very weak evidence
at best. The letter forms of the Hiera Syngraphe (Inscr. de Delos, 503) appear to
be earlier than those of I.G., XI, 2, 158 (282 B.C.), I.G., XI, 2, 159 (281 B.C.) and
I.G., XI, 2, 160 (280 B.C.), but close dating based solely on letter forms is precarious
and can seldom bear much weight. The most telling consideration against 280 B.C.
is the fact that there is not a scrap of evidence in favor of it, whereas there is evidence
.

Treheux (B.C.H., LXVIII-IXIX, 1944-1945, pp. 284-295) has demonstrated conclusively
that the date cannot be placed in any year earlier than 301 B.C.
136 This can be shown by the continuity of renewals of lease with a 10% increase in rental. For
example, the rentals of Porthmos were: 1200 dr. in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 7), 1320 dr.
in both 279 B.C. (ibid., 161, A, lines 6-7) and 274 B.C. (ibid., 199, A, lines 3-4), and 1452 dr. in
269 B.C. (ibid., 203, A, line 19), and in each case the lessee was the same man. It is therefore clear
that only one lease was issued for the years 279/70 B.C., and that the lessee twice renewed his lease
(in 279 and again in 269 B.C.) with the 107o increase in rental. Hence the ten year lease was in
effect as early as 279 B.C.
135
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that points elsewhere. It therefore seems best to rule out the date 280 B.C. on the
grounds that, while there is nothing absolutely conclusive to prove it wrong, there is
also nothing that even faintly supports it.
This leaves the choice between the years 300 B.C. and 290 B.C. Of these, Durrbach
declared for the former, admitting frankly that the only reason for his preference
was that the forms of the letters in Inscr. de Delos, 503 appeared to him to favor
the earlier date.'37The year 300 B.C. soon received the support of Glotz,38who offered
as additional evidence the record of the engraving of a " stele of the farmers " in
I.G., XI, 2, 147."'1On the basis of the probable rate of pay to the letter-cutter, from
which he arrived at the approximate number of letters engraved, Glotz calculated that
the " stele of the farmers " was a stele which contained new leases and inventories
of the temple estates, and since he did not question Homolle's dating I.G., XI, 2, 147
in 300 B.C. (a date based solely on letter forms), he concluded that the " stele of the
farmers " referred to the first of the series of decennial leases issued under the terms
of the Hiera Svngraphe. In this way a date of 300 B.C. for the Hiera Syngraphe
seemed confirmed.
While the letter forms of Inscr. de De'los, 503 may be dismissed as inconclusive
evidence, it is worth while to examine again the evidence of the " stele of the farmers."
When this is done, it soon appears that while Glotz might be correct that the " stele
of the farmers " was one which contained new leases and inventories of the temple
estates, there are certain flaws in his proof that considerably weaken his position.
The principal fault in his argument is that he evidently failed to observe that it can
be demonstrated conclusively that the date of the " stele of the farmers " cannot be
as early as 300 B.C. In I.G., XI, 2, 147,-A, lines 15-17 it is stated that a guarantor
paid 330 dr. as his share of the rental arrears of a certain Mlaisiades,who had leased
the estate of Panormos for 1,030 dr. Yet in I.G., XI, 2, 149, which is dated (by the
name of the archon, Pyrrhides) 297 B.C., it is stated in line 6 that in that year
Maisiades paid his rent of 1,030 dr. in full. Consequently it follows that the bankruptcy of Maisiades, and therefore J.G., XI, 2, 147 must be later than 297 B.C.,
Durrbach, Rev. Et. Gr., XXXII, 1919, pp. 177-78. While this might perhaps strengthen the
case aginst the year 280 B.C., it hardly invalidates 290 B.C., for it may be questioned whether dating
on stylistic grounds can be done with such accuracy, even in the Delian inscriptions of the third
century B.C., that the date can be determined within ten years. It is noteworthy that some of the
letter-cutters at Delos practiced their craft over a considerable period of time, and presumablya man's
individual style of letters would alter little during his lifetime. For example, the letter-cutter Deinomenes, who is mentioned in I.G., XI, 2, 147, A, line 20 (to be dated not later than 290 B.C.), also
engraved stelai in 281 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 159, A, line 66) and 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, lines
118-119), and apparently was still working as late as 275 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 163, A, lines 54-55).
Cf. the remarks of B. D. Meritt (Epigraphica Attica, pp. 97-99) and G. Daux (Hesperia, XVI,
1947, p. 57).
138 B.C.H., XLIV, 1920, p. 365, note 1.
139 Lines 18-19: [El] s T-'JV a (va)
aT1Ax- 7rap' 'Epuo8tKOVKaLt 8aTVp A* 7ypafkaMY
ypaop,v Tw'v yEWpyuwv
137
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although there is no way of telling how much later. In this way the earliest date
possible for the " stele of the farmers " proves to be 296 B.C. In addition, the soundness of Glotz's calculations with regard to the length of the " stele of the farmers"
is seriously undermined by the fact that there is no way of telling the precise rate
of pay of the letter-cutter. In 302 B.C. two rates of pay, one for 100 letters per
drachma, the other for 130 letters, are recorded,'40but by 281 B.C. the rate had
decreased to 300 letters per drachma.141 What the rate of pay may have been between
297 B.c. and 281 B.C. is not known, but it would appear probable that-the number of
letters per drachma was increasing.142
While it is still possible to believe with Glotz that the " stele of the farmers " was
a stele which contained new leases and inventories, it seems to me more probable that
the stele was the Iliera Syngraphe itself, for the unusual name given to it seems to
imply an unusual kind of inscription, and new leases with inventories had been
engraved before this time.143It appears certain, however, that the choice lies between
the one or the other, for we know of no third type of lengthy farm document to which
the term " stele of the farmers " could appropriatelybe applied.
Without attempting to decide on the exact nature of the " stele of the farmers,"
it may be observed that its date, post 297 B.C., shows that the chances that 300 B.C.
is the correct date for the Hiera Syntgrapheare remote. If the " stele of the farmers "
refers to the first decennial leases issued, it is clearly impossible for the Hiera Syngraphe to be as early as 300 B.C. If the stele contained new leases that were not
decennial, it must have antedated the Hiera Syngraphe, and again the Hiera Syngraphe cannot be as early as 300 B.C. And if the " stele of the farmers " refers to
the Hiera Syntgrapheitself, as would seem probable from its peculiar name, a date
of 300 B.C. is obviously too early. Thus the only way to defend the date 300 B.C. iS to
interpret the "stele of the farmers" to mean, not the first, but the second set of
decennial leases that were issued, an interpretation which seems very unlikely. With
the date 300 B.C. thus all but eliminated, a very strong probability is established that
the HiercaSyngraphe became law in 290 B.C.
Still stronger considerations point to 290 B.C. as the most satisfactory date. We
know of no particular reason why the Hiera Syngraphe should have been passed in
140

I.G., XI, 2, 145, lines 27 and 43.
159, A, lines 66-67; cf. I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, lines 118-119 (279

B.C.). The same
rate, 300 letters a drachma, seems to have held good in 250 B.C.: the great stele of that year contains
approximately 36,000 letters, and the pay to the letter-cutter Neogenes was 120 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, line 197).
142 Glotz calculated that a stele recording new leases and inventories for the fifteen estates that
existed in 300 B.C. would require approximately 4,250 letters. Then by taking the rate of pay
recorded in I.G., XI, 2, 145, line 43 (130 letters a drachma) and multiplying by the 25 dr. paid the
letter-cutter (I.G., XI, 2, 147, line 19), he also obtained the sum of 4,250 letters. But, as already
noted, the rate of pay of the letter-cutter of the farmers' stele is uncertain. Furthermore, twenty-five
times 130 is not 4,250, but only 3,250.
143 As early as 313 B.C.; cf. I.G., XI, 2, 138, A, lines 7-9.

141I.G., XI, 2,
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for Delos at that time was in the midst of a great boom in land values. The

height of the boom came, in fact, after 300 B.C., for the rents of 297

B.C.

are the

greatest ever recorded. Under such circumstancesit is difficultto see why the authorities of the temple should, at a time when rents were rising to unprecedentedheights,
introduce sweeping new farm legislation, particularly legislation which by lengthening
the leases to ten year periods would tend to cut down the temple's revenue by slowing
the rise in rents. On the other hand, there is evidence to show that several changes
in the administration of the temple estates took place some time .between 297 and
282 B.C. It is apparent from the rentals of 282 B.C., most of which are half or less
than half what they had been in 297 B.C., that between these two dates the bubble in
real estate values had burst.'44 The drop in rentals is so great that there can be little
doubt that many lessees were financially ruined, and it is probable that the Temple of
Apollo accumulateda considerablenumber of bad debts. This may perhaps be reflected
in the fact that between 297 and 282 B.C. the temple acquired four new properties on
the island of Delos, one of which appears to have been obtained as a result of the
indebtedness of its former owner:145 probably they all were. Furthermore, two
properties, 'Epistheneia and Kerameion, which had been owned by the Temple of
Apollo since 375 B.C., were within this period included for the first time in the list of
temple estates.'46 In addition, the number of estate inspectors (epitimetai) was increased from two to three.'47 These facts point to a thorough reorganization of the
administration of the temple estates sometime between 297 and 282 B.C., and it is
therefore reasonable to suppose ipso facto that the new law with regard to the estates
was also passed within these years. It has already been noted that while certain articles
of the Hiera Syngraphe appear 'to have stated merely what had previously been the
custom, the provisions with regard to non-payment of rent seem to have been made
more severe.'48 This may well be a reflection of a desire on the part of the temple
authorities that there should be no repetition of the number'of unpaid debts that
resulted from the collapse in farm values. The ten year lease nay then be explained
as a measure intended to help prevent a recurrence of such a disastrous inflation.
When these considerations are added to the strong probability arising from the
internal evidence of the " stele of the farmers " that the law was passed in 290 B.C.,
the conclusion seems obvious. While we have no absolute proof, all the available evidence points to the one date, 290 B.C., as the year in which the Hiera Syngraphe went
into effect.
The tantalizing fragment J.G., XI, 2, 152, A seems to refer to the
144 See below, pp. 307 f.
plight of certain lessees at this time.
145
Phytalia. See note 149.
146 See pp. 257 f.
147 See note 95. If the restoration at the end of I.G., XI, 2, 159, line 55 be accepted (and it seems
probable in view of the space available on the stone) there were three epitimetai in 281 B.c. Thus
the increase from two to three epitimnetaiprobably took place between 298 B.c. and 281 B.c. For the
reorganization of building commissions within this same period, cf. B.C.H., LXI, 1937, p. 113.
148
Pp. 279 f. Cf. Treheux, B.C.H., LXVIII-LXIX, 1944-1945, p. 295.
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ESTATES ACQUIRED IN THE THIRD CENTURY B.C.

Several new estates were acquired by the Temple of Apollo in the third century
B.C.: in the reorganization of ca. 290 B.C. not only were Epistheneia and Kerameion
transferred to the list of temple estates on Delos, but four new properties were added.
Two of these, Phytalia and Sosimacheia, seem to have been obtained by the temple
because of unpaid debts of their former owners; 149 probablyAkra Delos and Korakiai
passed into temple ownership for the same reason. Korakiai, which seems to have
been chiefly grazing land, was for the decenniumn289-80 B.C. leased as a separate
estate, but was attached to the old estate Soloe in 280 B.C.:150 from this time until
166 B.C. Soloe-Korakiai was leased as a single property, and the number of estates
on the island of Delos remained fixed at ten.
In the latter half of the third century the Hieropoioi assumed the administration
of three properties which were situated on Mykonos. In the southwest corner of this
island, where it approaches closest to Delos, is a peninsula today called " Diakophti,"
connectedwith the rest of Mlvkonosby a low sanidyisthmus."5'Peninsula and isthmus
together form a geographical unit which is called in the Delian inscriptions ro 'AroXand was evidently owned by the Temple of Apollo as early as 269 B.C., when
cwvwov,
the name first occurs."' When pollonion first became temple property is not known,
but it is evident that for some time its management was assigned to persons other
I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 130:O Xwpt'ov o Y 4kN-pEKXELo.0V KaL Ka0KELXat
o
4vTakLta. I.G., XI, 2,
287 bis (Inscr. de Delos, II, p. 299), line 20 may be restored Kalt [o 4VT] aXE[a ( KaXiat) ]. Mention
of Pherekleides' indebtedness is contained in I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 14-15 and 182. The name
Sosimacheia was originally a neuter plural (I.G., XI, 2, 156, B, line 16), indicating that the estate
was a combination of two or more properties; if the restoration a fKaTO [pio]P
TOv
ELov
in Inscr. de Delos, 1417, B, II, lines 122-123 is accepted, the estate had two; parts (cf. ibid., lines
118-120). The former owner, Sosimachos, appears to have been in debt for about twenty years
before his estate was taken over by the temple (I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 27).
150 Compare I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, lines 12-13 and I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, lines 12-13. See also above,
note 28.
151 The holkos on Mykonos (To0v oXKoV TOv ?V
Iaywk rrqlEvM-uKo'vwt:
Inscr. de Delos, 353, A,
Srrqt
lines 29-30) crossed this isthmus (cf. note 14), and its southern end probably marked the terminus
of the ferry from Delos. The lessee of the ferry and the lessee of the holkos were often the same
man (cf. Inscr. d De'los; 353, A, lines 28-30; 354, lines 27-30; 399, A, lines 89-90). The revenue
from the ferry varied between 55 dr. (269 B.C.; I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 29) and 4 dr. (179 B.C.;
Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, lines 153-154); from the holkos the minimum was 11 dr. (219 B.C.; Inscr.
de De'los, 353, A, lines 29-30), the maximum 96 dr. (192 B.C., ibid., 399, A, line 89: the revenue
may have been greater ca. 205 B.C., as in 204 B.C. a former lessee owed 128 dr.: Inscr. de De'los,
369, A, line 39). The ferry service seems to have originated in the Amphictyonic Period (cf. I.G.,
XI, 2, 138, B, ba, lines 9-10 [314 B.C.]).
152 The ferry to Mykonos is sometimes called 7TopGOptEZov TO cbS 'A7roXXO'Jvwov
(fnscr. de De'los;
290, line 29; 372, A, line 27; 399, A, line 90; 442, A, 153-154) and at other times T0 7rOp9lkEOV T'O
ag MV'KOVOV
(I.G., XI, 2; 199, B, 97; 287, A, line 39; Inscr. de Delos; 368, line 41): this shows
that Apollonion was part of Mykonos (cf. B.C.H., XVII, 1893, pp. 487, 497). The earliest mention
of Apollonion is in I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 29.
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than the Hieropoioi, for in their records the earliest reference to the two estates on
the peninsula, Thaleon and Dorion-Chersonesos, dates about 225 B.C., and the isthmus
is first listed in 219 B.c.153 The rentals from these properties were kept separate by
the Hieropoioi from the Delian and Rheneian rentals. The revenue from the isthmus,
which was pasture land,"54is reg,ularly recorded in the accounts under the heading
'-EAX7j:
this shows that the land was not regarded as an ordinary estate, and suggests
that the lessee of the isthmus was a -EXAco1vi,'5"
to whom grazing fees were paid by

Mykoniote animal breeders. For the rents of Thaleon and Dorion-Chersonesos the
Hieropoioi acted merely as agents, transferring the funds partly to the Delian Boule
and partly to the Delian superintendents of sacrifices and festivals.156 The estates
seem to have been administered, however. in accordance with the terms of the Hiera
Syngraphe; the lessees were obliged to furnish guarantors and 'to renew them
annually,'57and an inventory was made with every change of tenant and at the
expiration of every lease. The leasing periods seem to have been ten years in length.
New leases were not, however, assigned at the same time as the leases for the Rheneian
and Delian estates, but were issued in years whose last digit is 7; 1"8this suggests that
the Hieropoioi began their administration in either 237 B.C. or 227 B.C.
Inscr. de Delos; 346, A, line 13; 353, A, lines 33-34.
Inscr. de De'1os,354, line 30: Evvo[tovEv 1r"7tlo8ttw (cf. Klio, XX, 1925, pp. 61-62). In the
Athenian Colonial Period the land was converted into a farm: the passage (Inscr. de Delos, 1416,
B, II, lines 5-23) is sadly mutilated, but it seems clear from lines 11-14 that the new lessees (of
157-56 B.C.) agreed to build a dwelling at their own expense and to leave it there when their lease
was up. Other lines show that in return for this the lessees were granted a ten year lease at a low
rental. See the commentary of P. Roussel, Inscr. de Delos, III, p. 55, col. I. The revenues that the
Temple of Apollo received from the isthmus during the administration of the Hieropoioi were 22 dr.
(Inscr. de De'los, 353, A, 33-34; 219 B.c.), 40 dr. (ibid., 368, line 42; 206 B.C.), 30 dr. (ibid., 399,
A, lines 90-91; 192 B.C.), and 5 dr. (ibid., 442, A, line 154).
155 On farming of public revenues during the Hellenistic Age, cf. Andreades, Hist. Gk. Pub.
Finance, I, pp. 159-161.
156 It is significant that part of the revenue was ear-marked for sacrifices, for this is reminiscent
of the purpose of the endowment of Nicias in 417 B.C. (above, p. 256), and suggests that Apollonion
was originally privately endowed to help pay for certain sacrifices (cf. note 162; also B.C.H.,
XXXII, 1908, pp. 130-132).
157Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, lines 99-100; cf. B.C.H., XXXII, 1908, pp. 454-456, Molinier,
Les " maisons sacre'es,"p. 64.
158 Inscr. de De'los, 366, A, lines 99-102 (207 B.C.); in this passage old leases terminate and
new leases for the ensuing period are issued. The leases of temple-owned houses on Delos terminated in years whose last digits are 7 and 2, and were five year leases (Molinier, op. cit., pp. 4345 and 64). It does not necessarily follow, however, that since the leases of the Mykonos estates
also terminated in years whose last digit is 7 that they too were five year leases. No record is
preserved of the Mykonos estates from a year whose last digit is 2, and it is therefore not
possible to be entirely certain, but it is significant that in the records of the year 192 B.C., which
are unusually full (Inscr.. de Delos, 399 and 400) there is no mention of new leases for Mykonos
estates. If new leases had been issued at this time, we should expect to find them immediately after
the section devoted to new house leases (Inscr. de Delos, 400, lines 1-31). Furthermore, since the
hieropoioi were obliged by the Hiera Syngraphe to issue only ten year leases, five year leases for
Mykonos estates would have required an amendment of the law.
53

154
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The name of the estate Thaleon is associated with the words Oca'XEaand OdXEaLca,
and means " the luxuriously fertile estate." This name is fully justified by Thaleon's
cxtant inventory, in which the following items are preserved: a courtyard gate, a
farmhouse, a building for men, another building, a cattle shelter, 1140 vines, 143 fig
trees, 147 cultivated olive trees, 87 wild olive trees that had been grafted, 200 wild
olive trees, and 101 apple trees.'59 The presence of the olive trees on the estate is
interesting, since Thaleon is the only temple estate for which cultivated olive trees
are recorded. The large number of wild olive trees that were being converted by
grafting into bearers of good fruit indicates that olive tr'ees at this time were a
profitable investment. In order to grow well, fruit trees need protection from strong
winds, and we may therefore locate Thaleon in the sheltered valley in the northern
half of the Mykonos peninsula that slopes between steep hills in a southeast direction
to the isthmus. This valley is used toclay for the cultivation of vines and fig trees,
and is the only spot in western Mykonos where olive trees are now found (cf. P1.
90, Nos. 2 and 3). Only two rental figures for the estate are preserved, and these
are from successive years; in 207 B.C. the rent was 356 dr. and in 206 B.C. 381 dr.16'
The name Dorion-Chersonesos indicates a double estate wNhosetwo parts. were
probably once leased separately. Chersonesos (" peninsula ") is sufficient to locate
the second of the original estates: it consisted of the long promontory at the south
of the Mykonos peninsula called today " Aleomandfhra,"161 whose nmanyancient terraces indicate cultivation in antiquity. The name Dorion ("little gift "), which suggests that the Mykonos estates were originally acquired by the Temple of Apollo as
endowments, 62 wrasprobably given to the west coast of the Mylconospeninsula, where
there is a small theatre-shaped valley facing Delos. Three mutilated inventories of
Dorion-Chersonesos have sturvived. and since they were all made within thirteen
years, they give an approximate picture of the estate as it was in the first quarter

of the second century. The estate at that time contained a courtyard gate, a cattle
159 Inscr. de Delos, 366, B, lines 8-23 (207 B.C.).
The number 16 is preserved of an item whose
name is lost: it was probably another variety of fruit tree.
160
Inscr. de IDelos, 366. A, lines 99-101.
161is a word peculiar to the modern Mykoniote dialect, in which aXEos is used for
AXEAo0'avYpa
the more common cop/&g or a'Aoyos (" horse "). -AXE'o4av8pa on Mykonos supplants Pop,/aota, and
means "a corral for horses."
162 Durrbach (commentary on Inscr. de Delos, 346, A, line 13) and Roussel (commentary on
Inscr. de Delos, 1408, A, line 36) were inclined to believe that the revenue from Chersonesos was
applied to the festival Chersonesia. This may be correct, even though the festival was instituted by
traders from South Russia (B.C.H., XXXII, 1908, pp. 126-127; Rostovtzeff, Soc. Econ. Hist.
Hellenistic World, p. 1484, note 89). On the other hand, the similarity of names may be merely
a coincidence. If, however, Durrbach and Roussel are right, the hypothesis that Mykonos revenues
were kept separate because the estates were endowed to support certain festivals (cf. note 156)
receives strong support. It may be significant that the lessee of Chersonesos in 207 B.C. was in the
same year epistates of the festival of the Chersonesia (Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, lines 100, 101,
and 132).
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shelter, a storehouse for chaff, an upper storey, a building for men, a bake-house,
2750 vines, 47 fig trees, more than 25 wild olive trees, two myrtle trees, and a palm
tree. There are also recorded two walnut trees and 50 apple trees in 182 B.C.; by
169 B.C.these numbers had changed to three and six respectively.'03From this combined inventory it is evident that the estate supported some cattle and produced some
grain, but the fruit trees seem less important than in Thaleon. The tremendous
number of vines suggests that the largest part of the estate's revenue came at one
time from viticuilture,but this can scarcely be true in the second century, for the
rentals at that time were small. The sums preserved are 300 dr. (207 B.C.), 3311 dr.
(206 B.C.), 310 dr. (ca. 182 B.C.), and 210 dr. (169 B.C.: Chersonesos only).'64
FARM PRODUCTS AND FARM BUILDINGS

To return to the estates on IRheneiaand Delos, the inventories of fourteen of
the twenty estates on these islands in 250 B.C.ale recorded in I.G., XI, 2, 287, A,
lines 142-174, and scattered inventories from other years raise the number of estates
for which some description has survived to seventeen.'65 Only for Akra Delos,
Sosimacheia, and Phytalia have we no information. In some instances more than
one inventory for the same estate has been preserved: in the majority of these cases
there is a renmarkablecontinuity that illustrates the purpose for which inventories
were made. For Hippodromnosthe only change between 250 B.C. and 189 B.C. was
the disappearance of a cattle shelter; 166 for Charoneia the vines numbered 2187 in
250 B.c. and 2186 in 189 B.C., the fig trees 43 in 278 B.C., 47 in 250 B.C., and 46 in
189 B.C.'67 The inventories of Panormos from the years 200 B.C. and 182 B.C. show
that, apart from the addition of a second V1TEpw3lOV between 200 and 182 B.C., the
estate remained completelytunchanged in seventy years: the number of vines and
fruit trees recordedin 182 B.C. is precisely the number given in 250 B.C.'68 The number
163 Inscr. de Delos; 440, B, lines 22-27 (cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 244; Class. Phil., XXXVI,
1941, p. 165, note 21) ; 452, lines 26-29; 461, Bb, lines 55-57.
164 Inscr. de De'los; 366, A, lines 99-100; 440, B, lines 22-23; 461, Bb, lines 54-55. Cf. Larsen,
Roman G-reece,p. 406.
161, C, lines 120-131 (280
1'5 The references are: I.G., XI, 2: 138, A, lines 6-7 (314 B.C.);
183, line 8 (for the text, see B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 236;
B.C.); 163, Bg, line 19 (276 B.C.);
the date is either 270 B.C. or 260 B.C., as is shown by the rental of Hippodromos in line 15, which
Inscr. de Delos: 308 (230 B.C.; cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 240reads on the stone PrHHAAAHFF);
241); 351, lines 6-21 (220 B.C.); 356 bis (210 B.C.; for the correct text, B.C.H., LVI, 1932, pp.
378-384); 374 (200 D.c.); 403, lines 47-53 (189 B.C.); 406, B, lines 80-86 (ca. 188 B.C.); 440,
lines 17-21 (ca. 182 B.C.; for the correct text, B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 244); 373 (180 B.C.;
cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 241-243); 445, lines 16-24 (178 B.C.) ; 452, lines 16-32 (ca. 175 B.C.);
and 467 (170 B.C.; cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 245).
166 I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 143-145; Inscr. de Delos, 403, lines 51-53.
167 I.G., XI, 2: 163, Bg, line 19 (cf. note 87); 287, A, line 167; Iniscr. de Delos, 403, line 51.
168 I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 167-169; litscr. de Delos: 374, Ab, lines 1-6; 440, lines 17-21
(B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 244).
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of vines on Chareteia also seems to have been the same in 250 B.C. and 180 B.C.169
These examples go a long way to prove that there was never any general destruction
of vines in the temple estates, and that the decreasedvineyards of Rhamnoi and Nikou
Choros during the second century were the exception rather than the rule.70
169

In I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 171 the numberof vines given on the stone is Pr...1; in 210 B.C.

the figures are PIFIA(Lacroix, B.C.H., LVI, 1932, p. 384, note 3); and in 180 B.C. PtIA (Inscr.
de Delos, 373, B, line 15; for the date, B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 241-42). These sums, which
were first read by Lacroix, and which on inspecting the stones proved absolutely correct, are so
similar in appearance that it is clear that the same digits were intended in all three cases. The
letter-cutter of 250 B.C. has failed to complete his first digit, a particularly unfortunate omission,
since the other two inventories leave us with a choice of either 560 vines&or 5060 (560? is the
usual choice; cf. Jarde, Les ccreales, p. 153). The first number is incredibly small for the largest
of the temple estates, and yet 5060 vines is more than twice the number for any other estate on
Rheneia (the closest approach is 2750 vines for Dorion-Chersonesos; see above, page 289). Nevertheless, in view of the tremendous rentals of Chareteia near the end of the fourth centurv, the
larger figure, 5060 vines, seems preferable. It may be noted also that the district called " Ambela"
was part of the estate of Chareteia (see note 172).
170 In 250 B.C. the vines on Rhamnoi numbered 1978 (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 155) ; the number
listed in Iniscr. de Delos, 374, Aa, line 27 (200 B.C.) is 1350. The beginning of line 28 is lost,
so that the maximum possible was 1399. Nevertheless, 1350 seems to be the correct number, for
in line 27
11rEvvp%LLEvo]vs
Durrbach's restoration of lines 27-28 is incorrect. Not only does [OaXa4wovs
aJ6vpovsof I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 155, but his restoration requires
not correspond with the aX4a/ovg
fifty letters to the line, whereas other lines of Inscr. de Delos, 374, Aa vary between 36 and 44 letters.
It seems better, therefore, to restore lines 27 and 28 thus:
27. [/3o'Tautv aGlvpov, Oa?a4tovmaOv'po]vs, alpreAovs XH[H]H P,
AvKxVEo] v 'OpOOKX [3] 'Aptw{Tcl]8[ov]
0, pv.
QAAAAI
28. [avKas
The number of vines on Nikou Choros in 250 B.C. was was 700 (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 157).
An inventory of an estate whose name is lost gives the number of vines as 100 (210 B.C.; Inscr. de
Dlelos, 356 bis, B, lines 27-29: for the correct text, Lacroix, B.C.H., LVI, 1932, p. 382), but
although the names of Nikomachos and Xenokrates (lessees of Nikou Choros and Rhamnoi in
206 B.C.; Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 25) are preserved, it is unlikely that the estate referred to is
Nikou Choros, since in 209 B.C. the lessee of Nikou Choros was Xenokrates only (Inscr. de Delos,
362, A, line 17). The association of the two men in "210B.C. was therefore the role of co-guarantors,
not of co-lessees (cf. Lacroix, op. cit., p. 383). In the year 180 B.C., however, the number of 700
vines had fallen to 600 (Inscr. de Delos, 373, B, 8), and between 180 B.C. and 178 B.C. the number
again dropped from 600 to a mere 2 (Irnscr. de Delos, 445, line 24). This reduction is so drastic
that Jarde could not persuade himself that it was possible and preferred in place of 11to read H,
but Durrbach later reiterated his reading (cf. Larsen, Roman Greece, p. 405) and my own reading
of the stone showed that a horizontal stroke had never been engraved. It is even more surprising,
however, to find that the virtually complete disappearance of the vineyards did not affect the rental
of Nikou Choros, though it may have caused lessees to change. In 180 B.C. the new lease called
for 96 dr. 410/12 ob. (Inscr. de De'los, 373, B, lines 2-8) while a second lease in 178 B.C. was, issued
for exactly the same amount (Inscr. de Delos, 445, line 19).
While discussion of the rentals is reserved for pages 302-313, it should be noted that the vineyards of Rhamnoi and Nikou Choros, two adjacent estates on the slopes of Khoulakas, do not seem
to have been reduced systematically or to have been deliberately destroyed. Indeed, the survival of
two vines in 178 B.C. argues against it. So does the preservation of vineyards in other Rheneian
estates. It seems more probable that the losses in Rhamnoi and Nikou Choros were due to some
natural disaster, such as a landslide. It may have been that lessees were not obligated under the Hiera
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It should be emphasized that the inventories of the Hieropoioi do not give a
complete picture of any estate, but record only those items which happened to be the
property of the Temple of Apollo. The personal property of the lessee, such as
furniture, agricultural implenments,slaves, livestock, produce, and so on, are not
included: an inventory contains merely a list of buildings erected on the estate, which
the lessee was expected to leave in good repair, and the number of vines and fruit
trees for whose preservation he was responsible: 171 the inventory therefore gives a
picture only of what the estate contained after the lessee had departed.
One of the most notable features of the temple estates is the large number of
vines that many of them possessed. This seems to be the chief difference between the
modern farms on Delos and Rheneia and the ancient estates, for these two islands
today have no vineyards, and present day vineyards in western Mykonos are few
and very small. In 250 B.c. nine of the ten Rheneian estates contained a total of
16,772 vines, and if the numbers listed elsewhere for other estates are added, the total
is greater than twenty thousand. It is thus clear that many of the ancient terraces
must have been occupied with vineyards,172especially if one assumes-and it seems
very likely-that the type of vine in the temple estates was that which is found today
in the Cyclades, where the plants, instead of being trained upright and supported by
sticks, are trained to grow close to the ground in order to avoid as much as possible
the strong summer winds. However, it should not be assumed that most of the arable
land was filled with vineyards, for while some vineyards were extensive, it does not
appear that they ever occupied more than a fraction of the soil available for cultivation.73 The fruit orchards of Delos and Rheneia seem to have been smaller and less
important than the orchards of the Mykonos estates.
Syngraphe to replace vines or fruit trees that were destroyed througlh no fault of the lessees: in
modern times whenever a contract's fulfilment is prevented by " an act of God," the contract becomes
null and void.
171 See note 88.
172
Vine planters on Mykonos informed me that vines must be planted at least half a meter
deep and that care should be exercised to find a place sheltered from the north wind. This must
mean that on Delos and Rheneia the vineyards were to be found only in valleys and on terraces
on the south slopes of hills. The most fertile valley in Rheneia today is called " Ambela," although
no vines have grown there within the memory of the oldest inhabitants (cf. above, note 169).
173 A comparison of modern vineyards on the mainland and on the islands showed that the
island vines require considerably more space. At Stiris in Boeotia and at Corinth vines are planted
one meter apart in rows that are also one meter apart. Each vine therefore occupies one square
meter. At Mykonos, on the other hand, where vines grow horizontally rather than vertically, one
small vineyard 10 m. by 12 m. contained only eleven vines which were planted at irregular intervals,
and in another vineyard 20 m. square there were 41. A vineyard on Syros 40 m. by 25 m. contained
106 vines. Thus the average area need for an island vine is approximately ten square meters. The
total number of vines listed in 250 B.c. for the estates that were located in southern Rheneia (including half of the Chareteia vines) is 11,892 (for the figures, see page 299), which presumably
occupied approximately 120,000 sq. m. The area of the whole of southern Rheneia is given by
Stavropoullos as 6.261 sq. km. (HpaKn6a', 1900, p. 67, note 1), so that if the estimated area of the
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It is only by the inclusion in the inventories of storehouses for chaff, mill-houses,
and in one case a granary that we know that many of the estates produced grain.
No figures are given of the amount of grain grown, and there seems no way of
arriving at even approximate estimates. Nor are we told what types of grain were
produced, though it seems probable that most of it, if not all, was barley.174Neither
do the inscriptions preserve any set of regulations according to which lessees were
expected to cultivate their estates, and it is not known whether any were ever codified.
It may be assumed, however, that agricultural methods followed those that were
prevalent in most parts of Greece, and were probablyvery similar to the standards set
in nearby Amorgos.175 In general, it would appear that the farming methods employed today in Delos and Rheneia differ little from those of ancient times. It is
noteworthy that in the case of the plow there has been practically no change, and
farmers still use the forked stick of their forefathers.176Alternation of plowed and
fallow fields still follows the pattern described in the Amorgos inscriptions, and the
names of several types of farm buildings are the same today as in the Delian accounts.
This remarkable continuity in farming tradition seems due partly to the nature of
the terrain, on which modern farm machinery would be useless; olnemight also add
that the farmers in the vicinity of Delos have seldom enjoyed sufficient prosperity
to afford the luxury of experimentation.
All but one of the fourteen estates inventoried in 250 B.C. had either a cattle
shelter or a sheep pen, and ten estates had both. It thus appears that nearly all the
estates supportedsome cattle and sheep, though here once again there seems no way of
arriving at even approximate numbers. While some cattle were privately owned,
Rheneian vineyards is. even remotely close to the mark, only a small fraction (less than %/500) of
southern Rheneia contained vineyards. Even after a maximum deduction is made for the cemetery
area, the barren hillsides, and other useless ground, a considerable amount of arable land seems to
have been available for orchards and grain fields.
1941-42, pp. 751-57) that in
174 It has been shown by N. Jasny (Am1.Hist. Review, XLVII,
ancient times in the Aegean area not onlv was barley easier to grow, but when marketing costs were
low, it yielded greater profit. The only two references in the Delian inscriptions to grain possessed
by lessees are to barley (I.G., XI, 2, 142, lines 7 and 11).
175 I.G., XI, 7, 62, lines 7-13. The inscription is edited together with translation and full commentary by J. Delamarre (Revue de Phil., XXV, 1901, pp. 165-188). Vines were cultivated twice
during the spring and fig trees once, while the two field system of sowing grain each year in only
half the area available and leaving the other half fallow was strictly observed. This was the usual
Greek practice (cf. Rostovtzeff, Soc. Ec. Hist. Hellenistic World, pp. 1186-89; Jarde, Les ce're'ales,
pp. 81ff.).
176 A. S. F. Gow (J.H.S., XXXIV,
1914, pp. 249-75) distinguishes four forms of the ancient
plow. The common type today in use in mainland Greece is essentially the same as the ancient, but
somewhat different in detail. In the Cvclades, however, where farms are poorer, implements are
often more primitive, and I noted in use near the cemetery area of Rheneia a plow that consisted
merely of a forked branch with a handle fastened to it (Gow's " Form II," which seems to have
been the most common in ancient Greece; loc. cit., p. 250). Even cruder plows (Gow's " Form I")
have been noted in use on Amorgos (J. T. Bent, The Cyclades [London, 1885], p. 97).
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others belonged to the Temple of Apollo, and were doubtless kept in preparation for
various sacrifices. The lessees were probablyallowed to use these animals for draught
purposes and for milk in return for their maintenance.177On the other hand, all sheep
seem to have been privately owned. The inventories have no direct evidence for the
presence of any other farm animals, but it seems probable that many lessees kept
swine,178for which there was a ready market on Delos, and there was doubtless the
usual complementof goats and dogs. A chance reference in Aelian makes it unlikely
that there was any bee-keeping.179
The inventories of the Hieropoioi list several kinds of farm buildings, and for
each one it is carefully noted whether it is a building " with a door " (7EOvpPE'v&o)
or " without a door " (M'Ovpog). It was evidently the custom in ancient Greece to
regard all wooden architectural parts of a farmhouse as part of the household furniture, and an Attic lease of 306/5 B.C. shows that in the case of rented farms the
and
woodwork was usually the property of the tenant.'80 The words rEOvpWFLEvo3
in
other
of
farm
tenants
parts
in
the
Delian
inventories
indicate
that
while
a'OvpoS
Greece may have had to bring their own doors, the Hieropoioi supplied many of the
doors needed on the temple estates, and it was only for buildings " without a door"
that the lessee, if he wished any, had to supply doors of his own."8' Some buildings
177 The provisions in the Hiera Singraphe concerning lessees who cared for cattle owned by
the temple have already been noticed (page 277). These animals were specially branded to distinguish them from others (Inscr. de Delos, 503, lines 25-26; cf. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 58). Since
they were temple property, it is somewhat surprising to find that they were not included in the
inventories. For privately owned cattle, cf. I.G., XI, 2, 142, line 11; Inscr. de Delos, 503, lines 19-21
and 27-30. For the importance of cattle breeding in Greek economy, Rostovtzeff, op. cit., pp. 119091 and bibliography on p. 1619, note 147; H. Michell, The Economics of Ancient Greece, pp. 59 ff.
178 In 269 B.C. two pigs were sold to the hieropoioi by Timesidemos and Aristocrates (I.G., XI,
2, 203, A, lines 52 and 53), who in the samie year were lessees of Charoneia (ibid., line 20). For
prices of swine at Delos, cf. Larsen, Romtan Greece, pp. 386-87. Heichelheim's table (Wirtschaftliche Schwankungen, Tab. XIV, pp. 128-29) contains errors, and must be used with caution.
179Aelian (IIEp' ZoX5v,v, 42) states that bees could not live on Mykonos.
180 I.G., 112, 2499, lines 11-14 and 30-37. Cf. E. Ziebarth, Zeitschrift fiir Vergleichende Rechtswissenschaft, XIX, 1906, p. 281; D. M. Robinson. Olynthus XII, pp. 449-50, 461. Thucydides
(ii, 14, 1) relates that when the inhabitants of Attica moved into Athens in 431 B.C. they brought
KarTaoKEW v p7KtarTOKOY
from the farms (c'w TwV aypov) all their household equipment (Tjv aELXXpV
oXpWVTo)
`v
Xwcrtv).Cf. also I.G., XII, 5, 872, line 44 (Tenos,
and the woodwork of the houses (Trv o0KLcV TWv
OtKO'E8O/ a,rav [
ca. 300 B.C.): &irpt[aro 7r)v oKt'wav Tqvq] 4[v] ac"TE&7ra-aav Kcat Ov'pas Ta3 brovfaa xat
7rp]O3 TEt otKta a r1y CXAOGov (see also line 63 of the same inscription): this shows clearly that house,
doors, and lot were regarded as three separate entities.
181 Even todav the lessees of Rheneian farms, which are owned and leased by the municipality
of Mykonos, are obliged to furnish their own doors. These doors are roughly rectangular and have
attached to one vertical edge a pole which projects beyond the top and bottom of the door proper
and acts as a pivot. To fit the door in place, the top of the pole is thrust upward into a slot hollowed
in the lintel-or more usually into a crack in the stonework-and the bottom of the pole is pushed
into a hole dug in the threshold. While such doors usually fit very badly into their doorways, they
have the advantage of being easily removed.
TO
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were also furnished with interior wooden props and beams.'82An item supplied to all
estates was a Oipa av-XEa;a door which implies that a courtyard containing farm
buildings and surrounded by a wall was a feature of all the temple estates, for the
Oipa avXELa surely refers to a door set in the gateway of a courtyard wall, through
which access was gained into the farm compound from the world outside.'83 This is
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Fig. 6
182I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 166, 170, 171; Inscr. de Delos, 445, lines 22-23. For a ladder
of date palm wood, I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 146.
183 In the case of Greek city houses the Ov'paaAsEto';was the main door of the house (cf. Plato,
Synmp.,212, C; Lysias, i, 17; Theophrastos, Char., 18, 4), which was so-called because it opened
into an av`,k within the house (D. M. Robinson and J. W. Graham, Olynthus VIII, p. 152). In the
case of the temple estates, however, Ov'pa abAXda cannot mean " farmhouse door," for the only
building common to all estates (the equivalent of a farm-house) was the KiXe&aov,
which is always
(KXZpUa)

describedseparatelyas rEOvpwufovov.
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partially corroboratedby the discovery of the remains of four farm courtyards, three
on Rheneia and one on Delos: at each site there are remains of stone walls enclosing
rectangular areas which contain vestiges of ancient buildings.'84
The farm buildings in the inventories that were not used for human habitation
may be passed over briefly. Ten estates had an -vc6v (" bake-house "), which was

probablya smallbuildingcontainingan oven: 185

83oviorao-v means " a

standingplace

for cattle " and probably, as today, indicated any kind of cattle shelter. IIpo,3arCv
(mod. provatona) was a shelter for sheep: it is invariably described in the inventories
as M'Ovpog,which may indicate that the structure was not walled on all sides. Four
estates on Rheneia had a lvX&cv," mill-house," whose mill was presumably the rotary
type common in the Hellenistic Age.'86 An aXvpwv (mod. achyronza)was a structure
tised as a storehouse for chaff. Since chaff is stored for winter fodder, the presence
of this building on an estate indicates both animal husbandry and grain fields, while
estates without one probably produced little or no grain. A o-tTo,3o0Xcv(granary) is
listed for Chareteia, and a =06cv for Panormos;. in the latter structure, which was
possibly a cellar, large storage jars (lTiOot) were buried up to the neck.187Two estates,
Charoneia and Rhamnoi, had a farm tower (nTV5pyO; rpytOv); the first has been
located on the top of Palia Vardhia, the second was probably on the summit of
Khoulakas.188
In northern Rheneia, in the district called " Ambela," 50 m. northwest of the French surveyors' marker (Marker TN in Fig. 1 of Bellot, Explor. archeol. de D6los, I) are remains of a
courtyard wall 1 m. thick preserved to a height of 0.30 m. A gateway approximately a meter wide
appears in the east wall, and the ground plan leaves little doubt that the site contains the remains
of a farm compound (cf. Fig. 6). On Delos, at the northwestern corner of the " Region of the
Terraces" (the site is marked in red on Bellot's map, and lies directly east of a hill whose altitude
is 55.9 m.) are remains of a courtyard ca. 30 m. square, within which are wall foundations and one
door jamb still standing to a height of 1.4 m. These two sites probably mark the farm compounds
of the estates Chareteia and Phoinikes. The double courtyard of Charoneia has already been
mentioned (page 251).
185 Liddell-Scott-Jones (followed by D. M. Robinson, Olynthus XII, p. 480) gives the meaning
of iUrvZvas "kitchen," a word that usually indicates a room in a house where food is cooked. The
inventories, however, list t'7vVWv as a separate item, which seems to imply that it was not entered
through another structure, but had an outside entrance of its own. Accordingly, I have preferred
the translation " bake-house." At least one i'zrvxv seems to have been a free standing building (cf.
Class. Phil., XLII, 1947, p. 201); another is described as having a beam supported by pillars (I.G.,
XI, 2, 287, A, line 166). Hellenistic bake-houses, containing four or five ovens, have been found
in Egypt (A. R. Schiitz, Der Typus des hellenistisch-dgyptischen Hauses [diss. Giessen, 1936],
pp. 35-36).
186 A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp, 86-90; Robinson and Graham, Olynthus VIII, pp. 326 ff. For the
meaning of ,uvXAv,
cf. W. Petersen, Class. Phil., XXXII, 1937, p. 326.
187 D. M. Robinson; T.A.P.A.,
LXV, 1934, p. 128; Olynthus XII, pp. 204-5, 258, 468;
W. Petersen, loc. cit.
188 In city houses the 7rvpyovwas often part of the house used as quarters for women (cf.
Robinson, Olynthus XII, p. 469), but this was scarcely a tower's function on a farm. Buondelmonte
describes the tower of Charoneia thus: non longe a meditate dicte insule turris erigitur, que olim
184
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The evidence concerning farm buildings used for living quarters, and thus presumably located within the circuit of the courtyard walls, is more difficultto interpret.
The word VrEp68lov, a diminutive of vrEp4uov, "upper storey," is peculiar to the
Delian inventories. Strangely enough, the inventories do not indicate on which farm
buildings the upper storeys were erected, but list each upper storey as a separate item.
This is enough to show that other structures listed separately were not necessarily
separate buildings, but may have been part of a larger building and had a separate
entrance, or else may have stood wall to wall with other structures. In Olynthus "'
sleeping quarters for both men and women seem to have been located almost without
exception in the second storey, but in Athens and Delos the upper storey appears to
have been intended primarily for women.'90It is therefore probablethat on the temple
estates the upper storeys were intendedmore for the use of women than of men, though
they could, of course, have been used for anything the tenant saw fit. Possibly the
upper storeys had exterior entrances independent of the ground floor and exterior
steps leading up to them: this is the common method of access to upper storeys in the
houses of the Cyclades today.
That the upper storeys were intended primarily for women is also suggested
by the &vApJwtct on the estates,which were almost certainly sleeping quarters for men.
This diminutive of av8pcwvwould ordinarily mean a small men's banqueting room,

but in the Delian inscriptionsa&vpc'veg and a&VpOVtrL8Egappearto mean parts of a
habitabatur tempore suspectione atque timnoris(L. Gallois, Explor. archeol. de Delos, III, pp. 1011): there is little doubt that this explanation of the purpose of farm towers, especially in the
Aegean islands, is substantially correct. Most of the towers have a wide view of surrounding territory and of the sea, and were thus intended primarily as places where watch could be kept for the
approach of pirates (cf. H. A. Ormerod, Piracy in the Ancient World, pp. 41-49) and as places of
refuge in emergencies. When not so used, the towers were probably employed as places for storage
(cf. I.G., XII, 5, 872, line 53: ToV 7rrpyov Kat rovi 7OVA3vos TOcJ eV 'rU 7r6pyon). For the significance of
farm towers, see Rostovtzeff, Soc. Ec. Hist. Hellenistic World, pp. 202 and 1460; for a catalogue
of towers in the Aegean, R. M. Dawkins and A. J. B. Wace, Ann. Br. Sch. Athens, XII, 1905-06,
pp. 151-174. To their bibliography may be added I. Dragatses, IlpaKTLKa, 1920, pp. 147-172; J. P.
Droop, Ann. Arch. Anthrop., X, 1925, pp. 41-45; H. M6bius, Ath. Mitt., XLVI, 1925, pp. 37-44.
None of these mention the towers on Rheneia.
The tower of Charoneia has already been mentioned (cf. notes 17 and 18). Although special
effort was made to locate the " little tower " of Rhamnoi, especially on the ridge of Khoulakas, no
traces of it were found.
189 Robinson and Graham, Olynthus VIII, pp. 207, 214-219; G. Mylonas in Robinson, Olynthus
XII, pp. 280-82.
190 Lysias (i, 9) shows that upper storeys in Athens were normally for the use of women,
though the same passage shows that they might be used by others. For the Delian houses, J.
Chamonard, Explor. archeol. de Delos, VIII, pp. 196-200 (cf. Robinson and Graham, Olynthus
VIII, pp. 167-69). It therefore seems plausible that upper storeys on the temple estates were
is not clear: possibly
intended for women's quarters. The distinction between *urepwovand vu7repwtov
the former was a second storey with an area equal to the ground floor, while the latter was smaller.
One v{repipovcontained a separate sleeping compartment ([.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 152).
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of the estates were therehouse complex that were used only by men: 191 the dv8p?;v&a
fore men's dormitories. They may have been either free-standing buildings or have
been attached to other structures, but it is evident that they had outside entrances,
as we are told of one andronion whose door opened into a garden.'92 That hyperodia
and andronia were quarters for farm workers seems assured by the fact that the two
estates, Phoinikes and Skitoneia, that had a large upper storey (virlEp4ov) had no
9
building for men (av3p6vwit').
The word 0aOXauoqmeans " an inner room " or " chamber," and is the usual
Greek word for a bedroom. That this is the meaning of the word in three of the
inventories is shown by the fact that the thalamos is described as an inner room that
was part of a larger structure.'94 In other cases, however, the thalarnos is listed
separately, which probably means that it was either a free-standing building or else
that it was a room that opened, not into another room, but directly into the courtyard.
it was evidently not a building
Moreover, since all estates did not have a thcalcamos,
or room intended for the use of the lessee. Since it is clear that the upper storeys were
intended for women and the andronia for men, and since it is difficult to imagine
either that no provision was made on estates for housing married workers or that all
farm workers were unmarried, the most plausible hypothesis seems to be that the
thalamoi were structures that were intended for the use of married couples. That they
were sometimes apartments of considerablesize is shown by the fact that one of them
is recorded to have had a roof beam supported by pillars.195

The first
Otherbuildingslisted in the inventoriesare oiKKa, Ouc71)/a, and KXEUtoWV.
is found on only one estate, and the second only on three, so that it is evident that
neither was important for an estate to have.'96 The kleision, however, seems to have
been the principal building on the estates, since it is the only building that is listed
for every estate, and the Hieropoioi invariably supplied it with a door. In most in191 S. Molinier (Les " niaisons sacrees," p. 18 and Tab. II) shows clearly how in 7 otbcLXap4TELa
(not to be confused with the estate of the same name) the men's and women's quarters were leased
separately (cf. I.G., XI, 2: 158, A, line 17; 161, A, lines 16-17; 162, A, lines 14-15; 199, A, lines
8-9; 203, A, lines 25-28; 204, lines 29, 32-33).
192 I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 147. Another andronion consisted of two rooms, an outer and inner
chamber (ibid., line 171).
193
I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 152 and 163.
194
I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, 'Lines145-146, 152, 171.
195

I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 170.

OtbKdin the Delian i.Iscriptions is the word used for houses in the city of Delos. Only one
(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 165), and its remains indicate that it was
estate, Charoneia, had an ot"Ata
251). An o'tKqxa is also listed for Charoneia, which seems to have
p.
(see
type
a house of the city
been a second house (cf. aAAXvOKUaV, Ioc. cit.; Fig. 4, p. 251). However, the three obcrraTa of
Skitoneia (ibid., line 163) seem to have buildings in the broadest sense of the word, though they
may have had some special function of which we are ignorant (see p. 300). The OLK'quaof Leimon
seems to have housed farm workers, as this estate had no thalamos, andronion, or upper storey
(ibid., lines 148-149).
196
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ventories it is listed second to the courtyard gate, which was also supplied for every
estate. The kleision was, therefore, what we should call the " farmhouse." 197 In one
instance a kleision is described as having separate sleeping quarters, from which it
may be inferred that the " farmhouse " usually consisted of only one room.'98 The
only literary passage describing the kleision of a farm comes from Homeric times
(Odyssey xxiv, lines 208-210):
E'VOa ot
EV

OLKO

E?V),

Trp OcrTEOcKOV-7O

ITEpL

Kac

t,

OE KXUTLOV OEE 'TaVT7)
rPO

E

avov

3Lo&E3 acvwayKactot:

"There was his [Laertes'] house, and all around it ran the kleision, in which ate,
and sat, and slept the slaves who -were forced to serve him." It is not clear from the
passage whether the kieision was built wall to wall with Laertes' house and opened
away from it, or whether it formed a courtyard around the house and opened inward
towards it: if the latter was the case-and this might seem more probable-the
kleision on the temple estates may have been set back to back with the courtyard wall,
or may have been built into it. More important than the architecture, however, is the
function that Homer ascribes to his kliesion: it was the place that " slaves ate, and sat,
and slept." The sleeping quarters on the temple estates are already accounted for, but
it may well be that the kieision of the estates retained its Homeric role as the place
where farm workers " ate and sat." If we think of it as a sort of living room for farm
workers, and the place where the lessee normally had his headquarters, we are able
to explain satisfactorily why the kleision was an essential feature of each estate.
Apart from the OLKta and possibly the kleision, the general appearance of the
farm buildings listed in the inventories may best be pictured by describing the farm
buildings today on Rheneia and Delos, some of which appear to be partly of ancient
construction. These all conform to one pattern, being rectangular structures from
The references to the KXGatLov are collected in the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, IV, s. v.
see also the important discussion by A. Grenier in Daremberg-Saglio, Dict. Ant., V, 871.
The word is usually taken to mean an outhouse, a shed, or a lean-to (so Liddell-Scott-Jones, s. v.
xXEtMouV;Robinson, Olvnthus XII, p. 462), but there is much disagreement among ancient sources
as to the precise meaning of the word, from which it would seem that the use of it varied with
place and time. In Homer the kleision was a building for slaves that was built around the f armhouse (see above); in Lysias (xii, 18) it was a cheap house or hut; in Plutarch (Publicola 20)
it was part of a house, probably the vestibule. This may be the meaning also in I.G., XI. 2, 158, A,
lines 55-56 (282 B.C.): Trfs OtKtag Trq EErltaOEvEct'a sr, 'y KoXovwc E$ESOpEv Tov TOLXOv TofJ 7rpOS VOTOV TOV
The scholiasts and lexicographers in later times declare almost unanimously that
KIXEL0Ovot'KoSo/Avaa.
a kleision was a shed or outhouse used to shelter animnals,but this cannot be the meaning in the
estate inventories, where cattle shelters and sheep pens are listed. It may be that on the temple
estates kleision was the ancient equivalent of the American " shack " or " shanty," words that denote
a small, mean dwelling whose architecture is too humble to merit the name " house."
198 I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 146.
197

KXfCov;
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five to ten meters long with a length two to three times their width, oriented east and
west. They have only one door, which is always found in the long south side: the
doorway varies from a meter and a half to two meters in height. The walls are built
of rough stones laid carefully one on the other and are usually half a meter thick and
from two to three meters in height: crevices between stones are filled by stacks of
smaller stones or, occasionally, by mud. The interior usually consists of one bare
rectangular room, but if the building happens to be used as a dwelling, it often has an
interior wall and doorway. The roof is flat and consists of two 1sayersof reeds, the
lower laid crosswise from the side walls and supporting a second layer placed lengthwise above it, on top of which is a thick covering of mud or turf. Outlets for smoke
are made by cutting a hole in the roof near a wall . There are seldom any windows,
and never any flooring. In outward appearance all these buildings are similar, and
from their construction alone it is impossible to guess the purpose that each serves;
nevertheless, they are given different names by the natives according to the particular
use of each (cf. P1. 90, nos. 4, 5, and 6). It therefore seems probable that in ancient
times also the name of a farm building depended on its function more than its
architecture.
The inventories of the temple estates show that the four principal sources of
revenue were livestock, grain, grapes, and figs. It is clear, however, that few estates
were engaged in producing all four: of the estates whose inventories are complete,
some had no vineyards, some no orchards, some no buildings for animals. The following tables show the itenmslisted by the Hieropoioi for each estate.
I

IV

V

VI

1
1
1
Courtyard Gate 1
1
1
Kileision
2
2
1
Thalamos
Andronion
2
2
1
Upper Storey
1
2
1
Cattle Shelter
1
1
1
1
1
1
Sheep Shelter
1
Achyron
1
1
1
Mill-house
1
0
0
1
1
1
Bake-house
1538 2250 5060 1298
Vines
72
73
29
Fig Trees

1

1

1
2
0
1
1
0
0

Other trees

-

II

2

III

0

1

VII

VIII

IX

X

2

1

1

1

1

1

1
2
1
0
1

2
2.
4
1
0
2
2

2
1
1
1
0

2
1
0
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

0

1

1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
629 1056 2187 1514
1
36
47
32

0
0
1978
91

1
1
700
15

1

0

0

1

0

0

3
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XI

XII

XIII

Courtyard Gate 1
Kleision
1
Thalarnos
1
Andronion
0
Upper Storey
0
Cattle Shelter
1
Sheep Shelter
1
Achyron
0
Mill-house
0
1
Bake-house
Vines
0
Fig Trees
0
Other trees
0

1
1

0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

XIV

XV

XVI

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
596
40
5

3
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
4
1

I. Porthmos. An incomplete inventory of
230 B.C. is preserved in Inscr. de De'los, 308,
lines 3-5 (cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 240241): the number of vines reads on the stone
XRAAAPIII.
II. Pyrgoi. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 172-174.
The absence of a mill-house suggests that the
grain fields were not extensive, the number of
vines that viticulture was the chief activity.
III. Chareteia. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 169172; Inscr. de Delos: 356 bis (correct text in
B.C.H., LVI, 1932, p. 384); 373, B, lines 8-15.
For the number of vines, see note 169. Chareteia
was the only estate to possess a granary (cf.
note 187), and its cattle shelter and sheep
shelter seem to have been larger than the average
(1ErrvXW/%'vov). The estate therefore produced
grapes, grain, and livestock on a large scale.
IV. Panormos. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 167169; Inscr. de Delos: 374, Ab, lines 1-6; 440,
lines 17-21 (cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 244);
452, lines 22-24. A second upper storey was
added to the estate between 200 B.C. and 180 B.c.
Here again the absence of a mill-house suggests
subordination of grain growing to animal husbandry and viticulture. Panormos was tlWeonly
estate to possess a 7rt0$v (see note 187).
V. Skitoneia. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 162163; Inscr. de Delos, 374, Ab, lines 7-11. The

XVII

XXI

XXII

-

1

1

-

1

2

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1140
143
551

-

487

-

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
2750
47
79

omissions in the inventory of this estate are
peculiar: no andronion, no storehouse for chaff,
no mill-house, no bake-house, no sheep shelter,
and after 200 B.C., no cattle shelter. The estate
therefore produced no grain, and had few cattle
and no sheep. Yet the number of vines is much
too small to account for the rentals recorded
for the estate (cf. Jarde, Les cereales, p. 153,
note 1 [cont. on p. 154]). The highly irregular
item of three OLK-q/%aTa in the inventories confirms the impression that Skitoneia was not an
ordinary estate and that its revenue came chiefly
from some unusual and unknown source.
VI. Dionysion. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 159161. The absence of a cattle shelter shows that
stock raising on this estate was not as important
as grain and vines.
VII. Charoneia. I.G., XI, 2: 161, C, lines
120-131; 163, Bg, line 19; 287, A, lines 164169; Inscr. de De'los: 374, Aa, lines 1-10; 403,
lines 47-52. See also page 251 and notes 17, 18,
and 188. Two of the estate's four thalamoi had
disappeared by 189 B.C. The listing of only one
storehouse for chaff indicates that only one of
the two parts of the estate produced grain, and
the absence of a mill-house suggests that the
amount of this grain was not great. Evidently
most of the arable land of Charoneia (notably
the many ancient terraces on the south slope
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of Kato Vardhia) was occupied by the vineyards. Cattle and sheep were a second source
of revenue.

there was no cattle shelter (cf. note 166);
thterefore, the estate was primarily a sheep
ranch.

VIII. Limnai. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 157159; Inscr. de Delos, 374, Aa, lines 10-15. A
third inventory, partially preserved, appears in
Inscr. de Delos, 406, B, lines 80-83; Limnai is
the only temple estate that had the combination
of Ov'pas
aAXdasSvo (line 82) and v8pJvtovaOvpov
(line 83). Since 199-90 B.C. the estate was
leased to M\Ielesipposand Philonikos (cf. Inscr.
de De'los, 399, A, line 81 ), the lessee qp,x
[-- -]
(line 80) belongs to the decennium 189-80 B.C.,
from which no other lessee for Limnai is known.
Accordingly, the date of Inscr. de De'los, 406
is later than 188 B.C., and line 80 may be re-

XII. Leimon. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 148149. The estate is unique in that it had no
thalamos, andronion, or upper storey; evidently
the small number of farm workers were housed

stored

['AvEjcuc&Uracv8E Kac

Atvag,

oDv KaOLLT-

The absence of
a sheep shelter indicates that grapes and grain
were the principal products of the estate.
IX. Rhamnoi. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 153155; ITscr. de De'los, 374, Aa, lines 20-29. For
the reduction of the number of vines to 1350
in 200 B.C., see note 170. The estate produced
no grain (see note 21). The size of the hill
Khoulakas is so great that it is probable that
the number of sheep and cattle the estate supported was unusually large.
Tra]VTOT
Tovs syyiovs Ar{--].

X. Nikou Choros. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A. lines
155-157; Inscr. de De'los: 373, B, lines 2-8;
445, lines 16-24. For the disappearance of the
vineyards in the second century, see note 170.
The number of fig trees had by 180 B.C. fallen
from 15 to 8 (Inscr. de Delos, 373, B, line 8).
In the third century the estate produced vines,
grain, and livestock. In 178 B.C. the storehouse
for chaff is described as IE'arvXopvov,whereas in
250 B.C. it had been simply aOvpov. The building had thus been enlarged, and the change suggests that the area once occupied by the vineyards was at this time converted to grain fields.
XI. Hippodromos. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines
143-145; Inscr. de Delos, 403, lines 51-53. The
absence of vineyards, orchards, storehouse for
chaff, and mill-house shows that the estate was
almost entirely devoted to livestock. In 189 B.C.

in the O7K'Va .(cf. note 196). The estate had no
vineyards, and its proximity to Hippodromos
suggests that livestock rather than grain was its
chief source of revenue.
XIII. Phoinikes. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines
151-153; Inscr. de De'los, 308, line 18 (cf.
B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 240-241). The number of vines shows that viticulture was probably
subordinate to grain and livestock. The latter
may have been the most important, as Phoinikes
had no mill-house and was the only estate with
a double sheep shelter (7rpo/3ar6va 8t7rXoiv).
XIV. Soloe-Korakiai. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A,
lines 149-15 1. The estate produced neither grain
nor grapes, and was therefore a stock ranch.
XV. Kerameion. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 145146; Inscr. de De'los, 374, Ab, line 1. This
" estate" was a manufacturing establishment
(see note 25) with a tiny garden attached.
XVI. Epistheneia. Incomplete inventories are
preserved in Inscr. de Delos; 373, A, lines 8-13;
467, lines 1-4; cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 242,
245. The number of vines given in 180 B.C. iS
[ . . ] HH mAAA
PI1, and the figures preserved for

170 B.C. are HHHHPA[---].
XVII. Lykoneion. An incomplete inventory
is contained in Inscr. de Delos, 351, lines 18-19.
It is possible that Inscr. de Delos, 374, Aa, lines
28-30 also refers to Lykoneion: see above, note
170.

XVIII, XIX, and XX. Nothing has been preserved of the inventories of the estates Akra
Delos, Sosimacheia, and Phytalia. Possibly the
inventory of Inscr. de Delos, 356 bis, B, lines
27-29 refers to one of them, or to Lykoneion.

XXI and XXII. Thaleon and Dorion-Chersonesos. See above, pages 288 f.
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Economic historians of the Hellenistic Age have been interested in the temple
estates chiefly because of the fluctuations in the rentals.'99 Seen from this point of
view the accounts of the estates during the Period of Independencedivide themselves
into three distinct groups, the first containing the rentals for approximately twenty
years, the last two for fifty years each. The first group of farm records consist of
those which date from the years 314-ca. 294 B.C.and antedate the Hiera Syngraphe:
this group is separated from the next by an interval of approximately ten years from
which only one mutilated fragment survives.200The second group dates between the
years 284 B.C. and 246 B.C. Records from these years are preserved in sufficient
quantity to enable us to recover all the rental prices of the fifty year period between
289-80 B.C.and 249-40 B.C. Following the year 246 B.C. there is another gap, this
time for twenty-six years, so that the rentals of the decennia 239-30 and 229-20 B.C.
are unknown.20' The rentals from 219 B.C. to 170 B.C. constitute the third group;
these are not as fully preserved as the records of Group II, for the decennial rentals
of a few estates are lacking. Group I is featured by steadily rising rents which
reached their highest point in 297 B.C.;between this year and 290 B.C.rents evidently
fell rapidly, for in Group II the rents, while on the whole steady,202are much lower
than the peak levels of Group I. Group III is very similar to Group II in that the
rental totals are steady, but the rentals of most estates fell between the years 246 B.C.
and 220 B.C. Rentals of the estates on Rheneia and Delos during the Period of

Independenceare as follows: 203
Attention for the most part has centered on the annual rental totals. Cf. G. Glotz; Journal
199
des Savants, XI, 1913, pp. 19-20; Ancient Greece at Work, pp. 347-348; W. W. Tarn in Bury,
Barbour, Bevan, and Tarn, The Hellenistic Age, pp. 116-117; F. Heichelheim, Wirtschaftliche
Schwankungen, pp. 82-83. The exception is J. A. 0. Larsen (Roman Greece, pp. 404-407; Class.
Phil., XXXVI, 1941, p. 165, note 1), who was the first to point out the danger of focusing attention
exclusively on totals. For full bibliography, see Rostovtzeff (Soc. Ec. Hist. Hellenistic World, p.
1357, note 2), who repeatedly warns that Delian statistics must be treated with extreme caution
(op. cit., pp. 190-191, 235-236, and 1488, note 110).
200

I.G., XI, 2, 152, A, lines 7-11.

A fragmentary record from ca. 233 B.C. is contained in Inscr. de Delos, 314, A, lines 36-41
(cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 241). The accounts of 231 B.c. seem to have been recorded in Inscr.
de Delos, 316, lines 50-57.
202
This steadiness was first noted by Jarde (Les cereales, p. 155, note 4).
203
Obols and fractions of obols have been reduced to decimal fractions of drachmas (cf. page
271). Brackets enclose a rental that seems probable but which is not fully attested; frequently these
rentals are for ten-elevenths of the rental of the following leasing period, the inference being that
the lessee renewed his lease with an increase of ten per cent in rental. The complete list of passages
that contain information on estate rentals is as follows: GROUPI. 313 B.C.: I.G., XI, 2, 135, lines
23-26. 312-309 B.C.: I.G., XI, 2; 135, lines 1-16; 142, lines 1-12; 143, B, lines 3-4. 303-302 B.C.:
I.G., XI, 2, 144; A, lines 9-17 (cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 234-35), B, lines 78-81. 301-298 B.C.:
I.G., XI, 2, 146, lines 9-12. 297-? B.C.: I.G., XI, 2; 149, lines 1-10; 147, A, lines 15-17. GROUPII.
289-80 B.C.: I.G., XI, 2; 156, B, lines 7-20; 157, A, lines 1-6; 158, A, lines 7-14; 160, lines 15-16.
201
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B.C.

I

313

1000

312-09

1200

308-04

....

303-02
301-298

II
....

890

....

[460]

750

1750

....

[1180]

2250

1653

1298

2475

....

1650

....

....

297- ?

1622

1650

3111

1030

289-80
279-70
269-60
259-50
249-40

1200
1320
1432
931
1024.1

1110
1221
1343.1
1012.1
1000

1800
1800
1800
1400.5
1113

219-10

550

602.5

209-00

812

199-90

680

189-80

539.04

179-70

592.94 472

B.C.

313
312-09
308-04
303-02
301-298
297-?

XI

V

IV

III

VI
....

506

750

[704]

[1201.5]

....

[700]

1050

770

....

600

....

660

601
[650]

900

1372

1450

612

660
704
830
731
611

560
530
560
483
473

602
662.2
7[05]
560
804

800
800
1100
872
1100

832

384

201

402

421.

[495]

915.2

390

311

390

521

661

. [7101
....
781
720
....
920
600
1012
650
[910]
661
1001

799.81

290

400

[310]

300

225

285
....

727.1

....

332

341

332

XIII

XIV

XV

....
810
[1000]
1100
1101
1101

. ...
. . ...
240
....
330
....
....
....
....
....
321
....

XVII

XVI
.

. ...
....
....
....
....
....

.

551.1
435 +

600

715

361
375
397.1 429
573
471.9
[580]
580
343
553

348
271
351
321
260

175

301

191.25

212

290

171

208

319

80

350.9

88

351

96.8

....

451

440
420

....

....

....

[400]

800

....

....

X

IX

1000

XII

774.4

VIII

1321.65 1050

....

925

VII

280

XVIII

. ...
. . ...
120
....
....
[190]
....
209
200
....
220
....

XX

XIX
.

. ...
....
....
....
....
....

.

. ....
....
....
....
....
....

279-70 B.C.: I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, lines 6-15 and C, lines 109-131; 162, A, lines 5-13; 199, A. lines
3-7; 200, lines 1-5; 201, lines 4-8. 269-60 B.C.: I.G., XI, 2; 183, line 15; 203, A, lines 18-25;
204, lines 6-20. 259-50 B.C.: I.G., XI, 2; 223, A, lines 33-39; 224, A, lines 12-17; 225, lines 8-16;
226, A, lines 28-37; 275, A, lines 12-17; 287, A, lines 25-34; 136-142. 249-40 B.C.: I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, lines 142-180; Inscr. de De'los, 290, lines 14-21. GROUP III. 219-210 B.C.: Inscr. de Delos, 351,
lines 6-21; 353, A, lines 3-15 (half the rent only is given in this passage, except for Limnai);
354, lines 35-39; 356, lines 12-15; 356 bis, A, lines 1-13. 209-200 B.C.: Inscr. de Delos, 356 bis, B
(for correct text, B.C.H., LIV, 1932, pp. 381 ff.); 362, A, lines 15-21; 366, A, lines 102-107;
368, lines 23-33; 369, A, lines 40-41; 371, A, line 26; 372, A, lines 10-18. 199-90 B.C.: Inscr. de
Delos, 374; 384, A, lines 2-5; 399, A, lines 74-82. 189-80 B.C.: Inscr. de Delos, 397, B, lines 1-3;
403, lines 48-53; 404, lines 15-18; 406, B, lines 80-86; 418, lines 2-3; 440, B, lines 17-21. 179-170
B.C.: Inscr. de Delos, 373, A, lines 1-44, B, lines 1-19 (B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 241-43); 442, A,
lines 145-152; 445, lines 16-24; 452, lines 16-32; 456, A, lines 18-19; 459, lines 39-43; 460, u,
lines 24-26; 467, lines 1-11 (B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 245).
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XI

XII

289-80
279-70
269-60
259-50

550
605
732.1
510

300
330
350

249-40

661

B.C.

XIII

XIV

XV

XVI

XVII

XVIII

XIX

XX

300
410
372
400

120
140
166
171

500
590
612
660

80
150
153

60
60
72

111

300
501
512
400

201
340
150

3005

720
710
723
600

250

44

221

651

420

250

726

122.1

440

275

48.4

201

262

354

...

219-10

579

204

209-00

622

[210]

199-90

572

231

189-80

629.2

179-70

665.5

....

284

474.1
....

422
....

580.8 {28o6} [250]?
554

491

....

248

I. Porthmos. The payment by a guarantor of
500 dr. in 312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, lines 2326) was presumably for half the rent. The fact
that there was no hemniolion(500 is not evenly
divisible by 3) suggests that the payment was
made promptly, and that the default occurred
in the preceding year (313 B.C.). For the sum
1622 dr. in 297 B.C., cf. B.C.H.; XXIX, 1905,
p. 440; LXIII, 1939, p. 236. For the sum 812
dr. in 208 B.C., see Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, lines
102-103, where it is stated that Lampron's
rental was 121 dr. less than his predecessor's.
The digit [ is restored both in this passage and
in Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 29, but no other
figure seems appropriate.
The inclusion of i obol in the rental of 18980 B.C. (B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 243) is puzzling, since the rental (539 dr. 1 obol) cannot
have resulted from a ten per cent increase. It
may be explained, however, if one supposes
that the amounts paid in 192 B.C. by Tlepolemos, son of Amnos, and Tlepolemos, son of
Krittis, were 190 dr. and 490 dr. respectively
(cf. Inscr. de De'las, 399, A, line 78), and that
when the time for renewals of leases arrived,
the second Tlepolemos wished to renew with
the ten per cent increase but his partner did
not. This would have put the Hieropoioi in a
dilemma, which they may have solved by granting to Tlepolemos, son of Krittis, a renewal
with a ten per cent increase of his share of

275

302.5

153
....

340.25 200.25
150

51

210

52

345

130

[430]

[379.5]

156

....

411

171.6

50

[431]

150

....

178

30

Porthmos (490 dr. + 49 dr.
539 dr.), and
when they were unable to lease the remaining
part of the estate, they permitted Tlepolemos
to use it for the token payment of j obol. This
explanation, while it is based entirely on speculation, is the only one that seems to be mathematically plausible.
II. Pyrgoi. In 279 B.C. the amount of rental
paid was 1222.1 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, line
7), which is the figure that results from a ten
per cent increase, not of 1110 dr. (the rental of
282 B.C.: I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 8), but of
1111 dr. The Hieropoioi were evidently guilty
of an error in calculating the ten per cent in(crease for Dorkon in 279 B.C., but Dorkon's
heir, Kleinias, detected and rectified the error
when he took over the lease in 278 B.C. (cf.
I.G., XI, 2, 162, A, line 6 [the erasure indicates
the correction] and I.G., XI, 2, 199, A, line 4).
For a similar error in calculation that remained
undetected, see below (Phytalia). The sum of
1012.1 dr. paid by Kleinias in the decennium
259-50 B.C. is one of the few certain examples
of a fractional sum that was not caused by a
ten per cent increase. It would appear that in
this case Kleinias was permitted to bid in even
drachmas with reference to his former rental.
The sum read in Inscr. de De'los, 368, line 24
is 247A dr.; this can scarcely be the full rental
for 206 B.C., but may be half of it (cf. ibid.,
lines 26-27).
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III. Chareteia. For the rentals of the decen-

nium 259-50 B.C., see note 13. For the rentals
from 219 B.C. to 170 B.C., B.C.H., LXIII, 1939,
p. 243, note 1.
IV. Panormos. The amount of the rental in
the contract of 250 B.C. which went into force
in 249 B.C. reads 606 dr. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A,
line 167) but the amount paid in 246 B.C. was
611 dr. (Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 20). The
rental total given in the latter inscription adds
up correctly, so the sum of 611 dr. must be
right. It seems probable that the letter-cutter
of I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 167, who had just
previously made an error in engraving the word
8paX,{v}oJv, also made an error in his numerals,
cutting P for A.
V. Skitoneia.
VI. Dionysion. For the rental in 303 B.C., see
B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 234-35. For the decennium 279-70 B.C., ibid., pp. 236-37. There
is one digit missing in the rental preserved in
I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 24 (cf. B.C.H.,
LXIII, 1939, p. 237): the amount therefore
may have been 705 dr., 710 dr., 750 dr., or 800
dr. (701 dr. or 700 dr. 1 ob. are also possible).
VII. Charoneia. The sum read on the lost
Oxford stone (Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 28)
by J. Selden (Marmora Arundelliana [London,
1629], p. 45) for the rent of Charoneia was
.[].
I P . ], but there seems to be an error in the
line, either on the part of Selden or the lettercutter. Durrbach's restoration [H] 1&
[. . ] must
surely be for half the amount of rental (less
than 180 dr.), yet the restoration [Pf]iP[. .] (at
79.

[Kal

80.

[tPPV] om

81.
82.

EyX(vroVrOg

XloVOq

%

yypaOrjv

least 550 dr.) is too large a sum. The name of
the estate was erroneously engraved (or read)
rovip

avopm.

VIII. Limnai. In I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 196
an eyt8ea of 100 dr. is charged against Moiragenes, a former lessee of Limnai. This means
that Moragenes' successor (presumably Kynthiades, the lessee of 250 B.C.: cf. ibid., line 26)
paid less than Moiragenes had contracted to
pay, and Moiragenes' contract had called for a
higher rental than 480 dr. The two passages
could mean that his contract had called for 580
dr. (nothing is mentioned about a hemioliont),
but Moiragenes is not listed among the defaulters of 251 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines
136-142), so that his Ey8ada was of more than
a year's standing by 250 B.C. and he had had
time to pay some of it off. The amount of his
original 'Ey&tcc
is therefore uncertain. The minimum his contract could have called for, assuming that the 100 dr. Ey8Etaincludes a herniolion, was 546 dr. 4 ob. (480 dr. + % of 100
dr.).
Limnai is the only estate of Inscr. de Delos,
353, A, whose rental was paid in full (cf. Durrbach's commentary). This phenomenon is still
unexplained, but it may possibly be significant
that Hegias, the lessee who paid in full, had in
the previous year been one of the Hieropoioi
who had issued the new contracts (Inscr. de
Delos, 354, lines 5 and 20).
IX. Rhamnoi. For the rental payment of 303
B.C., see B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 234-35. I

now believe that the payment of 601 dr. was
made for this estate, and that I.G., XI, 2, 144,
B, lines 79-82 may be restored:

&Ve4EtoG craeV

TV

y3v]

Tv

'V

t,oUCO'aa[ro O 86tva TOV &ZvoS Kara r] V [o']
Tgv[r/ * E4lEV'[8r
[ypacp]rv Kat 7a% a'
TyyV?)Ta]
A]VxO'p [O]
voS, 'E7rKV'8r1'Aptarwov SpaX "v IIHI.K

The restorationof line 79 is suggestedby I.G.,
XI, 2, 144, A, line 13 and by the formulaeof
I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 136-142. The phrase
Kara %Jqv
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KcaIT'a&alka

orepevq," in con-

formity with the contractand with the rest of

the estates " is far from satisfactory, but nothing
better suggests itself, and the expression KaraT
4v ovyypac3%v appears a few lines previously.
With the rent of Rhamnoi determined at 601
dr., the rent paid for Soloe was 109 dr. (I.G.,
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XI, 2, 144, A, line 10 may thus be restored
[:o]Xo'[rjs] KaAAXX[casHPFl-Hi!: cf. B.C.H.,
LXIII, 1939, p. 234), which makes it evident
that the lessee of Soloe defaulted some of his
rental. This inference is corroborated by the
plural words otZ&E
and ov'rot in I.G., XI, 2, 144, B,
lines 71 and 73, and by the two lines below line
71 that have been deliberately effaced, lines
which evidently once contained a record of a
default. The erasure suggests that the debt was
subsequently paid.
X. Nikou Choros. For the rental of 301 B.C.,
see B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 236; for the rentals
of 269 B.C. and 268 B.C., ibid., p. 237; for the
rental of 180 B.C., ibid., p. 242.
XI. Hippodromos. The half-rental of Inscr.
de De'los, 353, A, line 12 (219 B.C.) is given
as 289 dr. 2 ob., whereas in Inscr. de Delos 354,
line 38 (218 B.C.) the full amount is 579 dr.
For the latter figure Durrbach preferred FH-F
rather than 1-H-,but did not question the reading of 219 B.C. The simplest solution of the
difficulty seems to be to assume that in Inscr.
de Delos, 353, A, line 12 the letter-cutter failed
to engrave one of the obols-an easy error to
make when four drachmas and three obols
are required-and that the reading should be
HHPAAAMFHl-I

(I).

XII. Leimon. The sum read by Selden in
Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 29 was 250 dr., 2 ob.,
but his readings were often so inaccurate that it
is preferable to believe that the rent paid in 192
B.C. (231 dr.; Inscr. de De'los, 399, A, line 74)
was the result of a ten per cent increase, and
that in 209-200 B.C. the rent was 210 dr. After
I had arrived at this conclusion independently,
I observed that the same opinion had been expressed by Lacroix and Durrbach (Inscr. de
De'los, II, Addenda, p. 341, comment on no.
362).

XIII.

Phoinikes.

XIV. Soloe-Korakiai. Rentals in Group I are
for Soloe alone. For the rent of Soloe in 303
B.C., see above under Rhamnoi. In 282 B.C. the

rent of Soloe was 200 dr. and Korakiai 100 dr.
The sum of 300 dr. rentalfor 192 B.C. is called
doubtful by Durrbach (Inscr. de Delos, 399, A,
line 75), but further examination of the stone
showed that the reading is correct.
XV. Kerameion. The amount of rental in
Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, line 76 (192 B.C.) reads
HH[ ...], and the sum thus cannot have been
250 dr. if all the letter spaces were filled. On
the other hand, the rental 275 dr. for 189-80
B.C. (cf. B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 244) suggests
a ten per cent increase of 250 dr.
XVI. Epistheneia.
XVII. Lykoneion. For the rental 153 dr. in
269 B.C., see B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 237. The
amount of rental preserved at the beginning of
Inscr. de Delos, 362, line 16 does not belong to
Lykoneion (cf. B.C.H., XXXV, 1911, p. 51):
no rentals for this estate from the decennium
209-200 B.C. are known.
XVIII. Akra Delos. In Inscr. de Delos, 374,
B, line 19 (a icontract for the decennium 19990 B.C.) a sum of 430 dr. is preserved, but the
name of the estate is lost. However, all rentals
in this decennium for all other estates are
known (except Kerameion, which may have
been 250 dr. [see above] and certainly was not
430 dr.) and the sum does not belong to any of
them. It would thus seem that it must belong
to Akra Delos, but the figures preserved for
this estate in 192 B.C. are [...]
(Inscr. de
DeIos, 399, A, line 75). Nevertheless, if we
accept the figure 430 dr. for Akra Delos in 19990

B.C.,

we can assign another sum, 431 dr.,

from the decennium 209-200 B.C. to Akra Delos.
The restored name of the estate, Epistheneia
(Inscr. de Delos, 372, A, lines 11-12) does not
tally well with the rental of Epistheneia in 199
B.C. (345 dr.; Inscr. de Delos, 374, B, lines 1516). On the other hand, rentals of 431 dr. in
209-00 B.C. and 430 dr. in 199-90 B.C. for Akra
Delos do not correspond well with the rental
of 218 B.C. (340.2 dr.; Inscr. de Delos; 353, A,
line 13; 354, line 38) or of 179 B.C. (150 dr.;
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Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, lilne 146). Rentals of
431 dr. and 430 dr. for Akra Delos are thus
very doubtful.
XIX.

Sosimacheia.

XX. Phytalia. There is an interesting error in
arithmetic in the rentals of 249-240 B.C. A ten
per cent increase of 44 dr. is not 48 dr. 28/12 ob.
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(cf. I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 177-178), but
only 48 dr. 2%
V2 ob. Either the temple accountant calculated the amount i obol too much, or
else he carelessly wrote in his books IIC // for
IIT//. The repetition of the error in 246 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 290, lines 15) shows that the
fault lies with the accountants and not with the
letter-cutters.

The generally steady rentals in Groups II and III tell heavily against anyone
who might try to explain rental fluctuations in terms of contemporarypolitical events.
In the fifty years between 290 B.C. and 240 B.C. the Aegean area was the scene of
naval campaigns of far-reaching importance, yet neither these campaigns nor their
results seem to be reflected in the rentals of the temple estates. For example, in
280 B.C., a year in which we might expect to find a considerable amount of hesitancy
on the part of investors because of the troubled state of affairs in the Aegean, fourteen
of the new decennial leases called for an increase of rental, seven for more than ten
per cent, six for exactly ten per cent, and one for less than ten per cent, while of the
other six contracts three were for the same amount as in the preceding decennium
and three for less. Again in 250 B.C. the struggle between Macedon and Egypt for
the control of the Cyclades did not affect the rentals: in the new contracts for 24940 B.C. twelve leases called for an increase in rental, four for more than ten per cent,
six for exactly ten per cent. two for less than ten per cent; while of the eight decreases
three were for less than ten per cent and five for more. Other records point to the
same conclusion. In 200 B.C., the year in which Rome first enters the Aegean picture,
four new leases were for higher rental, eight for lower, and two remained the same;
in only two estates, Chareteia (lower) and Lykoneion (higher) was there any marked
change. Similarly, in 190 B.C., when Rome's war with Antiochus the Great was at its
height and investors might be expected to be unusually cautious, seven new leases
called for increases over the previous decennium and four called for decreases. It
therefore seems futile to endeavor to connect the high rents of Group I with the
career of Demetrius Poliorcetes, or the rents of Group II with the political program
of the Ptolemies, or the rents of Group III with the activities and policies of Rome.204
It appears that the temple estates were affected to a very slight degree, if at all, by
the varying fortunes of war during the Period of Independence; consequently, any
explanation of rental fluctuations must lie elsewhere, in the field of economics rather
than of politics.
The table of rentals shows clearly that before 296 B.C. the rent of every estate
was unusually large, and that the inflation of values affected them all. The universal
204
Cf. F. Heichelheim, Wirtschaftliche Swankutngen, p. 83; Wirtschaftsgeschichte des Altertums, pp. 452-53. See also the remarks of Rostovtzeff, Soc. Ec. Hist. Hellenistic World, p. 1469,
note 32 and Larsen, Class. Phil., XXXVI, 1941, pp. 164-65.
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drop in rentals between 297 B.C. and 290 B.C. is equally marked: there was not a single
estate whose rental did not fall. It is important to observe that the inflation of the
late fourth century was one of rentals and not of purchase prices of estates. In the
matter of land sales a boom may be caused by one of several reasons, but there seems
to be only one plausible reason for higher and higher bids on the part of prospective
lessees, namely, that the value of farm products was unusually high and, in the opinion
of the lessees, was increasing. It is plain, then, that in the late fourth century the
demand for the products of the estates had become greater than the supply, and the
reason for this is not difficult to find. "The new settlers and the soldiers of the
Successors [of Alexander the Great], who constituted the principal market in the
new world, were partially hellenized Macedonians, partly Greeks who were used to
Greek life and naturally continued to live this life in their new homes. Greek life
meant Greek food, Greek dress, Greek houses and furniture, Greek temples, Greek
public buildings, Greek plate, Greek jewels, and so forth. For a while all these Greek
products were certainly imported from Greece. Some time had to elapse before the
new centers of Greek life could begin their own production of Greek goods." 205 At
the same time it is well established that there was a considerable rise in prices of all
commodities and in wages throughout Greece and the Aegean which seems to have
been caused not only by the new demands for Greek products abroad but also to some
extent by increased spending power of those who remained in the homeland.206The
high rentals thus fit perfectly into the general picture of the state of Greek economy
in the late fourth century.
The cause of the collapse in rentals between 297 B.C. and 290 B.C. is therefore
not as mysterious as it might at first appear. It is clear that in their anxiety to realize
the attractive profits that were to be made from farm produce, and possibly moved
as well by a false optimism engendered by their newly acquired independence, the
Delians were led on to bid for the leases more than they were worth. At the same time
the demand for certain commodities in the international market may have eased off
to some extent, for by 297 B.C. some Greek settlers in foreign lands would have had
time to plant vineyards and orchards and to breed livestock. However this may be,
the Delian records show that after the general reorganization of the administration
of the estates had been brought into effect with the codificationof the Hiera Syngraphe
the inflation had ended, and henceforth the lessees probably were content with more
modest profits.207
Rostovtzeff, op. cit., pp. 158-59.
W. Tarn in The Hellenistic Age, pp. 115 Rf.
207
It is impossible to estimate how much the lessees may have profited from their leases; all
that we have to work on is the rentals that they paid. It has alrearv been noted (pp. 269 f.) that,
while we know of no instance in which an estate lay idle, leases often changed hands within a
decennial leasing period. This might be taken to mean that the margin of profit was comparatively
small and that a poor year would find a lessee operating at a loss. It should be remembered,
205

206 W.
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The rental tables also show that compared to the general collapse of 296-90 B.C.
the corresponding decrease in rentals between 245 B.C. and 220 B.C. was not nearly
as severe or as generally felt. Indeed, in the case of three estates, Kerameion, Lykoneion, and Phytalia, the rentals of 219 B.C. were slightly higher than they had been
in 249-40 B.C. and in the case of Leimon the rent was only slightly less. It is thus
clear that the depressions were fundamentally different; in the first decline the rentals
of all estates were reduced,but in the second decline some rentals remained unaffected
and even increased. Furthermore, after 219 B.C. some rentals began to climb and
eventually approachedor surpassed the levels of 246 B.C., while others remained low
until the end of the Period of Independence.
The explanation of the second decline must therefore lie, not in a general change
which affected all estates, but in a change which affected some sources of farm
revenue and not others. Accordingly, I have endeavored in the table that follows to
group the temple estates as far as possible according to their products. This, of
course, can be done only in a general way, since the products themselves have to be
inferred from the inventories, and when there is more than one source of revenue
for an estate, there is no certain indication which was the most important.208In order
to facilitate comparisons of fluctuations, I have reduced the rentals of each estate to
percentages of the rental paid in 282 B.C.: in this way fluctuations are reduced to the
same proportions for each estate and it becomes easier to observe the general trend
of the prices for leases.209The first eight estates listed in the table are those that are
however, that profit and loss depend to some extent on the individual: for example, the owner of
a great many sheep might make a profit from a lease whose rental would have been ruinous to the
owner of only a few animals. Furthermore, the leases were a form of capitalistic venture and were
in the same general category as investments in banking, shipping, manufacturing, and other business
activities. This must mean that there was some profit to be made from the estates at all times;
otherwise, the money would have been invested elsewhere.
208 For the products of each estate, see above, pp. 299-301.
Eight estates on Rheneia (the
terrain suggests that Porthmos was an estate similar to Pyrgoi) produced grapes, grain, and livestock: the proportions or amounts are not known. Of the two other Rheneian estates, Skitoneia
had some unknown source of revenue and Rhamnoi is a special case in that it produced no grain.
Thus, while Rhamnoi had more vines than some of the Rheneian estates whose rentals were higher,
the higher rentals were probably due to grain production. For example, in 249 B.C. Rhamnoi with
1978 vines rented for 553 dr., whereas Panormos with 1298 vines rented for 611 dr. Since grain
prices in the third century were high (Larsen, Roman Greece, pp. 383-86), it is understandable
how the rent of Rhamnoi was lower. On the other hand, in the estates on Delos the chief source
of revenue seems to have been livestock. .Hippodromos and Soloe-Korakiai were stock ranches,
and Leimon and Phoinikes seem to have depended more on livestock than grain. Only two Delian
estates, Phoinikes and Epistheneia, are known to have had vines.
209 The choice of the rentals of 282 B.C. is arbitrary, but the same general picture results (though
not, of course, the same percentages) if the rents of any other year be taken as the yardstick. A
table of this kind does not show the relative size of rentals of one estate with another, but merely
the variations in the rents of each estate in proportion to the size of the rents of that estate. In the
table the figures for Soloe-Korakiai prior to 289-80 B.c. are percentages of the rental paid in 282
B.c. for Soloe alone.
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known to have had vineyards, grain fields, and livestock; the next three seem to have
been devoted primarily to livestock, though they possessed vines; in the third group
are the estates which are known not to have had vineyards, while the chief source of
revenue of the last five estates is unknown.
312 303 297 289 279
-09 -02 -? -80 -70
Estate

Porthmos

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

100 104 135 100 110

259
-50

249 219
-40 -10

209
-00

199
-90

189 179
-80 -70

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

B.C.

121

78

85

B.C.

46

68

57

45

B.C.

49

Pyrgoi

80

110

121

90

89

54

Chareteia

97 137 173 100 100

100

62

46

51

37

93

58

59

43

134

67

65

65

51

57

50

37

55

59
49

55
23

...
25

78
28

77

117

149

100

269
-60

Panormos

113

107

126

Dionysion

125 220 228 100 110

117

78
111
93

Charoneia

131

100

137

109

137

54

Limnai
213 183 169 100 110
Nikou Choros 127 158 172 100 77

159
101

{16}
92

90
74

48
55

137
131

156
181

100
100

...

...

47

...

40
...

43

45
50

Rhamnoi

213 160 191 100 114

126

155

147

80

85

94

94

Phoinikes

113

153

153

100

99

100

83

90

66

...

80

77

70

Epistheneia

...

...

...

100

118

122}

132

145

84

...

69

76

82

114 121

133

93

113

104

200

220

100

110

117

100

74

68

70

77

...

95

Soloe-Korakiai 120 165

160

100 137

124

133

140

67

118

...

83

Kerameion

...

...

100

117

138

142

209

219

5100
...

230

253

Skitoneia
Lykoneion
Akra Delos
Sosimacheia
Phytalia

90 139 161 100 95
150 252 275 100 188
...
100 167
...
...
..
...
100 169
...
...
...
100 100

100
191
171
75
120

86
138
133
12i
74

84
151
147
137
81

36
191
114
100
83

40
163
[144]
105
84

60
...
195 215
...
50
89
...
...
50

Hippodromos 131 184 182 100 110
Leimon

260

...

120 105

...

56
...
[144]
75
83

The table demonstrates conclusively that the value of vineyards decreased sharply
between 246 B.C. and 220 B.C. The rentals of all eight estates which were dependent
largely on vineyards are distinctly smaller in 219 B.C. than in 249-40 B.C., being in
nearly every case approximately half of their former amount. Not only this, but once
down, the rentals of these estates, with the exception of Limnai in 179 B.C., stayed
down. This great decline in rentals and failure to make a recovery later is paralleled
in the case of other estates only by the rentals of Skitoneia, which is known to have
had vines, and to a lesser extent by Epistheneia and Phoinikes, the two estates on
Delos that possessed vineyards. Only in the case of Rhamnoi are there any signs of
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recovery, and this recovery came after 200 B.C. when the numberof vines on the estate
had been considerably reduced.210On the other hand, of the four estates which had
no vines, Kerameion's rental increased steadily, and Hippodromos and Leimon slowly
recovered from slightly reduced rentals in 219-10 B.C. until in 179-70 B.C. their rents
were greater than those of 249-40 B.C. Only Soloe-Korakiai failed to make a recovery
back to the level of 246 B.C., and even in this case the proportional lowering of the
rentals was considerably less than for the eight vineyard estates.
The conclusion seems clear. The pronounced and prolonged drop in the rentals
of the vineyard estates shows that after 220 B.C. the vines yielded little or no profit,
but were able to bring in merely enough revenue to pay for the expense of maintaining
them. This is confirmed by the case of Nikou Choros, whose vines were reduced
between 180 B.C. and 178 B.C. from 600 to 2, but whose rental in a new lease of 178 B.C.
was for exactly the same amount as the lease of 180 B.C.21' This is as clear evidence
as we could hope to find that the vineyards after 220 B.C. were no longer of great value;
yet there is evidence to show that there was no deliberate destruction of vines,212and
it is probable that the Hieropoioi, perhaps hoping for better days to come, insisted
that the vineyards be maintained according to the law long after they had ceased to be
profitable. The rentals of the vineyard estates after 220 B.C. may thus be taken to
indicate the amount of revenue obtained from livestock and grain. It has already been
observed that the estate of Chareteia probablyproducedmore grain and livestock than
any other, and it is noteworthy that even in the second century its rental was still the
greatest of all the temple estates.213
Since loss of revenue by the vineyard estates was not due to loss of vines, we are
obliged to conclude that the decrease was caused by a sharp drop in the value of wine.
Scattered statistics for wine prices in the Hellenistic Age show that in the second
century wine prices were low, and since wine, oil, and grain were the foundation of
Greek economy, it has been pointed out that in the early second century the economic
situation in Greecewas in a decline.2`4The rentals of the temple estates show, however,
that at Delos the price of wine had fallen to an absolute minimum by 219 B.C. and that
it remainedat this low level until the end of the Period of Independence. Furthermore,
there are clear indications that the decline had alrady begun by the middle of the third
century. In the case of three vineyard estates, namely, Porthmos, Pyrgoi, and Chareteia, the rentals of 259-50 B.C. show a decided decrease from the rents of 269-60 B.C.,
and in the years between 259 and 249 B.C. the rent of Limnai plunged rapidly. In the
leases that were issued in 250 B.C. the rentals of only two vineyard estates, Dionysion
See above, notes 170 and 208.
See above, note 170.
212 See pages 289-90.
213
Except in 199-90 B.C., when it was second in size to the rent of Porthmos (cf. p. 303).
214 The available evidence is collected by Larsen (Roman Greece, pp. 391-94), and his conclusions have been accepted by Rostovtzeff (Soc. Ec. Hist. Hellenistic World, p. 628).
210

211
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and Charoneia,were as high as they had been twenty years before, and the rentals of
the other six were decidedly lower. The vineyards of Phoinikes and Skitoneia also
seem to have become less valuable. It thus appears that while the great collapse of wine
prices came in the third quarter of the third century, prices had alreadybegun to decline
to some extent in the second quarter. If we were to draw a curve for wine prices, we
should show a slight decline between 260 and 250 B.C., a noticeably steeper decline
from 250 to 240 B.C., and between 240 and 220 B.C. a sharply angled line which before
219 B.C. reached the bottom of the chart. From 220 to 170 n.c. the line would be
horizontal along the bottom.
In the second century B.C. the accounts of the Hieropoioi record purchases of
Cnidian and Coan wines for the festival of the Posidea, and stamped amphora handles
show that wine was importedalso from the city of Rhodes.215Possibly these imported
wines were of better quality than the local product.2"'It is important to note, however,
that the decline in wine prices at Delos began at a time prior to the imports from
Rhodes and her dependencies. This must mean that prices had declined at Rhodes
also,217for it is unthinkable that the Rhodians exported wine to a place where prices
were lower than at home. The prices of wine at Delos cannot have been very much
different from prices in other parts of the Aegean. If prices had been much lower,
no merchants would have sent wine to Delos: had they been much higher, wine would
have been sent nowhere else. Consequently,the decline of wine prices at Delos which
215 For Cnidian and Coan purchases at Delos, see Larsen, Roman Greece, p. 393. The amphora
handles found at Delos (as yet unpublished) are 70% from Cnidus, 25% from Rhodes, and only
5% from elsewhere (Roussel, Del. col. athe'nienne,p. 29, note 4). Curiously enough, the stamped
amphora handles that I found while searching for remains of farm buildings on Delos and Rheneia
show virtually the same ratios: of the fifteen that were found, ten are Cnidian, four Rhodian, and
one, a double handle, probably Coan (cf. A. Maiuri, Nuova Silloge Epigrafica di Rodi e Cos
[Firenze, 1925], pp. 245-49).
216 There is little evidence by which we can judge the quality of the local wines of Delos and
Rheneia. The fact that the lessees of the vineyard estates seem to have had no especial difficulty
in marketing their product before 260 B.C. seems to indicate that the quality was good. On the other
hand, the fact that Cnidian and Coan wines were preferred for Delian festivals shows that imported
varieties were better. Possibly local wine was sold in Delos principally to the poorer classes: this
is the situation today on Mykonos, where local grapes are devoted to the plebeian retsina, and better
wines are imported from Samos and Thera. Delian wine is never mentioned in Greek literature
in the lists of the choicest varieties.
217 Low wine prices at Rhodes in 220 B.C. are suggested by the passage in Polybius (iv, 56, 2-3)
that records a shipment to Sinope, at a total cost of 140,000 dr., of 300 talents of hair, 100 talents
of bowstrings, 1,000 suits of armor, 3,000 gold badges ( ?), and 10,000 kerameia of wine (cf. A.J.A.,
IX, 1905, p. 297), as well as four pieces of artillery along with their artillerymen. The cost of each
item is not recorded, but the total cost of 140,000 dr. for such a large amount of equipment is
surprisingly low, and it is clear that only a fraction of the total amount can have been spent on
the wine. It does not seem improbable that the price of the wine was as low as the price of Coan
wine at Delos in the second century (3 dr. a kerameion on the average: cf. Larsen, Roman Greece,
p. 393), if not lower. The earliest Rhodian stamped amphora handles that have been found date
about 300 B.C., but the great majority are later than 225 B.C. (cf. Hesperia, III, pp. 214-220).
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is indicated in the rentals of the temple estates cannot have been something peculiar
to Delos, but must have been symptomatic of conditions in the whole Aegean world.
Thus the situation of Greek vine-growers had completely changed in less than a hundred years, and their product, which at the beginning of the third century was in great
demand, had by the middle of the century begun to be unprofitable, and by 220 B.C.
was a drug on the market.218
It should be pointed out, however, that the fluctuations in the rentals of the temple
estates cannot be taken, as was once hoped, to be indicative of the general agricultural
situation in the Hellenistic Age throughout all of Greece. The high rentals of the late
fourth century reflect, it is true, a favorable condition in the marketing of farm
products at Delos, but they should certainly be taken, not as a proof, but as an example
of the effects of Alexander's conquest of the East. Not many farmers in Greece were
as favorably situated geographically to take advantage of a demand for farm products
in the export market. Nor can it be assumed that, because there was a great fall in
estate rentals at Delos between 297 and 290 B.C., a similar deflation of land values
occurred in other parts of the Greek homeland. Above all, the fall of wine prices in
the latter half of the third century cannot indicate a decline in agriculture in general.219
It was at this very time, as Tarn 220 has pointed out, that there was great agitation
in many parts of the Greek mainland for redistributionof land, and this is ample proof
that agriculture still played the leading role in the economic life of Greece. Delos was
unique in that agriculture was a distinctly secondary consideration in her economy.
Under these circumstanceswe are obliged to conclude, however we may have wished it
otherwise, that apart from evidence for the collapse of wine prices, the temple estates
furnish us with a picture of local agricultural conditions that cannot be regarded as
typical of Greece in the Hellenistic Age.
218 The rentals show other, though less important, trends in prices of certain farm produce.
The rents of Hippodromos, a sheep ranch, show remarkably little fluctuation after 290 B.C., and
the rents of other ranching estates, though varying considerably from time to time, show on the
whole only a slight decline. This probably means that there was little change at Delos in the price
of such commodities as wool, milk, cheese, and hides, items for which there is little evidence elsewhere in the Delian inscriptions. The steady rise in the rent of Kerameion, a manufacturing
establishment, suggests, though it scarcely proves, that local manufacturing in Delos during the
Period of Independence was not unprofitable and that investments in manufacturing tended to
increase slowly in value as time went on. The behavior of the rents of Lykoneion makes it probable
that it too derived its income from manufacturing. The evidence for the prices of figs and other
fruit in inconclusive. If Phytalia was an orchard, there may have been no decline in fruit prices
before the end of the third century. The evidence of the Mykonos estates confirms the low wine
prices of the second century, but otherwise is not helpful, except to show that olive trees were still
profitable in 207 B.C. (cf. page 288).
219 As was thought bv Homolle (B.C.H., VI, 1882, p. 66).
Tarn has stated that the records
show that agriculture declined at Delos only (Hellenistic Civilisation, p. 110); Larsen was the first
to point out that the decline affected only certain kinds of agriculture (RomaanGreece, p. 407).
220 The Hellentistic Age, pp. 127 ff.
Cf. Rostovtzeff, Soc. Ec. Hist. Hellenistic World, pp.
18soff.
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THE ATHENIAN

COLONIAL PERIOD

In the year 166 B.C. the Roman Senate presented the island of Delos to the people
of Athens as one of several rewards of territory granted in return for Athenian
support in the Third Macedonian War. Athens was given complete control of the
island, the native Delians were expelled from their homes, and in their place came
not only colonists from Attica but many settlers and traders from other parts of the
Hellenistic world. Henceforth, Delos was inhabited, not by a native population whose
interests centered chiefly in the sanctuary of Apollo and in a modestly prosperous
trade, but by a motley throng of foreigners whose chief purpose of residence in the
island was to make as much profit as possible from the commercial advantages of a
free port.221
At the beginning of the new regime the Athenians entrusted the supervision of
the property of the Temple of Apollo to a commission chosen from the Areopagus.
The commission made an enumeration of the sacred objects in the various temples
at Delos, and seems to have been in charge of the lots assigned to new settlers from
Attica and to have redistributed the real estate owned by the Temple of Apollo.222
The commissioners also seem to have promulgated a general law according to which
temple properties were to be administered. The terms are difficult to ascertain, since
and the law is mentioned only once
none of the text of the law has been identified,223
in the extant accounts of the temple administrators,224but presumably it contained
regulations concerning things that are not touched upon by the rulings of 157/6 B.C.
(see below). These regulations would be concerned with the time, place, and manner
of assigning leases, the necessity of furnishing guarantors, the obligations of guarantors, penalties for non-payment of rent, and so forth. A few details of the law may
221
The chief sources for the expulsion of the Delians are two passages in Polybius (xxx, 31, 10;
xxxii, 7, 1-5). For the circumstances, cf. W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, pp. 321 ff., P. Roussel,
Delos colonie athe'nienne,pp. 1-13, 33 f.; J. Day, An Economic History of Athens under Roman
Domination, pp. 51 ff.; WA.A. Laidlaw, A History of Delos, p. 169. There can be little doubt that
this brutal ejection caused great hardship as well as the bitterest resentment among the Delians.
Polybius states that the exiles were permitted to take with them only Ta 7raWpXOVTa: in Inscr. de Delos,
503, lines 34-35 this expression does not include cattle, sheep, or slaves. Thus it may be doubted
whether the Delians were able to salvage much more than their clothing, household furnishings,
and whatever cash they might have had on hand. It may be significant that ten years after the
expulsion the new settlers were still in the process of repairing various buildings (cf. Inscr. de
De'los, 1416, B: I, lines 61-62, II lines 39-40; 1417, B, II, line 92; 1417, C, lines 30-98). It is not
improbable that some of the Delians had deliberately damaged or destroyed property that they
could not take with them.
222
Inscr. de Delos, 1403, Bb, I, lines 23-28. Cf. Roussel, Del. col. ath., pp. 121; 127; 160, note 5.
223 A
fragment of a law dating from the earliest years of the Athenian colony is preserved in
Inscr. de Delos, 1480, but not enough of the text has survived to identify the subject with which
the law is concerned. The mention of an architect in A, line 13 and the severe 1000 dr. fines suggest
that it may be part of a law concerning property.
224 Inscr. de De'los, 1416, B, II, line 15: Kara
7v CEep?av ovyypaa,bqv r'qv 1COLVqV.
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be inferred from the practices in operation later. Leases seem to have been assigned
at auction, but the privilege of renewing the lease with an increase of ten per cent in
rental was abolished.225The customary length of leases was five years, but for
properties where repairs or improvements were needed a lease of ten years was
issued; 226 this probably means that the commissioners' law left it in the power of
the temple administrators to decide the length of leases. It is certain, however, that
the law provided that leases were to run concurrently with the Athenian calendar
year,227and that it applied not only to the temple estates but to all real estate that the
temple possessed: 228 it was thus of much broader scope than the Hiera Syngraphe
of the Period of Independence.
After the work of the commissioners was finished, the government of Delos was
turned over to annual officials who were elected by the Athenian demos,229and the
administration of temple properties was undertaken by two officials whose title is
uncertain.230Only six inscriptions of these officials are extant which refer to temple
Bidding at auction is indicated by such sums as 51 dr. (Inscr. de Delos, 1417, B, II, lines
83-86), 161 dr. (ibid., lines 107-110), and 10091/2dr. (Inscr. de Delos, 1416, B, I, lines 57-63). Not
a single rental from the Athenian Colonial Period is for a sum divisible by eleven, and in the case
of one renewal (Inscr. de Delos, 1416, B, II, lines 60-63) the first lease called for 50 dr. and the
second for 71 dr. In another renewal, the second amount was [.]AAAIFFF,which shows that the
original sum was indivisible by eleven (Inscr. de Delos, 1417, B, II, lines 131-134).
226 For leases of five and ten years, see Roussel, Del. col. ath., pp. 149-156. In the earliest years
of the colony some leases seem to have been shorter, a situation analogous to the early years of the
Period of Independence (cf. Roussel, op. cit., p. 161). A lease issued for two years is recorded in
Inscr. de Delos, 1482, line 9. There is this difference, however, that in the Period of Independence
all leases were assigned at one time, whereas under the Athenians leases for different properties terminated in different years. This probably means that in the first year or two of the colony there were
more properties available than there were prospective lessees.
227 Leases were normally assigned in Skirophorion, the last month of the Athenian calendar
year (cf. Inscr. de Delos; 1416, B, II, line 28; 1417, B, II, 78). That leases were concurrent with the
calendar year is also shown by the phrasing in Inscr. de De'los, 1416, B, I, lines 59-60 ([Etd TOVS]
a apxova 'AvGc(y]prptov)
r? v
MnroXot'7rovs[K]1 [vaq] 'cacLxat cts cq Tre 7rEvT' Ta
and by the expression
EtlS T TO
TOV E)vtavrov at ets aAAa
7TV
Tov XcoTrov Xpo'vov
TE7r (ibid., lines 67-68, 77-78, 82-83, etc.).
228 This is implied by the expression tEpav
aruyypci4qv Tqv KOtVVv (cf. note 224) and by the fact
that the supplemental regulations of 157/6 B.C. applied to all types of temple-owned real estate
cf. Inscr. de Delos, 1416, B, I, lines 7, 12, 14-15, 53-54.
229
Cf. Roussel, De'l. co!. ath., pp. 97-125.
230
Cf. Roussel, op. cit., pp. 126-144. Down to the year 161/60 B.C. the title " Hieropoioi " seems
to have been retained (Roussel, p. 128), but after that year the title of the officials is not known.
225

In 157/6 B.C. the two officialsare called ot KaGEo-a/tEvOt ELrt T-V /VXaKX V TwV XEp xa'Th
v Kai Tas
aAlAas7rpooo'Sous (IMscr. de Delos, 1416, B, I, lines 1-2), but elsewhere in the same inscription (B, I,

In the following year they are
lines 42, 52) they are simply "the men" (r-@v av8p5V,1 O6 a'vSpEs).
TLa` a&Aas 7rpoao'8OV'
described as Ol KEXElpOTOV-roEVOl ETl ra IEpa Kat Efl7TlV vXaKyvv TWEpwvxpEua'
Kalv
(Inscr. de Delos, 1417, B, II, lines 78-80). In spite of the latter passage, Roussel (p. 135) prefers
to believe on the basis of other documents that there were two boards of two officials each, one
pair of officials in charge of the business administration of revenues (birl irv OvXawv K. T. X.), the
other of the votive offerings and other sacred treasures and possibly of sacrifices (rl' Tr?a epa).
Ferguson suggests (Hellenistic Athens, p. 347) that the two boards may have occasionally worked
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estates, and of these only two are sufficiently well preserved to yield much information.23' The most irmportantpassage is contained in the first fifty-six lines of Inscr.
de Delos, 1416, B, I (157/56 B.C.), which record a series of supplementary regulations for the adnministrationof temple properties.232In lines 5-34 the lessees of all
properties, estates or otherwise, are made responsible for all necessary repairs.233
as one body; this may well have been so, but it does not account for the fact that in Inscr. de Delos,
1417, B, II, lines 78-81 there are onlv two officials named, not four. The alternative, favored by
Day (Econ. Hist. Athenis, p. 53, note 24), is to have one two-man board with two distinct functions.
In any case, it appears that the title " Hieropoioi " was restricted shortly after 161/60 B.C. to minor
officials (perhaps the sponsors) of certain festivals. In 144/3 B.C. the hieropoioi connected with the
Apollonia numbered mnorethan twenty (Inscr. de Delos, 2593, lines 2-15) and in 127/6 B.C. the
hieropoioi of the Romaia numbered twenity-two (Inscr. de Delos, 2596). The hieropoioi of the
Apollonia in 119/8 B.c. numbered twenty-two (Inscr. de Delos, 2598, lines 35-58) and on that
occasion their responsibility consisted in supplying oil (ibid., lines 4-5).
231 The two important inscriptions are Inscr. de Delos, 1416 (B, I, lines 1-115; B, II, lines 1-68)
and 1417 (B, II, lines 78-167; C, lines 1-98). The other four are Inscr. de Delos 1408 (which
seems to have a reference to the estate Chersonesos in A, line 36) and three mutilated fragments,
Inscr. de Delos, 1481, 1482, and 1483.
232 These fifty-six lines have sometimes been called a Hiera Syngraphe (e. g.: 'Epa'
Evyypao'v II,
Ziebarth, Hermes, LXI, 1926, pp. 87-109; kEpaavyypafro, Rostovtzeff, Soc. Ec. Hist. Hellenistic
World, p. 1373, note 66. Roussel [Del. col. ath., pp. 145, 157, 160, etc.] and Treheux [B.C.H.,
LXVIII-LXIX, 1944-45, p. 293] are more careftul). That the lines do not contain a law of this
sort is shown by Inscr. de Delos, 1416, B, line 15 (cf. note 224) and by the first five lines of the
passage, which indicate that the provisions are subject to revision by the will of the Athenian demnos.
The fifty-six lines are thus not a law but contain interpretations and extensions of the law on
specific points, and mav be compared to high court decisions of modern times. Roussel was inclined
to believe on the basis of Inscr. de Delos, 1416, B, II, lines 63-66 that the regulations were drawn
up by a second commission of the Areopagus (De'. col. ath., p. 160, note 5), but there is nothing
in the inscription elsewhere to support this, and the passage he cites unfortunately makes little
sense as it now stands; the words Sta TO broxnv via EIIIAW4AN (or perhapsbetter EIIAKAQN)
yeyovE'vaL v7r roD 'A[pE]iov 7rayov are especially tantalizing. It seems more likely that the reference
to the Areopagus is concerned with the commission of 166 B.C. (cf. Inscr. de Delos, 1403, Bb,
I, lines 23-28).
233 In the Period of Independence repairs of houses were the responsibility of the hieropoioi
(cf. Molinier, Les " miaisonssacrees," pp. 56 ff.), and, as Roussel points out (De'l. col. ath., p. 163),
the change was probably due to the fact that houses were in demand in the early years of the colony
and the temple authorities could afford to be less generous. In the case of estates, however, the
lessees had always been responsible for repairs (cf. pp. 272-74). Lines 5-19 read: " The lessees
are to make repairs, substituting the same (type of) wood in place of worn out woodwork, whatever
it was that was furnished, wood either for houses or buildings, or for beams, crossbeams, or planks;
and such houses or buildings that have ceiling coffers or pointed roof timbers or a crossbeam or
floor planking either broken down or [-- -], they are to repair according to what has been damaged.
Similarly (thev are to make repairs) according to what has been damaged if a wall be crumbling
or [--- ] or fallen, whether it be a wall built of uncut stones or one of brick. Similarly also in
the case of houses or workshops which have tiled roofs they are to replace tiles that have crumbled,
and whatever houses or buildings or workshops or shipsheds or warehouses, or farm buildings either
in choria or belonging to kepoi, contain plastering, they will furnish the (new) plaster [---]
and
let them dig [---1
of earth. And whatever walls are [---1
the sacred [---1
they are to put
them up, and whatever doors are worn out (the lessees) are to repair them. If there are no doors,
the lessees are to put doors on whatever houses or buildings there are that have none."
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Lines 40-42 state that lessees " owe instalments every three months to those who have
been appointed by the [demos] to guard the sacred monies: the instalments are to
be paid into the public bank." 234 Lines 42-45 read " the lessees are to receive the
kepoi from the men (in charge of sacred properties), and also the vines and fig trees
and olive trees, and are to hand over precisely the same number (when their leases
terminate). If they do not hand over some of them, the one who fails to hand them
over is to pay [--- -] drachmas for each vine and fig tree and wild fig tree and olive
tree." 235 Lines 45-46: " it is not permitted to allow sheep in the vineyards: if this is
not observed, (the lessee) is to pay two hundred drachmas each year." Lines 46-50:
" it is not permitted lessees of houses or choricaor kepoi to lease a second or chorion
or kepos, or to sublease to someone else, but lessees are to dwell in (their leased
properties)"' themselves. If anyone is caught doing any of these things, he is to pay
a fine of five hundred drachmas."237 Lines 50-54 read " if anyone goes bankrupt or
234 This regulation is more stringent than the annual payment required in the Period of
Independence, and doubtless reflects the change in the nature of the population: the new comers to
Delos seem to have been less stable and sudden departures from the island frequent. Instalment payments were evidently designed to keep bad debts to the minimum (cf. Roussel, Del. col. ath., p. 162).
Instalments were due in the first, fourth, seventh, and tenth months of the year. This can be
ascertained from new leases issued because of non-payment of rent in different months of the year
157/6 B.c. The first group of such leases were issued in the second month (Inscr. de Delos, 1416,
B, I, lines 57-74) and thc next in the fifth month (ibid., lines 74-96), thus showing that instalments
fell due in the first and fourth months. In line 97 of the same inscription the restoration seems
(the space on the stone is exactly what is
and in B, II, line 1 [?apy-qXWjI]vog
to be ['AvOeoT-qptWvo]s
II (B, I, lines 111-115) was not
Posideon
month
required). The lease issued in the intercalary
caused by a default in rental, and therefore was irregular in cause as well as time. For the public
bank, cf. Roussel, op. cit., pp. 176-177; Larsen, Roman Greece, p. 358; Day, Econ. Hist. Athens, p. 59.
235 The passage merely indicates the penalty for failure to maintain the number of vines and
fruit trees: nothing is said about replacements. Either replacements were not required, or, more
probably, thev had been made obligatory in the law of the commissioners.
236 Day (Econ. Hist. Athens, pp. 59-60) understands EVOKE-ZV to mean " dwell on the island,"
i. e., on Delos. This does not make allowance for lessees of Rheneian estates, or for P. Aemilius
and G. Annius, who were specifically instructed to build an adequate dwelling (brOtrlKLOV ?Kavo'v) for
themselves on the isthmus of -Mykonos (Inscr. de Delos, 1416, B, II, line 12).
237 In line 50, restore T[t av]
(" fine"). The regulation was intended to forestall speculation
Temple of Apollo (cf. Roussel, De'l. col. ath., p. 162). A prothe
of
in real estate at the expense
vision to this effect seems not to have existed in the Period of Independence, for there are occasional
examples in the records of the hieropoioi of a lessee of an estate leasing other property also. In
279 and 278 B.c. Aristeides, son of Aristeas, was lessee of both Hippodromos and Lykoneion
(I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, lines 11 and 14-15; 162, A, lines 10-11 and 13). Amnos, son of Hierombrotos,
leased both an estate and a house in 191 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 399, A, line 76; 400, line 15; for
other possible instances, cf. I.G., XI, 2: 158, lines 14 and 18-19; 287, A, lines 31 and 37; 287, A,
lines 38 and 138; Inscr. de Delos, 353, A, lines 5-6, 12, and 22). Under the. Athenians it was
evidently not illegal to lease two pieces of temple property at one time, but only two properties that
both afforded places of domicile. In 157/6 B.C. Serambos, son of Heraippos, leased an estate and
a workshop (Inscr. de De'los, 1416, B; I, lines 98-99; II, lines 50-51. An ergasterion presumably
included no living quarters, except perhaps for slaves (cf. I.G., II2, 2747 and 2748).
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dies within the time (his lease is in effect), the men (in charge of temple properties)
are to collect (the rentals) from what he leaves behind and from his guarantors, and
are to issue new leases for the houses and workshops and choria and shipsheds and
apartment buildings ( ?) for the remaining years of the five-year leasing period." 238
After 166 B.C. the former names of most of the estates fell into disuse and a new
nomenclature was introduced; hence few of the old estates are recognizable in the
Athenian Colonial Period.239The new regime also listed temple estates in two categories, choria and kepoi; 240 the records of 157/6 and 156/5 B.c. contain leases issued
for nine kepoi and five choricaas well as leases for four other estates whose classification is not clear and for a new estate on the isthmus of Mykonos. If it may be inferred
that all estates that are not stated to have been elsewhere were situated on Delos, there
are preserved records of sixteen estates on Delos, two on Rheneia, and one on
Mykonos. The increase in the number of Delian estates from ten to at least sixteen
may be accounted for partly by the acquisition of new properties by the temple and
partly by the subdivision of some of the old estates.241That the nineteen estates of
which we have knowledge was not the total number that existed under the Athenians
is virtually certain. The lessees and rentals of the nineteen have been conveniently
The phrase K TCOVKaTraAEt[]JOEvTrwv (lines 51-52) may be taken to refer either to a dead
lessee's property or to his heirs, or to both.
239Larsen, Roman Greece. pp. 404-5. To the three estates he mentions, add Hippodromos,
which was subdivided (Inscr. de De'los, 1417, B, II, lines 114-117), the new estate on the isthmus
of Mykonos (Inscr. de Delas, 1416, B, II, lines 5-13), and possibly Chersonesos (see note 231)
and Sosimacheia (see note 149).
240 The distinction between Xwpta
and K7lTOt is uncertain. The distinction can scarcely have been
rentals recorded are both for choria. Nor does it appear
of
the
and
smallest
greatest
one
size, since
that the kepoi were Delian and the choria Rheneian, for Panormos and Dionysion are specifically
described as situated on Rheneia, thus implying that other choria were on Delos. Roussel suggests
(Del. col. ath., p. 157, note 1) on the basis of Inscr. de De'los, 1416, B, I, line 14 that the only
walls on the kepoi were enclosure walls, whereas choria had other walls (presumably of farm
buildings); he thus infers that a kepos was an enclosed field that contained no buildings. This,
however, seems contradicted by Inscr. de Delos, 1416, B, I, lines 47-49, where lessees of kepoi as
well as of choric are instructed to dwell on the properties they lease. It seems more probable that
kepoi were estates whose revenues were derived entirely from arable land (vines, grain, fruit trees),
whereas choria in addition to arable land contained grazing areas. The distinction in the Period of
Independence between breeders of livestock and other lessees (pp. 277, 278) shows that categories
based on this criterion might have been a convenience, and the word x47os nearly always refers to
a plot of land under cultivation, whereas Xwptov means merely a section of the countryside (LiddellScott-Jones,s. V. K)71O9, Xptov, and XCpog.
241 For subdivided estates, see notes 239 and 149. As to new properties, an apartment house
of the Mapsichidai (an old Delian trittys, I.G., XI, 2, 199, A, line 12) was certainly one (Inscr. de
Delos, 1416, B, I, lines 74-79) and the two kepoi of the Theandridai (Inscr. de Delos, 1417, B, II,
lines 103-107 and 138-141) were probably two more. The chorion of the Pyrrhakidai (Inscr. de
Delos, 1416, B, I, lines 57-63) may also have been new. Cf. Roussel, Del. col. ath., pp. 158-59.
238
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tabulated by Roussel. Most of the lessees were Athenians, but a few were citizens
of other states; two of the earliest lessees were slaves,242and one a native Delian who
had somehow escaped expulsion.243
How the temple estates fared after the year 152/1 B.C., in which the leases issued
in 156/5 B.C. expired, is not known, but we may presume that all the estates did not
cease to be temple property for a considerable time. There is a record of a sale of
one of the temple-owned houses that dates as early as 162/1 B.c.,24gand it seems
probablethat as the demand for new building lots increased with the expansion of the
city, the Temple of Apollo later sold some of its estates. Indeed, this appears to be
verified by the case of the " kepos near the Leto6n," for the area in the vicinity of
the Leto6n is now filled with remains of late second century buildings.245On the other
hand, there is no indication of any real estate development on the Rheneian estates.
The discovery on the estates of stamped amphora handles,246some of which date as
late as the early first century B.C., shows that some estates continued to be used as
late as the sack of Delos in 88 B.C. There is literary evidence for this also, for
Poseidonius records that in that year, on the occasion of the defeat of the Athenians
at Delos by sympathizers of Rome, the Roman leader Orbius " observed many fleeing
for refuge into farmhouses (Ets E1Tav'XEVt) and burned them up, houses and all."
Whether any of these farmhouses were temple property at that time is not known.
Later in the same year Delos was sacked by Mithradates' general Archelaus, and in
69 B.C. the island was again sacked by pirates.248If some of the temple estates had
lasted after 88 B.C., it is virtually certain that they were abandoned after 69 B.C., and
although Delos continued to be inhabited as a " glhost town " until after the age of
the Antonines,249 it is unlikely that the estates were ever rehabilitated.
Inscr. de De'los, 1417, B, II, lines 99-100 and 104. It thus appears that slaves were permitted
at this time to invest in real estate as well as to own property and practice some trade or craft.
Cf. Larsen, Roman Greece, p. 417; Rostovtzeff, Soc. Ec. Hist. Hellenistic World, pp. 1465, note 27;
1467, note 30; and especially W. L. Westermann, " Sklaverei " (P.-W., Suppbd. VI, 894-1068, at
cols. 927-934).
243 Cf. Iniscr. de De'los, 399, A, lines 100-103; 1417, B, II, line 95; Roussel, Del. col. ath., p. 18,
note 1. He was evidently given Athenian citizenship, for he was enrolled in the deme Acharnai.
244
Inscr. de LDelos,1408, A, II, line 46.
245 Cf. R. Vallois, B.C.H.,
LIII, 1929, pp. 205-225.
242

248

See above,note 215.

Athenaeus, V, 215, a. For the events at Delos in 88 B.c., cf. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens,
pp. 445-47; Roussel, Del. col. ath., pp. 317-327.
248 Phlegon of Tralles, in F. Jacoby, Fr. Gr. Hist., IIB, p. 1164, no. 12, line 13 (== Muller,
F.H.G., III, p. 606, no. 12).
249 Roussel, Del. col. ath., pp. 336-40; Laidlaw, History
of Delos, pp. 268-71; Orlandos,
B.C.H., LX, 1936, p. 68.
247
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THE LESSEES OF THE TEMPLE ESTATES, 314-166

B.C.

The large number of lessees of the temple estates that are known to have had
leading roles in public affairs at Delos, and the large number who served as guarantors
of contracts and wvhosecredit was good for loans of considerable size, show that for
the most part the lessees wveremen of high social standing and considerable wealth.
To such men agriculture was regarded as a field for investment rather than a means
of livelihood. The family depicted by M. Lacroix (Rev. Et. Gr., XXIX, 1916, pp.
188-237) consisted chiefly of men who were primarily lumber merchants, and to them
the leasing of estates was probablya secondary interest. This family was more active
in investing in estates in the first half of the third century than it was later, a fact that
suggests that after the middle of the century the temple estates were losing ground
to other types of investment.
Whenever the patronymic of a lessee is known but is not contained in a particular
reference, that reference has been listed in italics. In cases where the lessee's patronymic is unknown, any identification is, of course, uncertain, but the number of men at
Delos wealthy enough to afford investments in temple estates was probably never
large, so that even when no patronymic is known, identification is often plausible. For
example, it is probable that the Dionysios who leased Nikou Choros in 279 B.C. was
the same Dionysios who leased a house from 274 to 258 B.C. (cf. number 78), but
he is almost certainly not identical with the workman Dionysios who was hired to cut
down olive trees in 281 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 159, A, line 49). In the following catalogue
of lessees, the reference " Lacroix " refers to the list given in Rev. Et. Gr., XXIX,
1916, pp. 222-237; the reference " Molinier " to the lessees of Delian houses listed
in Les " maisons sacre'es" de Delos, pp. 93-104. Square brackets indicate that the
passage cited is largely restoration.
Lessee of Soloe in 297
(I.G., XI, 2, 149, lines 2-3).

1.

'AyaortKAX7.

B.C.

2. A'taXpwv Kao8tKov. Lessee of Porthmos in
208 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, line 102).
Guarantor in 207 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 366, A,
line 103); mover of a decree ca. 200 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 4, 745, line 2). A worshipper of Sarapis,
to whom his father was priest (I.G., XI, 4;
1223, line 9; 1124, line 5).
Lessee of Lykoneion
in 258, 250, and 249 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 224, A,
line 16; 287, A, line 33; 287, A, lines 179-180).
Archon in 240 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 298, line
70; 313, line 59; etc.).
3.

Atovvo8Upov.
'AxptL&%v

['AXO]atuEvov. Lessee of Dio'A['x]adEvvjs
nysion in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 399, A, lines
80-81).

4.

5. 'AXKt,uaXo; 'AVTIKpaTOvU. Lessee of Phytalia
in ca. 175, 173, 171, and 169 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos; 452, lines 24-26; 456, A, lines 11-12;
460, u, line 24; 467, line 8). Archon in 168 B.C.
(Roussel, Del. col. ath., p. 345).
6. 'AXKuaXos.Lessee of Hippodromos in 206
and 200 D.C.(Inscr. de De'los; 368, line 26; 372,
A, line 16). Lessee of the Sacred Lake in 206
(368, line 28). Sitones and donor in 200
B.C.
(370, lines 37 and 44).
B.C.
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7.

'AXKt.LOS. Lessee

of Panormosin 219 and

(Inscr. de Delos; 353, A, line 8; 354,
line 36). An unpublished grave stele from the
cemetery of Rheneia (now in the Mykonos
?E
Museum, serial number 10) reads 'AAKqLo OOsecond
the
early
is
from
lettering
The
'qto.
century, and since the name Alkimos is rare at
Delos, the identity of the dead man with the
lessee seems probable.
218 B.C.

Lessee of Hippodromos
in 192 and 189 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 399, A,
lines 75-76; 403, lines 51-53). Guarantor in
200 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 372, A, line 125) and
in 194 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 396, A, line 52);
lessee of a house in 191 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los,
400, line 15); trictyarch in 188 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los, 442, B, lines 152-53). Dedicator of a
statue to Anubis (I.G., XI, 4, 1232, line 2).
Lacroix, Amnos IV; Molinier, no. 6.
8.

'A/vo3 'Iepopj3po'rov.

Lessee of Soloe in 312
(I.G., XI, 2, 135, lines 4-5). Brother of
no. 37, no. 38, and no. 91.
9.

'Aptocas 'AptoTE'ov.

B.C.

Lessee of Sosimacheia in
10. 'A40'o-rpaTos.
284, 283, and 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 156, B,
lines 16-20; [157, A, line 5]; 158, A, line 14).
Probably identical with 'Aptot'0paTos 9 'YbOKXfOVS,
who was a debtor in 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 161,
A, lines 39-40), and whose father was archon
in 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, lines 1 and 25).

Lessee of Chareteiain 297 B.C.
11. 'Ap4OiTEPO's.
line 9). He paid the largest
2,
149,
XI,
(I.G.,
annual rental known for any temple estate
(31 11 dr.). Father of no. 36.
12. 'Ava avpos NCoKpovTrtSov.Lessee of Kerameion in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de Dedos, 442, A, line
150). Epistates in 176 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 133,
line 35). Brother of no. 163. Possibly greatgrandson of no. 164. His son may have been
a building contractor (Inscr. de Delos, 462, A,
line 18).
of Korakiai in 283
157, A, lines 4-5;
2;
(I.G., XI,
and 282
of Akra Delos in
Lessee
158, A, lines 12-13).
line
12). Winner
282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A,

13.

'AVMCW/KTA38. Lessee

B.C.
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of a lawsuit in 301 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 146, B,
lines 28-31) ; lessee of a house in 279 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 161, A, line 17); listed among business
men in 280 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 165, line 46);
building contractor in 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 199,
A, line 109; 199, C, lines 27-40). Molinier, no.
8. A marble funeral urn from Rheneia, now in
the Mykonos Museum (unpublished: no serial
number) reads 'AVlKXdCta-r 'Ava+crKt8oV
Xdtwpe.
The lettering seems to be-late third century B.C.
14. "AVEKTOT
'Avriyo'vov. Lessee of Rhamnoi in
268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 204, line 11). Son of no.
16; grandfather of no. 15. Lacroix, Anectos II.
15. "AvcK7OS'Av[TIryO'vov]. Lessee of Dioniysion
in 219, 218, and 210 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 353,
A, line 9; 354, line 39; 356 bis, A, lin-e 10).
Debtor in 209 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 363, lines
65-66). Lacroix, Anectos III. Grandson of
no. 14; father of no. 17.
16.

'Av-ryovos 'Av'Krov. Lessee of Rhamnoi in

282, 279, 278, and 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 158,
A, line 10; 161, A, line 8; 162, A, lines 6-7;
199, A, 4). Father of no. 14; great-grandfather
of no. 15; great great-grandfather of no. 17.
Lacroix, Antigonos IIIC.
17. 'Avrtyovos 'Avef'xov,.Lessee of Panormos in
207 B.C. (Inscr. de Delas, 366, A, lines 105106). Son of no. 15. Lacroix, Antigonos VC.
'AvTt'yovos 'Avrtyovov TOU) T-qXqEVITrrOV.
Lessee of Limnai in 179, 173, and 172 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos; 442, A, line 148; 456, A, line 13;
459, line 41). Great-grandson of no. 22. La-

18.

croix, Antigonos

g.

19. 'Arrtyovos At8v',ov. Lessee of Phoinikes in
249 and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 151153; Inscr. de De'los, 290, line 16). Guarantor
in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 131);
luigtber merchant in 246 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos,
290, line 174). Lacroix, Antigonos IVB.
'ArrtyovOS MV\AAoV. Lessee of DorionChersonesos in 180 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 440,
B, lines 22-23). Debtor in 194 B.C. (Inscr. de
20.

Delos, 396, A, line 28).
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21. 'AvTtyovos NtK [--- . Lessee of an unknown estate in 180 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 441,
line 13).
22. 'Avrtyovos TIXELvo-rov.Lessee of Hippodromos in 249 and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, lines 143-45; [Inscr. de De'los, 290, lines 1617]). Debtor in 219 B.C. (Inscr. de Dellos, 353,
B, line 43). Great-grandfather of no. 18. Lacroix, Antigonos yB.
23. 'AvrtyovoS
Xapourtcov. Lessee of Sosimacheia
in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, line 77).
Epistates in 207 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 366, A,
line 132); guarantor in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 400, lines 22 and 29) and ca. 185 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 407, line 35); borrower ca.
185 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 407, line 26); taxcollector and debtor in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los
442; A, line 155; D, line 20); banker in 173
B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 455, Ab, line 18). Mover
of two decrees (I.G., XI, 4; 813, lines 1-2; 815,
lines 1-2). lie erected a statue in honor of his
father (I.G., XI, 4, 1180, line 1). His grand-

father, 'Av-rtyovogXapt-rl'ov, was archon in 255
B.C.

24.
218

(I.G., XI, 2, 116, line 1). Father of 247.
Lessee of Pyrgoi in 219 and
(Inscr. de Delos; 353, A, line 4; [354,

'AVTtYOV04.

B.C.

line 39]).
25. 'AVrtKpaprvs0EVO/
'8OSv.Lessee of Porthmos
in 303 and 297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 144, A, line
11; 149, linses8-9). President of the assemVbly
early in the third century (I.G., XI, 4, 732,
line 6). Brother of no. 168 and no. 188.
26. 'AVrtKpaLT7s Tqcat8vUov. Lessee of Hippodromos in 269 and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 203,
A, line 24; 204, line 8). Debtor in 279 B.C.
(I.G., 161, A, line 42); choregos in 279 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 108, line 14); logistes in 269 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 63). Son of no. 223;
brother of no. 245. His son, 'AvrtKpaS7 'Avrtwas choregos in 265 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
KpaTOvs
111, line 14).
27. 'AvrT'AyroS;
['AvTtyo'vov]. Lessee of Nikou
Choros in 246 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 290, line
18). Guarantor in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, line 154).

28. 'A7raTrov'pos"E'X[vos]. Lessee of SoloeKorakiai ca. 175 and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos; [452, lines 31-32]; 456, A, lines 20-21).
Brother of no. 41 and of no. 233.
E[
29. 'AroXXo'8wpqo
1. Lessee of an
unknown estate in 258 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 224,
A, line 13).

30. 'AroXAo'Sopos
5evop'Sov-g.Lessee of Porthmos in 282, 279, 278, 274, 269, and 268 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2; 158, A, line 7; 161, A, line 6;
[162, A, line 5]; [199, A, lines 3-4] ; 203, A, line
19; 204, lines 6-7). Possibly the son of no. 176.
31.

'A7roXXo'8&opog
[(.Katws].

Lessee

of Ly-

koncion ca. 214 B.C. and 210 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los; [356, line 13]; 356 bis, A, line 9).
Treasurer ( ?) of the city in 208 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 365, line 9); councillor in 206 B.C. (Inscr.
de De'los, 368, lines 12-13). Brother of no. 201.
Kr orvos. Lessee of Dionysion
32. 'A7roXXWvtos
in 179 and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 442, A,
line 148; [456, A, line 14]).
33. 'AiroXXAWvto.
Lessee of Sosimacheia in 258,
250, 249, and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 224, A, 17;
287, A, lines 31 and 176; Inscr. de Delos, 290,
line 15).
34. 'Ap-o-tt,4poros NtKavapov. Lessee of Charoneia in 199, 192, and 189 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos;
374, Aa, line 1; 399, A, line 80; 403, line 48).
Lessee of Leimon in 179, 173, and 172 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, line 147; [456, A,
lines 10-11]; 459, line 40). Brother of no. 141.
For the stemma of his family, see Inscr. de
De'los, II, p. 344.

35. 'Apr at/3poros lloAv$EVov.
Lessee of Panormos in 269 and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 203, A,
line 22; 204, line 17). Winner of an athletic
contest ca. 270 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1157, line 1).
Father of no. 199.
36. 'AptaTE'aS 'A/LcOTepOV. Lessee of Limnai in
282, 279, 278, and 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 158,
A, litne10; 161, A, line 7; 162, A, line 6; 199,
A, line 5). Lessee of a house in 274 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 199, A, line 8). His son, AA/L4oTrep0'
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'AptcYriov, was archon in 228 B.C.

(Inscr.

de

De'los, 371, A, line 16; etc.); his grandson,
'ApurrE'as 'AjtorEpoV3, was a choregos in 200 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 128, line 11); his great-grandson,
was a hieropoios in 179
'AptEr'ov,
'A,IAOorTEpOSi
B.C. (JIscr. de Delos, 442, A, line 1). Molinier,
no. 23. Son of no. 11.
Lessee of Hippodromos
37. 'Apt.rc'av3'Aptarfov.
in 303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line 11; cf.
B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 234). Probably the
brother (possibly father) of no. 9, no. 38, no.
91, and of 'EWtKV'8-qj'Apurreov (I.G., XI, 2, 144,
B, line 81).

38. 'AptUT3d&SJ' ApurTfov. Lessee of Hippodromos in 297, 282, 279, and 278 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2; 149, line 2; 158, A, line 11; 161, A, line
11; 162, A, lines 9-10). Lessee of Lykoneion
in 279 and 278 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, lines
14-15; 162, A, line 13). Witness of a building
contract in 297 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 502, A, line
29); secretary of the boule in 280 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 159, A, line 71). Brother of no. 9, no.
37, and no. 91. Father of no. 39.
39.

['Apt-.td87j]
'AptCTrd'ov. Lessee of Hippodromos in 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 199, A, line 5).
Son of no. 38.

40.

'AptTIE&1j. Lessee of Rhamnoi in 297 B.C.

(I.G., XI, 2, 149, line 8). Lessee of a house
in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 17). Possibly identical with no. 37, but more probably was
'Apwtad'8ts XapcXa, choregos in 282 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 106, line 9). Lacroix, Aristeides I;
Molinier, no. 24.
41. 'ApUrTtwv4bEvos. Lessee of Soloe-Korakiai
in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 442, A, line 146).
Brother of no. 28 and no. 233.
42. 'Aptfro'/3ovXos. Lessee of Porthmos in 313
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, lines 24-26). Father of
no. 145.
43.

'AptOro',8ovXos.

Lessee of Soloe in 282

B.C.

(I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 13). Probably to be
identified with 'Aptarro'/ovXosAvatevov, son of

no. 145 and grandson of no. 42, who was priest
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of Asklepios in 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 161, D,
lines 3-6). Another possibility is 'AptarTo'fovXo,
choregos in 255 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
MEVEKpdWrovs,
116, lines 9-10) and guarantor in 250 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 287, A, line 162). Molinier (no. 25)
lists an Aristoboulos who was lessee of a house
from 272 to 242 B.C., but the identity of this
man (if it is the same lessee for thirty years)
is not known.
'Apcrro'cto'; 'AvTtKparovs.Co-lessee of Charoneia in 274, 269, and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2;
199, A, line 5; 203, A, line 20; 204, lines 9-10).
Debtor in 278 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 162, A, line
36); choregos in 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 110,
lines 14-15). Brother of no. 223. His son,

44.

'AvrtLKpaLir 'Aptaro8KKov, was

B.C.

a guarantor in 250

(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 172).

45. 'Aptaro'&uKos'Ap[t] cTOKpaTcrVS. Lessee of
Soloe ca. 305 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 142, lines 5-6).
'ApturO'uKoS AvicKa8ov. Lessee of Dionysion
in 207 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, line 104).
Went bankrupt before 205 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos,
369, A, line 40), but the restoration of Iniscr.
de Delos, 368, line 33 is doubtful, since it makes
a certain Timostratos pay on behalf of Aristodikos in 206 B.C., whereas the guarantors
named in the previous year were Phillis and
Elpines (Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, line 105).

46.

47.

'Aptaro'8cKos.Lessee of Phoinikes

in 282

(I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, lines 11-12). Possibly
identical with no. 44.
B.C.

'AprTO'7ravr7rOS TE'AXto. Lessee of DorionChersonesos in 207 and 206 B.C. (Inscr. de
DeTlos,366, A, lines 100-101). Epistates in 207
B.C. (JInscr. de Delas, 366, A, line 132). His

48.

father, TE'AkX 'Aptrrowracrrov, was the mover of

a decree ca. 250

B.C.

(I.G., XI, 4, 639, lines

1-2).

49.

"ApXav8pos.

Lessee

of Hippodromos,

ca.

306 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 142, lines 9-12). Father
of no. 170.
50. 'ApXE&a'JagIs
'ApXE&a.ua. Co-lessee of Skitoneia in 246 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 19).
Son of no. 51 and brother of no. 155.
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51. 'ApxE&4LasKrrjfftKkGovs. Lessee of Skitoneia in 249 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 16162). Died bef ore 246 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 290,
line 19). Father of no. 50 and Uio.155.
52. 'Ao-r'as. Lessee of Nikou Choros, ca. 306
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,142, line 4; cf. B.C.H., LXIII,
1939, p. 232.
TEXawvoS. Lessee of Rhamnoi in
53. AVtTOKXAs
250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 136-37).
Lessee of Limnai in 249 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, line 157). Choregos in 259 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
115, lines 4-5) ; guarantor in 257 B.C. (I.G., XI,
2, 226, A, line 31) ; borrower in 250 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 287, A, line 126); mover of a decree in
honor of his father, ca. 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4,
1022, line 1). Died before 246 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 290, lines 12-13, 18, and 33). Lacroix,
Autocles II. Son of no. 220; father of no. 130.

Lessee of Nikou Choros in
54. AMToa0EuvOq.
303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line 15). Lessee
of Dionysion in 301 and 297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2;
146, A, line 11; 149, lines 6-7).
55.

'A4poSwnos '.owra'rpov. Lessee of Pyrgoi in

179 and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 442, A, line
149; 456, A, line 15).
56. 'AXatosZ-qXo/dvov. Lessee of Nikou Choros
in 192, 180, and 179 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 399,
A, line 79; [441, line 12]; 442, A, line 150; cf.
B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 242), but failed to
secure guarantors for the year 178 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos, 445, lines 16-17). Paid interest in
behalf of his father in 218 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos,
354, line 47); debtor in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 442, A, line 172). His father, Z-qXopE'VY)
'Axatovi,was hieropoios ca. 235 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 316, line 15), and died ca. 210 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 4, 724, bc, line 11). His grandfather,
was choregos in 259 B.C. (I.G.,
'AXatosZ?qXoiE'VOV,
XI, 2, 115, line 9), and won an athletic contest
ca. 260 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1162, line 1).
57. Bo'-Oos 'OpGoKXf'ovg. Lessee of Kerameion
in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, line 76).
Epistates in 207 B.C. (Iniscr. de Delos, 366, A,

lines 89-90); guarantor ca. 190 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delas, 407, line 37); hieropoios in 183 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos; 442, B, line 134; 443, Bb,
line 58), debtor in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos,
442, A, lines 20 and 57); treasurer in 175 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 449, A, line 12). His grandfather, Bo&qos, was a lessee of the "house of
Orthokles " in 269 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A,
lines 26-27; Molinier, no. 42).
BovA'v Tv'vvWvos. Lessee of Chareteia in 250
(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 138-39). Lessee
of a house in 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 204, line
28) ; guarantor in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A,
line 179); mover of a decree and ambassador
to Thessalonika ca. 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4; 664,
lines 1-2; 665, lines 1-2 and 26; 1053, lines 2,
12, and 25); (trchon in 234 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 320, B, lines 19, 26, 27, 30); epistates
in 229 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 320, B, lines 6364). His son, Ti5vvwvBovAwvos,was secretary of
the hieropoioi in 217 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 355,
line 3).

58.

B.C.

59.

relpvXos Kapvo-rov.

Lessee of Sosimacheia

in 179 and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 442, A,
lines 147-148; 456, A, line 12). Treasurer in
197 B.C. (Inscr. de Delas, 442, B, line 67);
guarantor in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos. 400,
lines 9-10). Husband of Aristagore and father
of Xenokleides (I.G., XI, 4, 1186, lines 1-3).
Lacroix, Geryllos (iv).
re'pvXXos lltaro$V'vov. Lessee of Sosimacheia
in 279 and 278 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line
15; 162, A, line 13). Guarantor for the city in
282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, B, line 20); debtor
in 279 B.C., in 257 B.C., in 253 B.C. and in 250
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 28; 226, A, line
25; 274, line 20; 287, A, line 190). Guarantor
in 274 B.C. (I.G., XYI,2, 199, C, line 113).
Lacroix, Geryllos III. Son of no. 193.

60.

61.

rxaVxKO

Lake in 249

rXaVKov.
B.C.

Lessee

of

the

Sacred

(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 147).

His father, rxavoS :xKvXaKoS,was agoranomos

in 297 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 500, B, line 18;
502, A, line 28) and mover of two decrees ca.
290 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4; 518, line 3; 519, line 2).
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62. rvmt'sucos 'Hpaickd8ov. Lessee of Nikou
Choros and Rhamnoi in 312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
135, lines 14-15). Lessee of Limnai in 303 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, lines 12-13). Brother of
no. 147; probably grandfather of no. 63. His
father (cf. I.G., XI, 4, 1163, line 2) seems to
have been a Phoenician (I.G., XI, 2, 163, A,
line 45), and the family to have been grain
merchants (I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, line 27). His
son, 'HpaKXd38 rVwo-t8S'KOV, was a debtor in 250
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 183), in 247 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 289, line 11), and in 246 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 38).
63.

rv(oi1at8Kos].

Lessee of an unknown estate,

ca. 230 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 308, line 8; cf.
B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 240-41). Probably
the grandson of no. 62.
64.

ropy[as].

in 188

B.C.

Lessee of Dorion-Chersonesos

(Inscr. de Delos, 403, line 55).

Co-lessee of Charoneia
65. ^$upjcpa'AXatov.
in 249 and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line
164; Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 20). Brother of
no. 102.
66. [A}],papxog. Lessee of Soloe-Korakiai in
210 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 356 bis, A, line 8; cf.
B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 241).
Lessee of Pyrgoi in 301 B.C.
67. Ard[as].
(I.G., XI, 2, 146, A, line 10). The name is
common at Delos in the early third century;
cf. A. A1rOKXEOV;(Lacroix, Demeas IIA), A.
(I.G., XI, 2, 224, A, line 21), A.
Ev,uy58ovs
I#rwvos (I.G., XI, 2, 110, line 16), A. Ka'rwvog
(I.G., XI, 4, 654, line 2), and A. llv6oKX'ovq
(Lacroix, Demeas IIB). Cf. also Demeas I,
archon in 286 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 122, line 25;
155, b, line 7; etc.) and Demeas II, archon in
277 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 118, line 13; 164, A, line
1, etc.).
Lessee of an un68. ArqmoKpa'rrp ['?apov-Kov].
known estate in 239 B.C. (Iniscr. de Delos, 314,
A, line 36). Debtor in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A, line 194) and ca. 240 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 303, line 3). Son of no. 113; brother of
no. 238.
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69. AtIIAO'vovs
UAcnSov. Lessee of Leimon in
209 and 192 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 362, A, line
21; 399, A, line 74). Treasurer of the city in
208 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 365, line 12); hieropoios in 199 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 372, A, line
138); debtor in 200, 194, and 192 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos; 372, A, line 62; 396, A, line 28; 399,
A, line 131). Son of Lacroix's Sosidemos IIB.
70. A-/o'arparoS
Atoyevon. Lessee of Skitoneia
in 179 and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 442, A,
lines 148-49; 456, A, lines 14-15). Treasurer
in 190 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 405, line 26; 442,
B, line 87); secretary of the city in 182 B.C.
(Inscr. de De'los, 439, A, line 1). Possibly the
brother of no. 150.

71. AavroT Atat'arov.Lessee of Hippodromos in
179 and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 442, A, lines
146-147; 456, A, line 10). Perhaps the greatgrandson of no. 72.
72. AtaLtro. Lessee of an unknown estate, ca.
290 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 152, A, line 7). Durrbach
identifies him with Atatros 'A7roXXo&wpov
(cf.
I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 41; 161, D, lines 8283; 199, C, line 85; 203, D, lines 77-79; 226,
A, line 24; Inscr. de Delos, 502, A, line 29),
but he may alsa have been Alamrosthe archon
of 312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 32) or the
father of '4tiXX Atatrou, archon of 275 B.C.
(I.G., XI; 2, 109, line 1; 4, 580, line 2).

73. AtacKpt&roKaUtXXwEGvovs.
Lessee of Phytalia
in 269 and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 203, A, lines
22-23; 204, line 18). Lacroix, Diacritos II.
Son of no. 126.
74. AtaKiropthj; [?3ewpvXov].Lessee of Phoinikes in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 31).
In 250 B.C. he was also a guarantor (I.G., XI,
2, 287, A, line 41), debtor (I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, lines 129 and 188), banker (I.G., XI, 2,
287, D, line 11), and lessee of a foundry (I.G.,
XI, 2, 287, A, line.37). Hieropoios in 247 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 142), debtor in 231
B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 316, lines 21 and 118).
Died before 218 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 354, lines
24 and 40). His son erected a monument ca.
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200 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1185, line 1). Lacroix,
Diactorides II. Son of no. 118, father of 96.

75.

AtaiKropt'S

T [7{proAEuov
?]. Lesseeof Epis-

theneia in 219 and 218 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos;
351, line 13; 353, A, lines 8-9; 354, line 37).
76. Atv,uog KaAXL8tKov.Lessee of Skitoneia in
279, 278, 274, 269, and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2;
161, A, line 10; [162, A, line 8]; [199, A, lines
4-5]; 203, A, lines 19-20; 204, lines 11-12).
Hieropoios and guarantor for the city in 282
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158; A, lines 2-3; B, line 19).
77. AtoyEvqg[T&eVcwvov]. Lessee of Chareteia
in 252 and 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 275, A, line
17; 287, A, line 30). Guarantor in 246 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 135), hieropoios in
231 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 316, line 1), guarantor for the city in 218 B.C. (Inscr. de Delas,
354, line 12). Lacroix, Diogenes I.

Lessee of Nikou
78. Atovi'tos AVTOKAE'ovv.
Choros in 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, line 9).
Contractor for many various building enterprises, and lessee of a house from 274 to 258
B.C. For the references, cf. Lacroix, Dionysios
II, Molinier, no. 59.
79. Atovvro'8wpov.
Lessee of Leimon in 250,
249, and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 32
and 148; [Inscr. de Delos, 290, lines 14-15]).
Probably father of no. 133.
AO'pKO)V. Lessee of Pyrgoi in 282 and 279
(I.G., XI, 2; 158, A, line 8; 161, A, line
7). Died childless in 278 B.C. (162, A, line 6;
cf. no. 134).

80.

B.C.

Co-lessee of Chareteia in 258
B.C. ( [I.G., XI, 2, 224, A, line 14]; cf. B.C.H.,
LXIII, 1939, p. 238), but went bankrupt in
257 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 226, A, lines 30-31).
Debtor in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line
196).
81.

'EKfAVXOS.

82. 'EA7rivqs. Lessee of Skitoneia in 209 and
206 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 362, A, line 17; 356
bis, B, line 34 [cf. B.C.H., LIV, 1932, p. 384];
368, line 30). Hieropoios in 208 B.C. (Inscr.
de De'los, 363, line 18); died before 200 B.C.

(Inscr. de De'los, 372, A, line 15). To be
identified either with 'EX7rtW,vKXco8&uov,who
was a guarantor in 207 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos,
366, A, line 105), or with 'EX7rtnvv'AKPt8VuVOv,
whose unpublished gravestone in the Mykonos
Museum (serial no. 11: late third century lettering) reads 'EX7rtv?1s
xatpe. For his
'AKPACOV9OS
father, 'AKpt8tIv 'EX7rtVov, cf. I.G., XI; 2, 223,
A, line 52; 2, 287, A, line 194; 4, 633, line 2.
83. 'EtanEAOKUXXapXe%ovroV.
Lessee of Nikou
Choros in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, lines
10-11). Lessee of Chareteia in 279, 278, 272,
269, and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A, line 10;
162, A, line 9; 200, line 1; 203, A, line 19; 204,
line 14). Choregos in 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
110, line 14). His son, 'E,u7rE8oKXj%'Eu7re8oKXEovv,was lessee of a house and a debtor in
219 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 353; A, line 25; B,
lines 46-47: Molinier, no. 69).
84.

'Eure8og 'Ao-/34Xov. Lessee of Panormos in
192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, line 79).
Guarantor in 200 B.C. ([Inscr. de Delos, 374,
Ab, lines 2-3]); hieropoios in 187 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos, 442, B, line 106); archon in 186 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 4, 1067, e-f, line 2).
TE &grE8ov
Svwvos.
Lessee of Akra Delos
in 258, 250, 249, and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 224,
A, line 14; 287, A, lines 31 and 175; Inscr.
de Delos, 290, line 14). Lessee of a house ca.
230 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 316, A, line 62).
Lacroix, Empedos I; Molinier, no. 71. Son of
no. 180 and brother of no. 221.
85.

86. 'E/jrc8og. Lessee of Akra Delos in 219,
218, and 210 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 353, A, line
13; 354. lines 37-38; [356 bis, A, lines 10-11]).
Lessee of Soloe-Korakiai in 206 and 200 B.C.
(Inscr. deDelos; [368, lines 31-32] ; 372, A, line
17). Probably to be identified with #Epare8os
.vovo's, donor or epistates in 219 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 125, line 15) and thus grandson of no.
85 (so Lacroix, Empedos II) ; but he may have
been 'EAre&ogAoyE'vov,lessee of a house in 192
B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 400, lines 16-17; Molinier, no. 72).
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Lessee of Limnai in 297 B.C.
87. 'E7rtKV'S&J.
(I.G., XI, 2, 149, line 10). In I.G., XI, 2, 144,
B, line 81, 'ErtKV'Sr''Apworfov and 'E7rtKV[8qS
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249, and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 34
and 177; Iniscr. de Delos, 290, line 15).

(I.G., XI, 2; 224, A, line 15; 226, A, lines
35-36).

96. E'vS&q'os [AtaKTOpt8OV].
Lessee of Leimon
in 219 and 218 B.C. (Inzscr. de Delos; 353, A,
line 11; 354, line 37). Lessee of a house in
207 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 366, A, line 95);
guarantor ca. 190 B.C. (Iniscr. de Delos, 406,
B, line 15). Debtor in 219, 218, 207, and 179
B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 353, B, line 42; 354,
line 45; 366, A, line 121; 442, A, line 175),
and died in debt shortly before 174 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos, 449, B, line 30). Lacroix, Eudemos
III; Molinier, no. 81. Son of no. 74.

Lessee of Soloe, ca. 306
90. TEpA%J&as.
(I.G., XI, 2, 142, lines 5-9).

97. EV8tKOS44LXurrtaov.Lessee of Kerameion
in 249 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 145).

A]VKO'cOp[o]voS

are associatedin 303 B.C. as joint

guarantors; there seems no way of telling which
Epikydes was lessee of Limnai and which was
lessee of Pyrgoi (no. 88).
88. 'E7rtKVl87J.Lessee of Pyrgoi in 297 B.C.
(I G., XI, 2, 149, line 5). See above, no. 87.
89. 'EpyorEX-q,. Lessee of Kerameion in 258
B.C.,

but went bankrupt the following year

B.C.

91. 'Ep,u'SwrosT'AptuTeov.Lessee of Charoneia
in 303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line 14).
Mover of a decree, ca. 290 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4,
541, line 1). He died in bankruptcy before 257
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 226, A, line 24), and his heirs
are listed as debtors down to the end of the
Period of Independence (cf. I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, line 189; Inscr. de De'los; 366, A, line 127;
372, A, line 170; 444, A, line 40; 463, B, line
4). Brother of no. 9, no. 37, and no. 38. His
son, 'AptTe'as 'EpLAoUTOV,was a debtor in 274
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 199, B, line 97).
92. 'Ep,v KeoKpticrov. Lessee of Leimon in
312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 3). Lessee of
Phoinikes in 303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line
10). Payer of interest in 312 B.C. (135, lines
26-27). His son, KAEOKptTOs' "Ep/iwos, was a
guarantor in 297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 149, line
12); cf. also no. 135.
93. Epon'wv. Lessee of Skitoneiain 297
(I.G., XI, 2, 149, line 6).

B.C.

'ETEO.KXES8;rl. Lessee of Kerameion in 282
(I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 13). Seller of a
pig, ca. 276 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 163, A, line 22);
lessee of a house in 269 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 203,
A, lines 25-26). Lacroix, Eteocleides (i);
Molinier, no. 78. Father of no. 120.

94.

B.C.

Lessee of Phytalia in 250,
;?OEoo'Trov.
95. Ev"8tos

98. EviEXOwv
Lessee of Skitoneia in
Avowyo'pov.
312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, lines 8-9).
99. EvEi'Xwv
NtKuov.Lessee of Rhamnoi in 179
and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 442, A, line 148;
[456, A, lines 12-13]). Mover of a decree ca.
190 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 839, lines 1-2). His
father, NtKtas EvtAXovos,
was archon in 185 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 4, 1067, e-f, line 3), logistes in 180
B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 440, A, line 42), and a
guarantor for the city in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de
Dealos,442, A, line 210). He was also a debtor
in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, line 167).

100. EvGEas1M[Ev]v'X[X]ov.Lessee of Pyrgoi
in 249 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 172;
wrongly restored in B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p.
240 as EvOE'as
r[Epv']X[X]ov). Brother of no.
157.
101.

EVKXES8q. Lessee

of Lykoneion

in 246

(Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 17). May have
been the son either of no. 204, no. 234, or no.
244.
B.C.

102.

'Axatov. Co-lessee of Charoneia
EvKKrqIJxwv

in 249 and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line
164; Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 20). Listed as
a debtor in 219, 207, 204, 200, and 177 B.C.
(Inscr. de De'los; 353, B, lines 31-32; 366, A,
line 117; 369, A, line 25; 372, A, line 177; 444,
A, line 44). Brother of no. 65.
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103. E&8.

Lessee of Lykoneion in 283 and

282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 157, A, line 4; 158, A,
line 13).
104. 'ExEKpart8-q' [?vAdov]. Lessee of Nikou
Choros in 219 and 218 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos;
353, A, line 7; 354, line 35). Epistates in 202
B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 128, line 60). His father,
?vytdas 'EXEKParTi8OV,was a guarantor in 250 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 154) and hieropoios
in 232 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 316, line 2).
Father of no. 119.

105.

Lessee of Akra
Awirop.EovrOS.
Delos in 279, 278, 274, and ca. 272 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2; 161, A, line 13; 162, A, line 11; 199,
A, line 6; 200, line 5).
ZW7rVpoS

106. 'HEy'aMEvvtow.
Lessee of Phytaliain 192
(Inscr. de De'los, 399, A, line 77).
Treasurer in 195 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 399,
A, lines 14, 39, 42, and 45); sitones in 192 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, line 72) ; guarantor in
192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, line 112).
B.C.

107. 'Hyuy'
wv. Lessee of Chareteia in 312
(I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 7).

B.C.

108. 'Hyuayo'pas;'Ava6tpivovs. Lessee of Nikou
Choros in 278 and 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161,
C, lines 116-120; 162, A, lines 7-8; 199, A,
line 5). Secretary of the boule in 286 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 155, b, line 8); borrower for the
city in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, B, lines 1012); mover of a decree ca. 280 B.C. (I.G., XI,
4, 568, line 2); epinteletes in 274 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 199, A, line 99). His son, 'Ava$cqyo'pas
'Hyrqayopov, was the mover of a decree ca. 250
B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 618, lines 3-4). Father of
no. 190.

son of 'Q2KVVE8T-q9 'Hpait7r[7rwvo], who was epistates in 208 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 369, A, lines
2-3) and president of the assembly ca. 200 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 4, 759, lines 29-30).
111. 'HpaKAXd&o1q
o 'P-vatfv. Lessee of Dionysion in 249 and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A,
lines 159-60; Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 19).
112.

RAo Wpov.

'H[p]o8s

Lessee of Pyrgoi in

303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line 15; B.C.H.,
LXIII, 1939, p. 234). Son of no. 116.

113. OapV58tKOs.
Lessee of Nikou Choros in
268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 204, line 9). Father of
no. 68 and no. 238.
114.

?OoAwpi&qp 'E7rtKPdTr[o1v. Lessee
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A,

mon in 303
115.

E)so&.p'8rjc.

of Lei-

line 10).

Lessee of an unknown estate

in 308 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 143, B, line 3). Probably identical with no. 114 (Durrbach so assumes
in his restoration), but he may have been the
son of IIvGEoV @Eo8wpt8ov, who was a debtor

in

306 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 142, line 16) and epimeletes in 297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 150, A, line 9).
116.

?cO'&wpoS 'Aptaracpxov.

Lessee of Porthmos

in 312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 10). Father
of no. 112.
Lessee of Charoneia in 282
XI,
2,
(I.G.,
158, A, line 9).

117.

?i3EcTTE'a.

118.

?3Ewpv'oX

AtaKTopt8ov.

B.C.

Lessee of Phoinikes

in 279, 278, 27-4, and ca. 271 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2;
161, A, line 13; 162, A, lines 11-12; 199, A,
line 6; 201, line 7). Choregos in 284 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 105, line 7) and in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
106, line 9). Lacroix, Theorylos II. Father of
no. 74 and no. 237.

109. 'Hytca. Lessee of Limnai in 219 and 218
(Inscr. de Delos; 353, A, line 6; 354, line
36). Hieropoios in 220 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los;
354, lines 5 and 20; 460, t, lines 25-26); member of ro KOtvOv TWv CVaTtYTWV (I.G., XI, 4; 1228,
line 6; 1229, line 5).

119. Ov/At'ag'EXEKPaTISOV.Lessee of Thaleon in
207 and 206 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 366, A, lines
99-101). Debtor in 208 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los,
365, line 21). Son of no. 104.

110. 'Hpa-w7rWv.
Lessee of Thaleon in 189 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 403, line 55). Possibly the

XI, 2; 161, A, line 12; 162, A, line 10; 199,
A, line 7; 203, A, lines 18-19; 204, line 13).

B.C.

120. 'IcpOptx,poroS'ETEOKXEt8Ov.
Lessee of Kerameion in 279, 278, 274, 269, and 268 B.C. (I.G.,
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Lessee of Hippodromos in 258 and 250 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2; [224, A, line 17] ; 287, A, line'32).
Epimeletesin 274 B.C. (I.G.,-XI, 2, 199, A, line
98). Lacroix, Hierombrotos IIB. Son of no. 94.
121. 'Iepos 4avo8tKov. Lessee of Panormos in

312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, lines 7-8).
122. 'JxKXs. Lessee of Panormos in 279
(I.G., XI, 2, 161, A, line 9).
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identical with no. 126 or, more probably, with
KaX?wGE'vqpEO)EplXov,grandson

of

no.

127;

guarantor in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, B, lines
14-15), debtor in 269 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 203,
A, line 75), and guarantor and debtor in 250
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 41 and 129-131).
Lacroix, Callisthenes IIB.

23; 204, line 19; 223, A, line 38). His father,
A?/kLKOS
was a metic, and was choregos
AptLuaXov,
in 282 and 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 106, line 13;
108, line 16).

129. KaXXtcr&-v,s.
Lessee of Sosimacheia in
219, 218, 210, 209, and 206 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los; 353, A, line 10; 354, line 37; [356 bis,
A, line 11]; 362, A, line 16; 368, line 32).
Bankrupt in 206 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 368, line
32) and debtor in 205 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los,
369, A, line 41). Probably identical with Lacroix's Callisthenes III.

124. [KaX]XkasKaXXiov.Lessee of Panormos,
ca. 175 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 452, line 21). His
father was possiblythe KaXXiag'AVTt7racTpoV
who
was the mover of a decree ca. 200 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 4, 750, line 2).

130. KaAxktavrog [Av1TOKXVov]. Lessee of Pyrgoi, ca. 207 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 368, line
24). Choregos in 215 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 126,
line 5). Died before the end of 206 B.C. (Inscr.
de De'los, 368, line 24). Son of no. 53.

125. KaXAt[as]. Lessee of Soloe in 303 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line 10; cf. pp. 305 f.).
Probably a brother of Lacroix's Antipatros I
and son of Lacroix's Arignotos I.

neia in 179 and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 442,
A, line 149; [456, A, lines 19-20]).

B.C.

A#t'Kov.
123. 'I7r7raKos
Lessee of Lykoneion in
269, 268, and 262 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 2033;A, line

126. KaXXtaAv6>
AtaKpt'ov. Lessee of Phytalia
in 279, 278, and 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A,
line 14; 162, A, line 12; 199, A, line 7). Lessee
of Phoiniikes in 269 and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2;
203, A, line 23; 204, lines 18-19). Lessee of
Skitoneia in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines
137-38), but went bankrupt (I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, lines 26-27). Lacroix, Callisthenes IIA.
Father of no. 73.
127. KaXAXvvt0s[ecwpv'Xov]. Lessee of Epistheneia, ca. 285 B.C., but died before the end of
284 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 156, B, lines 7-12).
Architect ca. 306 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 142, line
23); archon in 302 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1067, b,
line 7; cf. Rev. Et. Gr., XXIX, 1916, p. 217,
note 6); hieropoios in 298 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
148, line 2). Lacroix, Callisthenes I.
128. KaXgtvaOe,vn.
Lessee of Soloe-Korakiai in
246 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 16). Either

131.

Ka'aavSpos KaTWvav8pov.Lesseeof

Charo-

132. KcpKdt4rv.
Lessee of Dionysion in 252 and
250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 275, A, line 13; 287, A,
line 26).
133. Ktev'ag Atovao6pov.
Lessee of Phytalia
in 219 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 351, line 8; 353,
A, line 13). Epistates in 232 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 314, B, line 154); hieropoios in 217 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 354, line 16). Died before
206 B.C. (366, A, line 127; 372, A, line 176).
Probably the son of no. 79.
134.
274,
162,
204,
30).

KXctvtas'OpGtov. Lessee of Pyrgoi in 278,
269, 268, 258, and 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2;
A, line 6; 199, A, line 4; 203, A, line 18;
line 12; [224, A, line 14]; 287, A, line
Heir of no, 80 (I.G., XI, 2, 162, A, lines

5-6).
135.

KXco'Kptros 'I)avaKroS.

Lessee of Limnai

in 312 B.C. (r.G., XI, 2, 135, line 13). Dedicator of a votive offering to Hestia (I.G., XI,
4, 1285, lines 1-3). Was probably the archon
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of 298 B.C. (cf. I.G., XI, 4, 1067, c, line 1),
though the archon may have been KXEOKPlTOS
"Ep/uwvos(cf. no. 92).

354, line 55). His son, KvvGtaArqKvvOta8ov,was
president of the assembly ca. 200 B.C. (I.G..
XI, 4; 745, line 32; 746, lines 18-19.

K [X] EOKPt[Tor]. Lessee of an unknown
136.
estate in 206 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 368, line
30). Possibly identical with Lacroix's Cleocritos III.

141. Aac4urpwv
NtKaWVpov. Lessee of Porthmos
in 207 and 206 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 366, A,
lines 102-103; 368, line 29). Lessee of Skitoneia in 199 ald 192 B.c. (Inscr. de Delos; 374,
Ab, line 7; 399, A, line 80). Guarantor in
192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 400, lines 3-4).
Brother of no. 34. For his family, see Inscr.
de Delos, II,-p. 344.

137. Ko'vwv. Lessee of Soloe-Korakiai at the
beginning of 219 B.C. but died during the year
(Inscr. de Delos; 353, A, line 6; 354, line 36).
whose
Probably identical with Ko'vwv4?W,KatE'ws,

heirs are listed as debtors in 219 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 353, B, lines 23, 26, and 27-28), and
who was the mover of a decree ca. 230 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 4, 625, line 2).
138. Koo,u&aMqs
[EVov]. Lessee of Keranneion
in 246 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 17). His
son, :ruios Koo-,uta8ov,was epistates ca. 225

B.C.

(I[scr. de Delos, 346, B, line 11), president of
the assembly ca. 225 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4; 693, line
20; [696, lines 3-4]), hieropoios in 216 B.C.
(Inscr. de De'los, 396, B, line 21), and was
given honorary citizenship in the Carian town
of Theangela (I.G., XI, 4, 1054). His grandson, Kou/LtJ&8n
EVov, was epistates in 207 B.C.
(Inscr. de De'los, 366, B, lines 5-7), hieropoios
in 198 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 399, A, line 106),
and archon in 197 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 396,
B, line 54; I.G., XI, 4, 1067, d, line 1).
Kptro'/lovXos. Lessee of Phytalia in 218
(Jnscr. de Delos, 354, line 38). His son,
MtLXtXSrj&KpvTrofoVAov,was choregos in 179 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 130, lines 4-5) and hieropoios in
178 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 442; A, line 74; B,
lines 2 and 216).

139.

B.C.

140. KvvtaJ8rs [TEXE'crwvos]. Lessee of Limnai
in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 26). His
lease for Rhansnoi for the decennium 249-40
B.C. was cancelled (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line
153). President of the assembly some time
between 240 and 230 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4; 664,
lines 18-19; 665, line 25). Died between 224
and 218 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 338, Aa, line 7;

142. AW,vvuos.Lessee of Lykoneion in 301
(I.G., XI, 2. 146, A, line 11).

B.C.

KPvr[lov]. Co-lessee of Nikou
AIvKIOU-8,qg
Choros in 178 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 445,
lines 16-19). Guarantor ca. 190 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los, 407, line 27). Father-in-law of no. 247.
His father, KprtTas AVKO,U8OV, was president of
the assembly ca. 210 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 706, line
22). For his family, see Inscr. de De'los, II,
p. 205.
143.

144. Avars
-,utoR.
His lease for Kerameion
for the decennium 249-40 was cancelled in 250
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 145). His father,
Y.,FusAIJuov,was a guarantor in 297 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 149, line 12).
145. Avat$evaO 'Aputro/tov'Xov. Lessee of Lykoneion in 303 B.C. ([I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line
16]). Archon in 301 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 145, line
46). Son of no. 42 and father of no. 43.
146. Avat$Evos. Lessee of Kerameion in 219,
218, and 210 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 353, A,
lines 14-15; 354, line 36; 356 bis, A, line 9).
147. Mattau8tg'HpaKXd8ov.
Lessee of Panormos in 303 and 297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 144, A,
line 12; 149, lines 5-6). Bankrupt post 297 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 147, A, lines 15-17). Of Phoenician descent (I.G., XI, 2, 163, A, line 45).
Brother of no. 62.
148. MaJXwvfpaettuvo[ ]. Lessee of Charoneia in 312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 9).
Brother of no. 153.
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149. MEttXt'8\q YLAtX[vov]. Lessee of Epistheneia in 173 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 456, A,
lines 9-10). Brother of no. 209.
Lessee of
Dorion-Chersonesos ca. 182 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los, 440, B, line 22; B.C.H., LXIII, 1939,
p. 244). Possibly a brother of no. 70.
150.

MExL4or]7ro

[lkoy ?V vov.

151. ME4rtU7rtos
o 'P0PvatEvs. Lessee of Charoneia in 279 and 278 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A,
lines 10-11; 162, A, line 9).
152. MExyat r7ros ot TP-vatevs. Lessee of Skitoneia in 219 and 218 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 353,
A, lines 7-8; 354, line 36). Co-lessee of Limnai
in 199 and 192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 374, Aa,
lines 10-15; 399, A, line 81). Lessee of,work
buildings in 219 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 353, A,
lines 17 and 22) and in 218 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 354, lines 32 and 33). Molinier, no. 107.

Lessee of Pyrgoi
in 312 B.C. (].G., XI, 135, line 11). In 297
B.C. he was one of seven gtiarantors for three
merchants who borrowed 30,300 dr. (Inscr. de
Delos, 500, B, lines 14-15). Brother of no. 148.
153.

MEvav8poqflpat$Evovs.

154.

MEvEOJaAX.Lessee of Hippodromos in

188

B.C.

(Inscr. de Delos, 403, lines 51-52).

155. MEvEKpa'T,r 'ApXE&a4La.
Co-lessee of Skitoneia in 246 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 19).
Creditor in 240 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 298, A,
lines 187-190); died before 218 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 353, B, line 8). Son of no. 51 and
brother of no. 50.
156.

MEvET'apaTos

theneia in 179
line 146).

Lessee of Epis(Inscr. de Delos, 442, A,

TtuOoTpaTOV.

B.C.

157. MEvvXXo [MEvlAXov]. Lessee of Pyrgoi
in 246 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 21).
Guarantor in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line
177). Brother of no. 100.

158. MErTvwyXos.Co-lessee of Phytalia in 209,
206, and 200 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 362, A, line
18; 368, line 26; 372, A, line 18).

159. MtKWV. Lessee of Panormos in 208
(Inscr. de De'los, 366, A, line 105).
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160. Mvqatuaxos
Lessee of ChareAXoiTKpKbrovs.
teia in 257 and 251 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 226, A,
lines 30-33; 287, A, lines 139-142). For his
bankruptcy, see note 13.
161. MotpayE'vrj'
KaXXta0Evovu.
Lessee of Limnai ca. 252 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 196).
Debtor in 250 B.C., ca. 245 B.C., and 219 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 191 and 196; Inscr.
de De'los; 291, f, line 12; 353, B, line 30; cf.
323, line 35). Died before 209 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los, 363, line 62). Lacroix, Moiragenes (i).
Probably son of no. 128 (Callisthenes II B).

162.

Naeta'tJS. Lessee of Lykoneion in 219 B.C.
(Inscr. de De'los; [351, line 18]; 353, A, line
14). Bankrupt in 218 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos,
354, line 38).

163. NEOKPOVTLrSp
Lesseeof KeraNEOKPOVTt8OV.
meion in 173 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 456, A, line
21). Secretary of the hieropoioi in 179 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 442, B, line 181). Brother of
no. 12.
164. NCOKPOVT1&'87.
Lessee of Kerameionin 252
and 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; [275, A, line 16];
287, A, line 33). Possibly identical with NEoKpOVTt
q BMe7Ipov,who was choregos in 282 and
280 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 106, line 11; 107, line 7).
165. NcowvA7flJaTpLOV. Lessee of Lykoneionin
180, 179, and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; [441,
line 12]; 442, A, line 150; 4.56, A, line 19).
His father was probably the archon of 184 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 4, 1067, e-f, line 4).
166. NflJrTs AwpC5Ws.Lessee of Lykoneion
in 192 B3.c.(Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, line 76).
His father was perhaps the archon of 238 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 124, line 52).
167.

Lessee of Porth(Inscr. de Delos; 353,
A, lines 10-11; 354, line 35). Choregos in 236
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 120, line 6); debtor in 207,
204, and 200 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 366, A, line
127; 369, A, line 33; 372, A, line 53).
N(Kav8pos

['AyopdaXXov].

mos in 219 and 218

B.C.
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168. NtKav8pOS
[M5EvotA8]ovS.Lessee of Chareteia in 303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, lines 1112; B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 234). Brother of
no. 25 and no. 188.

169.

NIKapXos. Co-lessee of Limnai in 206
(Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 31).

B.C.

170. NtKO4LaXoS
Lessee of Hippo'ApXaWvpov.
dromos ca. 305 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 142, lines 912). Sonof no. 49.
171. NtKO',uaXoS
Lessee of Rhamnoi
NtKOpaXOV.
in 209 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 362, A, line 16).
Co-lessee of Rhamnoi in 206, 200, and 199 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos; 368, line 25; 372, A, lines
10-11; [374, Aa, lines 20-24]). Lessee of
Rhamnoi in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 399, A,
lines 81-82) and in 189 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos,
397, B, 1-3). Co-lessee of Nikou Choros in 206
and 200 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 368, line 25;
372, A, line 12). Guarantor in 209 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos, 363, line 38) and in 194 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos, 396, A, lines 33 and 42); treasurer
in 203 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 399, B, line 18);
borrower of large amounts ca. 188 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos, 407, lines 27, 36-37). Dedicator of a
monument ca. 200 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1176,
line 4).
172. _EVOKpaT?S
Lessee of Nikou
AVTCyOVOV.
Choros in 209 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 362, A,
lines 16-17). Co-lessee with no. 171 of Rhamnoi and Nikou Choros in 206 and 200 B.C. (Inscr.
de De'los; 368, line 25; 372, A, lines 10-13).
Co-lessee with no. 171 of Rhamnoi in 199 B.C.
(Inscr. de De'los, 374, Aa, lines 20-24). Gave
up lease before 192 B.C. (cf. Inscr. de Delos,
399, A, lines 81-82). Mover of a decree, ca.
200 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 714, lines 2-3). Lacroix,
Xenocrates II. Cf. no. 175.
173. '0vOKpacr13 'IEpojA,4po'rov.Lessee of half of
Chareteia for the single year 250 B.C. (I.G., XI,
2, 287, A, lines 139-140). Hieropoios in 252
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 7-8); logistes in
250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 88-89);
borrower for the city in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A, line 124); mover of a decree ca. 250
B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 598, line 2). Debtor in 278,

269, 250, and ca. 248 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 162, A,
line 28; 203, D, lines 47-50; 287, A, line 185;
289, line 13) and died in debt before 219 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 353, B, lines 11-12). Lacroix,
Xenocrates I.

174. 0*5eVOxpdT?r. Lessee of Phoinikes in 219
and 218 B.C: (Inscr. de Delos; 353, A, lines 4-5;
354, line 35).
175. 5EVOKpaTVr. Lessee of Pyrgoi in 210 B.C.
and ca. 193 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 356 bis, A,
line 7; 399, A, line 78). Died before the end
of 192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, liiie 78);
he may therefore have been identical with no.
172.
176. 5tuott'hs. Lessee of Charoneia in 297
(I.G., XI, 2, 149, lines 7-8). Possibly
father of no. 30.

B.C.

177. Evokhs. Lessee of Rhamnoi in 251
(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 136).

B.C.

178. 1Evojt'8X7S.
Lessee of Hippodromos in 219,
218, 210, and 209 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 353, A,
line 12; 354, line 38; 356 bis, A, line 11; 362,
A, line 15).
179.

t"vwv ,5VWVO';.

Lessee of Chersonesos in

169B.C. (Inscr. deDe'los; 461, Bb, lines 54-55).

Probably son of no. 181.
180. ?vwv TEXfrc&Wvos.Lessee of Epistheneia
in 269, 268, and 262 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 203, A,
line 21; 204, line 16; 223, A, lines 36-37).
Borrower for the city in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
158, B, lines 23-24). Lacroix, Xenon a. Brother
of no. 249. Father of no. 85 and no. 221.
181. JEVWV(EpEKXEJt5OV. Co-lessee of Charoneia
in 206 and 200 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 368,
lines 27-28; 372, A, lines 13-14). Guarantor
in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 400, line 17);
debtor in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, line
169) and in 173 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 455, Ab,
line 16). Lacroix, Xenon IIIB. Son of no.
235; brother of no. 191 and no. 240.
182. O08otrc'X?q-.
Lessee of Leimon in 269 and
268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 203, A, lines 20-21; 204,
line 15).
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183. 'OvouaKXE1'8MvqatLEw. Lessee of Dionysion in 312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, line 12).
184. 'OPOOKX
[ S] 'Apta [Td'] 8 [ov]. Assigned the
lease of an unknown estate, probably Lykoneion
(cf. note 170) for the decennium 199-90 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 374, Aa, line 28), but not
mentioned in the complete list of lessees of 192
B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, lines 74-82).
Possibly the father of no. 57.
185. HIapAEvtwvXotpv'Xov. Lessee of Dionysion
in 282, 279, and 278 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 158, A,
lines 9-10; 161, A, line 8; 162, A, line 7).
Father of no. 219.
186.
a,p,uKoS 'EwcKV'8ov. Lessee of Phoinikes
in 179, 173, and 172 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 442,
A, line 145; 456, A, line 8; [459, line 39].
187.

AAO'OTOV. Lessee
HapLpAt'KOS

of Rhamnoi

in 249 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 153).
Brother of no. 194.
188.

llatLrtos

Oevou'8ovs. Lessee

of

Phoi-

nikes in 312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135, lines 5-6).
Lessee of Dionysion in 303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
144, A, line 13). Brother of no. 25 and no. 168.
189. HREXot. Lessee of Leimon in 301
(I.G., XI, 2, 146, A, line 10).
190.

HTEptav8pog'Hy-qoayo'pov. Lessee

B.C.

of Epis-

theneia in 258, 250, 249, and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI,
2; [224, A, line 15]; 287, A, lines 31-32 and
178-79; Inscr. de Delos, [290, lines 15-16]).
Choregos in 261 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 114, line 13);
astynomos and dedicator of a monument, ca.
255 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1144, line 2). Son of
no. 108.
191.

fltar'3;

IEpEKXd8ov. Lessee of Akra Delos

in 179 and 173 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 442, A,
line 146; 456, A, line 9). Debtor in 175 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 449, A, line 39). Lacroix,
Pistes IV. Brother of no. 181 and no. 240;
son of no. 235.
192.

HUtarfT. Lessee of the Sacred Lake in 250

(I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 34). Treasurer
in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 8-9 and

B.C.
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34). Probablv identical with Lacroix's Pistes II,
who was hieropoios in 278 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
161; A, line 124; D, lines 107-108); guarantor
for the city in 269 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A,
line 74); and debtor in 269, ca. 255, 250, and
248 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 203, A, line 6; 274, line
21; 287, A, line 187; 289, line 18). He was a
banker by profession (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line
78; Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 131).

193.

H[IClTo'f]uvO'. Lessee of Phoinikes in 301
(I.G., XI, 2, 146, A, line 9; B.C.H., LXIII,
1939, p. 235). Debtor in 312 B.C. and ca. 306
B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2; 135, lines 19-20; 142, line
14). Father of no. 60.
B.C.

194. Ho'`Xv/3oAAoo'rov.Lessee of Sosimacheia
in 269 and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 203, A, line
24; 204, line 20). Epimeletes in 269 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 203, A, lines 89 and 92); guarantor in
269 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 74); debtor
in 282, 279, 278, 274, and 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2;
158, A, line 29; 161, A, line 35; 162, A, line 25;
199, A, line 11; 287, A, line 184). Brother of
no. 187.
Lessee of Skitoneia in 258 and 251 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; [224,
A, line 16; B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 238]; 287,
A, lines 137-38). Debtor in 278, 250, and ca.
248 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 162, A, line 43; 287, D,
HoXv27-28; 288, line 5). His son, T1apAucvLWv
3oviXov,was president of the assembly ca. 230
B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 681, line 19) and mover of a
decree ca. 230 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1025, line 1);
he died before 208 B.C. (B.C.H., XXXIV, 1910,
pp. 370, 373). A grandson, HloXv'ovXos Hapwas hieropoios in 197 B.C. (Inscr. de
,UCVWOS3,
Delos, 385, a, line 1).
195.

loXv',/ovXoq [llapuEvioWvos].

196. loXv'CiXog.Lessee of Porthmos some
time between 297 and 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 199,
A, line 14). Debtor in 303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
144, C, lines 2-3) and in 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
199, A, line 14).
197. H0oXvKpa6rn.
Lessee of Soloe-Korakiai

ca.

193 B.C. and died before the end of 192 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 399, A, line 75).
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Lessee of Epistheneia in 284
198. IfoXvKptTo9.
and 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 156, B, lines 7-15;
158, A, line 12).

205.

199. IIoXv'eEvos'Apjotl,ul/porov. Lessee of Panormos in 258 and 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 224, A,
line 16; 287, A, line 30). Secretary of the city
in 258B.c. (I.G., XI, 2,224, A, line 3); guarantor in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 167);
borrower for the city in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A, line 124); debtor in 246 and ca. 244
B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 290, line 44; 291, m, line
10). Son of no. 35.

206.

200. HoXv'$evos [Hap,VtuYWog]. Lessee of Akra
Delos in 206, 200, and 192 B.C. (lnscr. de Delos;
368, line 31; 372, A, lines 11-12; 399, A, line
74). Archon in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 399,
A, line 17; I.G., XI, 4, 1067, d, line 6).
201. HoX1E.OEvoc
cJWKatE'W.Lessee of Epistheneia
in 199, ca. 197, 192, and 188 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los; 374, B, lines 15-16; 384, A, line 2; 399,
A, line 75; 404, line 15). Choregos in 215 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 126, lines 3-4); president of the
assembly ca. 185 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 820, line 13).
His father, '4>KatEviS I1oXvevov, was a debtor in
200 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 372, A, line 71).
His

grandfather,

lloXv5Evos

4koicatE'W1,was

a

debtor in 284, 279, 278, 274, 268, and 250 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2; 156, A, line 8; 161, D, line 81;
162, A; line 28; 199, A, line 11; 204, line 90;
287, A, line 189). His great-grandfather, '1oKatcEV lloXv4evov, was archon in 280 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 4, 1067, e-f, line 8) and choregos in 265
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 111, line 6).
Brother of
no. 31.

202.

IOTTOg. Lessee of Dionysion in 208
(Inscr. de Delos, 366, A, line 104).

B.C.

203. IIpoKiX^. Co-lessee of Phytalia in 209 and
200 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; [362, A, line 21];
372, A, line 12).
204.

Hpo$evos

EVKAE'8ov. Lessee

of Leimon

in

297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 149, line 4). Brother of
no. 234 and no. 244.

11vOEGa
-lbEpEK[XdE]8ov.
Lessee of Porthmos
in 258 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 224, A, line 12).
Brother of no. 206 and no. 239.

11vOoKX'9 I)EpEKXdElov.
Lessee of Porthmos
in 252, 250, 249, and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2;
275, A, line 12; 287, A, lines 25 and 174;
Inscr. de Delos; 290, line 17). Lessee of Nikou
Choros in 250 and 249 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287,
A, lines 26 and 155). Guarantor ca. 250 B.C.
(Inscr. de De'los, II, p. 299, 287 bis, line 30);
secretary of the city in 231 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los,
316, lines 9-10). Brother of no. 205 and no.
239. Lacroix, Pythocles II.

Eap7r27&v Kapvdtov. Lessee of Lykoneion
and Hippodromos in 312 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 135,
lines 3-4 and 6-7). His grandson, Eap7rmq8wv
Kapvdtov, was astynomos ca. 250 B.C. (I.G., XI,
4, 1296; A, lines 14-15; B, lines 13-14).
207.

&
208. Y [apir-]8Wv

tXoxpacrov. Lessee of Phoinikes in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 399, A, line
77 [the sixth letter of the name is completely
preserved on the stone]). Possibly the father
of 'OXvt7rto'8)pog Yap7rrqo'vo[s], archon in 193
B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 1067, d, line 5), and of
Eap8r'v&v ;ap7rn8'voT,
choregos in 170 B.C. (I.G.,

XI, 2, 133, line 10).
209.

'Xr-vos >XtXrvov. Lessee of Phytalia in 179

and ca. 176 B.c. (Inscr. de Delos; 373, A, line
31; 442, A, line 147; 452, line 24). Hieropoios
in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 442; A, line 1;
B, line 151); guarantor in 175 and 170 B.C.
(Inscr. de De'los, 449, A, line 38; 467, line 5).
Brother of no. 149.
210. Y.KvA4 AEovTaJ8ov. Lessee of an unknown
estate in 180 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 441, line
14). Secretary of the hieropoioi in 207 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 6); guarantor in 194
B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 396, A, line 52).

211.

'KVWvOS [J?avo8ctKov]. Lessee of Lykoneion
in 297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 149, line 3). Hieropoios in 298 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 148, line 2);
treasurer ca. 289 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, B, line
101); mover of a decree ca. 290 B.C. (I.G., XI,
4, 1349, line 6).
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212. :T7'rpxo . Lessee of Panormos in 249
and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 167;
Inscr. de Delos, 290, line 20).

213.

Tpa`rwv.

ca. 306

B.C.

Lessee of an unknown estate
(I.G., XI, 2, 142, line 4).

214.

Lessee of Chareteia in 282 B.C.
TrpaTov.
(I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 8). Mover of a
decree ca. 270 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 583, line 2).

215. Yoa8n/os.

Listed among lessees, but
probably a guarantor of Nikou Choros in 210
B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 356 bis, A, line 12).
Debtor in 207 and 204 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos;
366, A, line 122; 369, A, line 29). Died before
179 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 442, A, line 247).
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220. TEXowV AVTOKXE'OVS. Lessee of SoloeKorakiai in 279, 278, 274, and 269 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2; 161, A, lines 12-13; 162, A, line 11;
199, A, line 6; 203, A, line 20). Secretary bf
the boule in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line
3); epimneletesint274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 199, A,
line 91); debtor in 284 and 278 B.C. (I.G., XI,
2; 156, B, line 1; 162, A, lines 26, 31, 34, and
35). Honored by the demos of Chios with a
gold crown and a bronze statue about the
middle of the third century (I.G., XI, 4, 1022).
Lacroix, Teleson IIB. Father of no. 53.

Choros in 297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 149, linle 5).
Mover of a decree, ca. 280 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4,
581, line 4); choregos in 275 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,

221. TekEcrwv Jev.O3vos.
Lessee of Chareteia in
258 and 257 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 224, A, line 14;
226, A, lines 30-31; B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p.
238). Choregos in 261 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 114,
line 15); guarantor in 250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
287, A, line 176). Son of no. 180; brother of
no. 85. Lacroix, Teleson IIA.

109, line 8).

222.

216. E6o'Xos [Mv70aAXKov].Lessee of Nikou

Assigned the lease
217.
in
200
B.C. (Inscr. de
of an unknown estate
DcTlos,374, B, line 6). Choregos in 215 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 126, line 9), archon in 200 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 128, line 1). His grandfather,
'A4tov.
4,Y-crtcrTparog

'AKufLov, was choregos

lwtaorparos

263
6]).

B.C.

in 265 and

(I.G., XI, 2; 111, line 20; [113, line

His

son,

guarantor in 175
line 34).

'AuhtasqUataTpaTov,
B.C.

was

a

(Inscr. de Delos, 449, A,

-UraoTa& o Kp'q. Lessee of Panormos in
278 and 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, C, line 113;
162, A, line 8; 199, A, line 4). Metic choregos
in 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 108, line 12).

218.

llapuEvi'vos. Lessee of PanorTEX&'rav8pos
mos in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, lines 8-9).
Lessee of Dionysion in 274, ca. 273, 269 and
268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 199, A, line 4; 200, lines
2-3; 203, A, lines 23-24; 204, line 7). Choregos
in 263 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 113, line 7); debtor
ca. 253 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 274, line 19). Son
of no. 185. A brother, lloXv'$evos llapLEatVWYO,
was mover of a decree ca. 270 B.C. (I.G., XI,
4, 571, line 2), and died before 262 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 223, A, line 59).

219.

Lessee of DorionT-J4,W?vpToso'ApcurTEcaov.

Chersonesos ca. 175 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 452,
line 27). Lessee of a house in 192 and 179 B.C.
(Inscr. de Dtlos; 400, lines 4-5; 442, A, line
140); debtor in 177 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 444,
A, line 46). Mover of at least fifty decrees
(I.G., XI, 4; 751-798; 1024, 1032), including
the famous Anaxibios decree (752) and a decree authorizing the sending of ambassadors to
Rome, ca. 197 B.C. (756). Lacroix, Telemnestos IIIB; Molinier, no. 150. For his family,
see Roussel's commentary on I.G., XI, 4, 751.
223.

T*,uoa8,usto'AvrtKpaTrov.

Co-lesseeof

Cha-

roneia in 274, 269, and 268 B.C.; sole lessee in
258, 257, and 251 B.C.; co-lessee in 250 B.C., in
whichyearhe went bankrupt (I.G.,XI,2; [199,
A, line 5]; 203, A, line 20; 204, line 9; 224, A,
lines 13-14; 225, A, line 16; 287, A, lines 2729 and 138-39). Treasurer in 282 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2, 158, B, lines 6-7); mover of a decree
ca. 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 538, line 2); epimeletes in 269 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, lines
6, 70, 83, and 97). Brother of no. 44; father
of no. 26 and no. 245.

224. TtLpAevogTto$evov. Lessee of the Sacred
Lake in 179 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, lines
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151-152). Secretary of the hieropoioi in 178
(Inscr. de Delos, 442, B, line 3); hierapoios in 175 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 133, line 42;
134, line 15); archon in 170 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2,
133, line 1). His father was hieropoios in 221
B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 354, lines 8, 20, 21) and
archon in 224 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 366, A,
line 85); his brother, Arnx'rptoS TMLotevov, was
archon in 184 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4,1067, e-f, line 4).
B.C.

225. T 1iEvos. Lessee of Soloe-Korakiai in
250 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 31). Possibly identical with Tt,u'$Evoq'AiroXXo&ipov,mover
of a decree ca. 260 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4, 610, lines
4-5).
Lessee of Limnai in 209 B.C.
226. TtqLocrG&sj3.
(Inscr. de De'los, 362, A, line 19). Probably
identical either with Tt/jocrE&'" KXEOKp'TOV.,
debtor and guarantor in 208 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los, 365, lines 19 and 21), or with Tt,LoaOE'Ov
TtA,o[--], epistates in 207 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los,
366, A, line 132).
227. 'TX7yro'Xwos'Auvov. Co-lessee of Porthmos in 192 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 399, A, line
78). Choregos in 215 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 126,
line 4); honored in a decree of 187 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 4, 768, a, line 2); president of the assembDly
ca. 185 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4; 789, line 26; 799, line
4; 800, line 11); mover of a decree ca. 180 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 4, 801, line 2). Debtor in 179 and
175 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 442, C, lines 28-29;
449, B, line 35). Son of Lacroix's Amnos III.
228.

Kp&rLog. Co-lessee of PorthTX-7ro',XEuos

mos in 192 B.C. and sole lessee in 188, 179, and
173 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los; 399, A, line 78; [404,
line 17]; 442, A, line 151; [456, A, line 16]).
229. '4)avO'8KOqXap[tX]a. Lessee of Chareteia
in 219, 218, 210, 209, and 206 B.C. (Inscr. de
De'los; 353, A, line 3; 354, line 35; [356 bis, A,
line 6]; 356 bis, B, lines 40-41, for which see
B.C.H., LIV, 1932, p. 384; [Inscr. de Delos,
368, line 29] ). Son of either Lacroix's Charilas
IIA or his Charilas IIB. Father of no. 230.
(4avo'8Kos 4Iavo8tKov. Lessee of Chareteia
in 192, 180, 179, 173, and 172 B.C. (Inscr. de

230.

De'los; 399, A, line 79; 373, B, lines 9-10; 442,
A, line 151; 456, A, line 16; [459, lines 4243]). See also B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pp. 24243. Son of no. 229, father of no. 246.

231. bavoq. Lessee of Rhamnoi in 246

B.C.

(Inscr. de De'los, 290, line 18). For his family,
see commentary on I.G., XI, 4, 1080.
232. Da-vos.Lessee of Rhamnoi in 219, 218,
and ca. 214 B.C. (ITscr. de De'los; 353, A, line
11; 354, line 37; [356, line 15]). Died before
210 B.C. (Inscr. .de De'los, 356 bis, A, line 6).
Identity with no. 231 seems improbable; cf.
commentary on I.G., XI, 4, 1080.
233. 4EAvg4bEAvog.
Lessee of Panormos in 179
B.C. (Iinscr. de Delos, 442, A, line 149). Brother
of no. 28 and no. 41.
234. 4EpEKXE'8 v) EV3K,XE1Ov. Lessee of Leimon
in 282, 279, and 278 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 158, A,
line 11; 161, A, lines 11-12; 162, A, line 10).
Hieropoios in 304 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A,
line 3); mover of a decree ca. 285 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 4, 540, lines 2-3). Died between 278 and
274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 199, A, line 6). Brother
of no. 204 and no. 244. His son, EvKXEt8q
4EpEKkCE8OV, was choregos in 265 and in 261 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2; 111, line 9; 114, line 4).
Lessee of Charo235. 4-EpEKXC1'8r [ltXovtKov].
neia in 219, 218, and 210 B.C. (Inscr. de Delas;
353, A, line 5; 354, line 35; 356 bis, A, line 10).
Choregos in 215 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 126, line 5);
lessee of buildings in 207 and 206 B.C. (Inscr.
de Delos; 366, A, line 95; 368, line 36); hieropoios in 203 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 399, B, line
19). Lacroix, Pherecleides IIB; Molinier, no.
155. Son of no. 239; father of no. 181, no. 191,
and no. 240.
236. [It']XapXoq AeWupaJrov. Lessee of Skitoneia in 303 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 144, A, line 14).
237. 4JXapXos?,EwpvXov.Lessee of Soloe-Korakiai in 249 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line 149).
Son of no. 118, brotlherof no. 74.
238. [bDt'X]Xv3Oapn&'vKOv. Lessee of Nikou
Choros in 269 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, A, line 23:
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the stone reads [...]Xwto). Debtor ca. 250 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, II, p. 299, 287 bis, line 24).
Son of no. 113; brother of no. 68.
239. (FLXo'v6Ko 4'EpEKXEtS8ov. Lessee of Chareteia
in 249 and 246 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, line
169; Inscr. de De'los, 290, line 20). Brother of
no. 205 and no. 206; father of no. 235; grandfather of 181, 191, 240. Lacroix, Philonicos I.
240. LtXoVLKOs'1'EpEKXELSOV. Co-lessee of Charoneia in 206 and 200 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 368,
lines 27-28; 372, A, lines 13-14). Debtor in
179 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 442, A, line 166).
Brother of 181 and no. 191; son of no. 235;
grandson of no. 239.

241.

Co-lessee of Limnai
in 199 and 192 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos; 374, Aa,
lines 10-15; 399, A, line 81).
o' TP-vatev.
AtXOVLKOS

4DXTrJs [TkX-roXE4Lov]. Lessee of Phytalia
in 282 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 14).
Hieropoios in 275 B.C. (I. G., XI, 2, 199, B, line
1). Lessee of a house in 282, 279, and 269 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2; 158, A, lines 18-19; 161, A, line
23; 203, A, line 28). Debtor in 282, 279, 278,
274, 257, ca. 255, 250, and ca. 247 B.C. (I.G.,
XI, 2; 158, A, line 28; 161, A, lines 32-33;
226, A, line 25; 274, line 21; 287, A, lines 186
and 190; Inscr. de Delos, 291, d, line 24).
Molinier, no. 159.

242.

243. 4d(Xwv.Lessee of Phoinikes in 210
(In1scr.de Delos, 356 bis, A, line 7).

B.C.

244. Xa'prqEv1KXE8ov. Lessee of Phoinikes in
297 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 149, lines 3-4). Debtor
in 284, 282, and 279 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 156, A,
line 9; .156, B, lines 1-6; 158, A, lines 27, 29,
and 30; 161, A, lines 31-32; 161, D, line 90).
Brother of no. 204 and no. 234.
245.

XapiXas

TqL-rq8rtov.

Lessee

of

Akra

Delos in 269 and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 203, A,
line 21; [204, line 16] ). Son of no. 223; brother
of no. 26; nephew of no. 44.
246. [Xap1X]as
Lessee of Panor[4]avo8&Kov.
mos in 173 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 456, A, line
18). Son of no. 230 and grandson of no. 229.
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247. Xap&Ttos
'AVTLy'OVOV.Co-lessee of Nikou
Choros in 178 B.C. and sole lessee in 173 B.C.
(IThscr.de Delos; 445, lines 16-19; 456, A, line
17). Guarantor ca. 190 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos,
407, line 35); debtor in 175 B.C. (Inscr. de
Delos, 448, A, line 5). Dedicated a statue to his
wife (I.G., XI, 4, 1184, lines 1-3). Son of no.
23; son-in-law of no. 143. For his family, see
Inscr. de Delos, II, p. 205.
248.

Xi%v AVKO'OPOVag.Lessee of Rhamnoi in

303 B.C. but defaulted his contract (I.G., XI,
2, 144; A,, line 13; B, line 72). Brother of
either no. 87 or no. 88.
249. XotpvXosTEXEAawvoa.
Lessee of Epistheneia
in 279, 278, and 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2; 161, A,
line 14; 162, A, line 12; [199, A,, line 6]).
Lessee of Limnai in 269 and 268 B.C. (I.G., XI,
2; 203, A, line 22; 204, line 10). Debtor in 250
B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A, lines 15-16), and in
the same year paid interest (I.G., XI, 2, 287, A,
line 185) on a debt contracted by his father,
TeX&WvXotpvAXov,
in 274 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 199,
A, line 12). Brother of no. 180.
250. XoLpv`Xos.
Lessee of Skitoneia in 282 B.C.
(I.G., XI, 2, 158, A, line 9). Possibly identical
with no. 249, but more probably Xotpv'XosOapwho was the mover of two decrees ca.
avvovTo%,
270 B.C. (I.G., XI, 4; 613, line 2; 614, line 2).
The latter's son, Oapv'vwv Xotpv'Xov,was hieropoios in 268 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 203, B, line 92)
and archon in 261 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 114, line 1).
251. AX[---].
Lessee of an unknown estate
in 206 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 25).
252.
B.C.

AvT[---].
Lessee of Panormos, ca. 181
(B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, p. 244).

253. A,[---].
Lessee of Limnai, ca. 188
(see page 301).

B.C.

254. K[---].
Lessee of an unknown estate
in 169 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 467, line 4).
255. A[---].
Lessee of Phoinikes in 199 B.C.
(Inscr. de Delos, 374, Aa, line 15).
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256. Ti-Ot [- --].
Co-lessee of an unknown
estate in 199 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 373, A, line
32).

263. [---]os.
Lessee of an unknown estate
in 209 B.C., paying a rental of 231 dr. (Inscr.
de Delos, 362, A, line 16).

257. Tt[---].
Lessee of Charoneia in 189
B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 403, line 48).

B.C.

258. [---]&8,q HIoX[---]. Lessee of Panormos in 199 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 374, Ab, line
2).
259.
B.C.

[---]8&pog. Lessee of Leimon, ca. 272
(I.G., XI, 2, 200, line 4).

260. [---]Aapxog. Lessee of an unknown
estate in 232 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 314, A, line
39).
261.
B.C.

[---]vos.
Co-lessee of Limnai in 206
(Inscr. de Delos, 368, line 31).

262. [.. . ]etpu&v7. Lessee of an unknown
estate in 257 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 225, line 14).

264.

Lessee of Phoinikes in 180
[---]lo.
(Iizscr. de Delos, 441, line 16).

265. [---]7r&a.
Lessee of an unknown
estate, ca. 271 B.C. (I.G., XI, 2, 201, A, line 8).
266. [---lxog.
Lessee of an unknown estate
in 200 B.C. (Inscr. de De'los, 372, A, line 16).
267. [-- -] [Me]vvAAXov.Lessee of Chersonesos in 170 B.C. (Inscr. de Delos, 461, Bb, line
55).
268.
[--]&wOvo9. Lessee of an unknown estate ca. 185 B.C., paying a rental of
229 dr. 3%/12 ob. (Inscr. de Delos, 418, line 2;
the passage is concerned with the rental of an
estate, not of a house, for in the following line
part of the rental of Rhamnoi is preserved:
cf. Inscr. de Del1os,401 bis, B).
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PLATE 89

1. UnpublishedMithraeum(?) in Rheneia

2. RheneianAcropolisfromSouth Tower

3. Columbariumin RheneianCemetery

e~~~~~e
_

4. Pyrgoi, Chareteia,and SouthernRheneia

5. HippodromosfromPlakes

PLATE 90

_~~~~~

1. Ancient terraces, Akra Delos

2. Lower Thaleon Valley, Mykonos

3. Vineyards in Upper Thaleon

4. Rheneian Farmhouse with outside cellar

5. Cattle Shelter on Rheneia

6. Storehouse for Chaff on Delos
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